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The purposes of this study were to: (a) determine the level of environmental
literacy (EL) of secondary school students in Saudi Arabia with regard to selected
factors in the domains of environmental knowledge, affective dispositions,
cognitive skills, and environmentally responsible behavior; (b) explore the
relationship of EL components among each other; and (c) identify some selected
factors that may predict the environmental responsible behavior. The researcher
selected the targeted variables (i.e., environmental knowledge, cognitive skills,
environmental sensitivity, willingness to act, and environmentally responsible
behavior) based on the definitions and frameworks of environmental literacy, prior
research and, the results of the three preliminary studies conducted. Those
preliminary studies were: a content analysis of (a) research studies in
environmental education in Saudi Arabia, and (b) middle and secondary science
textbooks in Saudi Arabia; and (c) a phenomenological study of environmental
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sensitivity and environmentally responsible behavior (ERB) among secondary
students in Saudi Arabia.
Results of these preliminary studies were used to develop a conceptual
framework and construct an instrument, the Secondary School Environmental
Literacy Measure (SSELM). The SSELM that was reviewed for face and content
validity, piloted to review its construct validity and reliability, and then
administered to (n=600) secondary school students in the City of Taif in Saudi
Arabia. Due to invalid responses and outliers, the responses were reduced to
(n=482).
Research question one focused on descriptive statistics to characterize the
status of EL of secondary school students. Research question two focused on
bivariate correlation to understand the relationship among EL variables, and
research question three on the relationship between ERB and selected demographic
and educational variables. Research question four involved the use of hierarchical
multiple regression to identify the major variables that serve as predictors of ERB.
The results for research question one indicated that participants adjusted
mean scores (0-70) on the five selected variables of EL were: willingness to act
(M=46.58), how skilled you think you are [perceived cognitive skills] (M=45.5),
environmental sensitivity (M=40.85), ERB (M=40.58), and environmental
knowledge (M=37).
The results for research question two indicated there were three patterns to
these relationships: relatively strong (e.g., both environmental sensitivity and
iv

willingness to act with ERB); moderate (e.g., positive: environmental sensitivity
and willingness to act; negative: environmental knowledge to environmental
sensitivity and ERB); and relatively weak (e.g., environmental knowledge to
perceived cognitive skills and willingness to act).
The results of research question three showed that male students had
slightly higher scores than female students on the ERB scale. In terms of the
relationship between ERB and age, there was a slightly negative, but not
statistically significant, correlation. The results of the correlation between ERB and
grade level indicated that students in the 10th grade level performed relatively
higher (M =42) than students in the 12th grade level (M=38.7).
The results of research question four pointed out that environmental
sensitivity served as the strongest predictor of ERB, followed by willingness to act,
and then environmental knowledge. Its noteworthy that the influence of perceived
cognitive skills on ERB was not statistically significant.
Based on these results, four of the study’s five null hypotheses were
rejected. The generalizability and implications of these findings were discussed.
Finally, recommendations for further research were offered in light of study
delimitations, limitations, and findings.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Background
Around the world, the increasing human population continues to contribute
to an increase in variety and severity of environmental problems such as those
related to the decline in renewable and non-renewable natural resources, air and
water pollution, and the loss of species and their habitats (UNEP, 2014; World
Wide Fund for Nature [WWF], 2016). In the last few decades, both developed and
developing countries have become increasingly concerned about these
environmental problems and issues. For instance, one of the negative
consequences of human activities for the environment is that humans will be
responsible for decimation and extinction of about hundreds of species of animals
(Pedraza, 2013; WWF, 2017). In the Gulf Region, the Arab countries have
suffered many of the environmental disasters because of the political, economic and
social changes (Alsaeed, 1993). For example, one of worst disasters that occurred
in Arab Gulf countries was the pollution resulting from the burning of more than
500 oil wells in Kuwait during the Gulf War in 1990. This resulted in oil spills that
killed many marine organisms (Alsaeed, 1993; Gupta, Fondekar, & Alagarsamy,
1993; Tawfiq & Olsen, 1993;).
Thus, starting in the 1970s, developed countries began to enact
environmental laws and regulations through governmental action and
intergovernmental conferences around the world. Politicians, environmentalists,
1

and local and international environmental bodies, including the governmental and
non-governmental organizations, began to call for environmental treatments and
develop solutions to address the problems with the environment. For instance, in
response to pollution such as the oil spill noted above, the Arab Gulf countries
committed to participate in international and regional efforts that would help
improve the environment and resolve its problems not only in the Gulf Region, but
also around the world. All Arab Gulf countries took their responsibility to
implement recommendations and legislations from international conferences held
in different places.
Because environmental awareness begins in people’s minds (Alkoli, 2002),
one part of the solutions to address the environmental crisis is to shift individuals’
awareness and knowledge, beliefs and attitudes, and behaviors in a proenvironmental direction (Gardner & Stern, 2002). This can be done by allowing
people to have access to information, and by developing effective formal and
informal environmental education programs on the local and global level (Gardner
& Stern, 2002; United Nations [UN], 1992). A lack of education would be
considered as a serious internal barrier to be pro-environmental actions (Gardner &
Stern, 2002). Individuals need to be aware of their natural, managed, and built
environment, and its associated problems (Stapp et al., 1969). Further,
environmental and educational leaders have called for individual awareness to be
followed by direct and indirect decisions that preserve and protect the environment,
as well as resolve its problems (UNESCO, 1977, 1978; UN, 1992; NEEAC, 2005).
2

Since the 1960s, numerous programs were launched that emphasized the
roles of citizens in working toward the solution of environmental problems.
Citizens obtained information about their environment and its associated natural
resources and problems (Simmons, 2005). This way of educating people came to
be known as environmental education (EE) (e.g., Disinger, 1983; Stapp, 1974;
Swan, 1984). Thus, citizens need EE programs that encompass knowledge and
skills to increase their level of EL (Simmons, 2001). The literature indicates the
importance of preparing a literate citizen who is capable to not only understand the
complexity of ecosystems, but to become involved in serious actions to address
worsening environmental conditions, impacts, and issues (Hollweg et al., 2011;
McBride, Brewer, Berkowitz, & Borrie, 2013; Simmons, 1995). Educational
experts suggest that we should not focus on environmental facts that students
memorize and may retain, but rather focus on their understating, affective
dispositions, and behaviors toward the environment and its problems (Simmons,
1995). This means that EE programs aim to develop an awareness of and concerns
about the environment and its associated problems, as well as the knowledge, skills,
and motivations to work toward solutions of current problems and the preventions
of new ones (North American Association for Environmental Education [NAAEE],
2004).
An overview of the historical roots of environmental education in Saudi
Arabia. Saudi Arabia is one of the Arab countries that takes care of the
environment. Even though the country (the third state of Saudi Arabia) was
3

established in 1932, it has played an essential role in the field of environmental
protection. This is clear through the government’s efforts to develop regulations
and policies through the agencies and organizations that have been established.
These efforts are consistent with those found throughout the international
community (Alwelaie, 2000).
The Basic Law of Saudi Arabia was enacted in 1992 that consists of 38
articles. The 31st article states that “the government shall take care of public health
and provide the healthcare for each citizen” (The Basic Law of Saudi Arabia, 1992,
p. 6). Additionally, the 32st article indicates that the environment and its associated
resources will be preserved and protected from any pollutants and harmful
compounds by the government of Saudi Arabia (The Basic Law of Saudi Arabia,
1992). The government has started to enact several systems (e.g., the forest
system, the protected area system, the animal and wild birds hunting system,
fishing system, and the system of using the natural resources) in response to these
articles.
Saudi Arabia prepared a development strategy for a period 1990-1995 that
reflected the Islamic values and to implement the articles of the Basic Law of Saudi
Arabia. This strategy emphasized that sustainability can be achieved by enhancing
the natural resources and providing an environment that is free of pollution
(Alwelaie, 2000). Abo-Zenada and Nader (1990) pointed out that one of the actual
steps taken by the government was to establish Saudi Wildlife Authority (SWA) in
1980 to protect the wildlife and enact the policy and standards for preserving
4

animals (Alwelaie, 2000). The Presidency of Meteorology and Environment was
also established in 1981 to regulate the legislations and laws that organize the
human-environment relationship in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (Presidency of
Meteorology and Environment [PME], 2013).
In 1984, the first symposium of environmental protection organized by the
Presidency of Meteorology and Environment was held in Abha, Saudi Arabia. In
this symposium, experts and politicians discussed about environmental problems
and education and how the other governmental agencies should cooperate with
each other (Motwe, 1995). In terms of education, the Ministry of Education
emphasized the importance of EE for students. According to Alhageel, teaching
students about and for environment was one of the objectives of science education
for elementary students (as cited in Alqahtani, 2010). In terms of adults, EE was an
important subject that was required in teachers preparing programs (Faraj, 2000).
Saudi Arabia has worked in parallel with the United Nations to develop and
implement EE programs locally and regionally. The recommendations released
from the conference of Belgrade (1975) and the international conference in
Moscow (1987) state that the EE should be a part of the teacher education before
and during the service (UNESCO, 1976, 1987).
Evolving understanding of environmental literacy. Educational
movements in the U.S. and in other countries around the world have played a
significant role in laying the foundation for and in shaping the field of EE, namely
nature, conservation, and outdoor education (Stapp, 1974; Swan, 1984). Based on
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these educational movements, Stapp et al., (1969), Harvey, (1977b), Schmeider
(1977), and UNESCO (1977) were among the first pioneers to attempt to
summarize and present definitional characteristics of EE. One of the most globally
used definitions was posed by UNESCO (1977):
The goal of environmental education is: to develop a world population that
is aware of, and concerned about, the environment and its associated
problems, and which has the knowledge, skills, attitudes, motivations and
commitment to work individually and collectively toward solutions of
current problems and the prevention of new ones. (p. 15)

UNESCO-UNEP developed more than this definition and goal; they set four
objectives of the EE namely awareness, knowledge, skills, attitudes, evaluation
ability, and participation (UNESCO, 1977).
Both during and since that time, the term environmental literacy (EL)
appeared in the literature (e.g., Disinger, 1983; Harvey, 1977a). The meaning
behind this term has been described and analyzed by numerous scholars (e.g.,
McBride et al., 2013; Simmons, 1995). It includes features or components that fall
within the cognitive, affective, and behavioral domains. The term environmental
literacy has been and will continue to be used in diverse ways.
Research Problem
As the ultimate goal of the EE is to develop citizens who are concerned
about the environment and allied problems and issues, and to engage in
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environmentally responsible behavior (Howe & Disinger, 1991; Hungerford &
Peyton, 1977; Hungerford & Volk, 1990; C. Roth, 1992; R. Roth, 1970; Stapp et
al., 1969; UNESCO, 1980), it is appropriate, even necessary, to investigate
students’ environmental perspectives. However, the only prior work on an
assessment of EL in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia focused on adults (Meyers,
Tubaishat, Shaloub, & Shamy, 2008), but for reasons beyond the control of those
researchers, that assessment was never conducted.
In addition, there have been a number of research studies that have
investigated specific components of EL among K-16 students in Saudi Arabia (e.g.,
studies of ecological or environmental knowledge of elementary, middle, high
school, or college students). However, to date (a) there has been no systematic
review of these studies, and (b) none of these studies took a comprehensive
approach by assessing components of EL in all four domains (knowledge, skill,
affective dispositions and behavior). Thus, there is a need to discover and elucidate
the status of Saudis’ perspectives toward the environment.
The Purposes of the Study
The primary purpose of this study is to determine the level of EL of secondary
school students in Saudi Arabia with regard to selected factors in the domains of
environmental knowledge, affective dispositions, cognitive skills, and
environmentally responsible behavior. Additionally, this study will examine the
relationship among these environmental, knowledge (EK), affective disposition
(EAD), cognitive skill (ECS), responsible behavior (ERB) factors. Finally, this
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study will explore how well these selected EK, EAD, and ECS factors predict the
ERB of those students. On the basis of my review of relevant studies in Saudi
Arabia since 1992, this study will serve as the first broad assessment of EL in Saudi
Arabia involving any population. Thus, this study will help begin to develop the
framework, assessment instruments, and baseline that governmental and nongovernmental organizations can use to develop their programs and future efforts in
EE and education for sustainability (ESD).
Environmental literacy is a term that has been used broadly since its early
use in the 1970s. A number of EL frameworks have been developed since then,
and there have been several reviews of those frameworks (e.g., Hollweg et al.,
2011; McBride et al., 2013; Simmons, 1995). In her review of the literature,
Simmons (1995) organized the features of EL into seven components. These
components included: (a) affect, (b) ecological knowledge, (c) socio-political
knowledge, (d) knowledge of environmental problems and issues, (e) cognitive
skills, (f) additional determinants of environmentally responsible behavior and, (g)
environmentally responsible behavior. Researchers have reviewed, revised and
assessed these components among elementary school, middle school, high school,
and college students (e.g., Erdogan, 2009; Liang, Liu, Cai, & Fang, 2013; McBeth
et at, 2008, 2011; Negev, Sagy, Garb, Sazberg, & Tal, 2008; Shin et al., 2005;
Wilke, 1995; Zhu, 2015). Of those, the components included in the initial
framework for this study were: (a) ecological knowledge, (b) knowledge of
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environmental problems and issues, (c) socio-political knowledge, (d) cognitive
skills, (e) affect and, (f) environmentally responsible behavior.
As noted above, ERB is one of the major components of the EL framework
developed by Simmons (1995). The main goal of EE has been to support the
development of pro-environmentally responsible behavior (UNESCO 1977, 1978).
For instance, in the Belgrade Charter (UNESCO, 1975) and Tbilisi Declaration
(UNESCO, 1977), ERB was included in the objectives of EE under a related term,
participation. Stern (2000) defined ERB in two ways: (a) in terms of impact (i.e.,
direct or indirect positive impacts of behavior on the environment), and (b) in terms
of intention (i.e., individuals’ intended to protect and/or improve the environment).
Hungerford and Peyton (1980) developed a paradigm of environmentally
responsible behavior that was consistent with Stern’s definition (e.g., Monroe,
2003; Short, 2010). This paradigm consists of: (1) persuasion, (2) consumer and
economic action, (3) political action, (4) legal action, (5) eco-management and, (6)
combinations that reflect two or more of these categories. In this study, ERB was
measured using four constructs of Hungerford and Peyton paradigm of ERB; ecomanagement, persuasion and, economic actions. Political action and legal action
were merged into one construct called “civic action” and was measured in this
study.
Researchers have investigated the relationship of a number of variables to
ERB. Hines, Hungerford, and Tomera (1986/87) conducted a meta-analysis of
research on variables associated with, and used the results to develop a model of,
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ERB. Nearly 20 years later, Bamberg and Moser (2007) replicated and extended
the study by Hines et al. (1986/87), reporting the results of their own meta-analysis
of this growing body of research. The results of these meta-analyses support the
selection of the following EL components as possible correlates and predictors of
ERB in this study: (a) ecological knowledge, (b) socio-political knowledge, (c)
knowledge of environmental problems and issues, (d) affect and, (e) cognitive
skills. However, this support varies from one component to another. For instance,
these meta-analyses provided the greatest support for affect domain (e.g., the
components of intention to act: r =.52 and attitude: r = .42) and limited support for
knowledge of problems (r = .19) and for cognitive skills (included in a narrative
review due to the small number of studies).
Lierman (1995) investigated the relationship and predictors of ERB and
other EL variables. The data for her study were collected in a preliminary study of
the Secondary School Environmental Literacy Instrument (SSELI; Marcinkowski
& Rehrig, 1995). They investigated the relationship of a number of variables to
ERB among high school students, including: (1) the issue identification; (2)
affective dispositions of environmental sensitivity, environmental attitude, locus of
control, assumption of personal responsibility, and willingness to participate; (3)
knowledge of ecological concepts and of environmental problems and issues; (4)
assessment of issue based skills; and (5) knowledge of and ability to apply action
strategies.
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Between 2005-2014, McBeth and the members of the National
Environmental Literacy Assessment (NELA) research team engaged in a project to
examine the level of EL among middle grades students in the U.S. and the
contribution of those variables to the prediction of ERB. The purpose of Phase One
of the NELA project was to examine the baseline level of EL of 6th and 8th graders
of a representative sample of middle schools in the U. S. (McBeth, Hungerford,
Marcinkowski, Volk, & Meyers, 2008). In Phase Two, they examined the level of
EL among 6th, 7th, and 8th graders in a purposeful sample drawn from schools with
an established environmental program in those grades (McBeth, Hungerford,
Marcinkowski, Volk, & Cifranick, 2011). In Phase Three, they examined the
predictors of ERB using Phase One and Phase Two data (McBeth, Marcinkowski,
Giannoulis, Hungerford, Volk, & Howell, 2014, p. 22, Table 7). The variables they
found to serve as significant predictors of ERB in these Phase One and Phase Two
samples included verbal commitment, environmental sensitivity, general
environmental feelings and, environmental issue identification and analysis skills.
The most recent study that investigated the correlation and prediction of
ERB was conducted by Zhu (2015). To examine the correlation among EL
components, she selected eight: environmental worldview (NEP), environmental
sensitivity (ES), willingness to act (WILL), perceived skills in investigating and
evaluating problems and issues (PSPI), perceived skills in using citizen
participation strategies (CPS), perceived knowledge of ecology and earth system
science (PKEE), perceived knowledge of environmental science (PKES), and
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Environmentally responsible behavior (ERB). The findings indicated that all
bivariate correlations coefficients among the eight variables are statistically
significant except correlations between NEP and PKEE, CPS, and PSPI. In her
study, Zhu (2015) explored the predictors variables of ERB. The results showed
that CPS, WILL, ES are the most significant predictors of ERB.
Several other studies have investigated EL variables as predictors of ERB in
adult populations. Marcinkowski (2001) reviewed three dissertation studies that
investigated the predictors of ERB: Sia (1985), Sivek (1989) and, Marcinkowski
(1989). Both Sia (1985) and Sivek (1989) examined the relationship of multiple
independent variables (IVs) to, and prediction of scores on, a measure of ERB, the
Behavior Inventory of Environmental Action. The variables used to predict ERB
included (a) level of environmental sensitivity, (b) perceived individual locus of
control, (c) perceived group locus of control, (d) perceived knowledge of
environmental action strategies, (e) perceived skill in using environmental action
strategies, (f) belief about/attitude towards pollution, (g) belief about/attitude
towards technology, and (h) psychological sex role classification (Marcinkowski,
2001). In his dissertation, Marcinkowski (1989) included several measures in
addition to the eight variables in Sia (1985) and Sivek (1989). These additional
measures reflected a number of additional affective variables: commitment,
personal responsibility, other salient dimensions of environmental attitudes,
environmental concern, optimism/ pessimism, and environmental values. The
results of the three studies indicated that five variables were found to be statistically
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significant correlates and predictors of ERB. These variables were: (a) individual
locus of control; (b) group locus of control; (c) knowledge of using action
strategies; (d) skill in using action strategies; and (e) environmental sensitivity
(Marcinkowski, 2001).
In summary, the selection of environmentally literacy variables that may
serve as predictors of ERB in this dissertation was supported by the results of
studies by Lierman (1995), McBeth et al. (2008, 2011, 2014), Zhu (2015), Sia
(1985), Sivek (1989), Marcinkowski (1989), and among others.
The Research Questions and Hypotheses
Research questions. The research questions that guided this study were as
follows.
1) What is the level of environmental literacy of secondary-school students
in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia regarding each of the following
variables:
a) knowledge of ecology and Earth systems (Set A);
b) knowledge of environmental problems and issues (Set A);
c) cognitive skills (Set B);
d) environmental sensitivity (Set C);
e) willingness to take environmental actions (Set C); and
f) participation in eco-management, economic action, individual and
public persuasion, and civic actions (ERB)?
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2) What is the relative strength of the bivariate relationship among the
following environmental literacy variables:
a) environmental knowledge (Set A);
b) cognitive skills (Set B);
c) environmental sensitivity (Set C);
d) willingness to take environmental actions (Set C); and
e) participation in eco-management, economic action, individual and
public persuasion, and civic actions (ERB)?
3) What is the relationship of the following demographic and educational
factors to environmentally responsible behavior among secondary-school
students in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia:
a) gender,
b) age, and
c) grade level?
4) What is the relative contribution of each of the following sets of factors to
environmentally responsible behavior:
a) affective variables (Set C);
b) cognitive skill variable (Set B), in the presence of Set C; and
c) knowledge variables (Set A), in the presence of Sets B and C?
Research hypotheses. The first research question was a descriptive in
nature. Therefore, there was no need to present a research hypothesis. The
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corresponding research hypotheses for the research questions (RQs 2-4) were as
follows.
Hypothesis (H1) for the Research Question 2. When examined from a
bivariate relationship perspective, the EL variables will not have a statistically
significant relationship to each other.
Hypothesis (H2) for the Research Question 3. When examined from a
bivariate relationship perspective, gender, age, and grade level will not have a
statistically significant relationship to environmentally responsible behavior.
Hypothesis (H3) for the Research Question 4. Three hypotheses were
corresponded to this research question:
H3.1 When examined from a hierarchical perspective, Set C, in the absence of
Set A and Set B, will not be statistically significant predictors of environmentally
responsible behavior.
H3.2 When examined from a hierarchal perspective, Set B in the presence of
Set C but the absence of Set A, will not be statistically significant predictors of
environmentally responsible behavior.
H3.3 When examined from a hierarchal perspective, Set A in the presence of
Set C and Set B, will not be statistically significant predictors of environmentally
responsible behavior.
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Overview of the Study Design
To answer the research questions, quantitative methods were employed. To
answer the research questions, the researcher used descriptive methods (i.e.,
assessments that make use of survey research methods) for Research Question One.
The researcher used bivariate analysis for Research Question Two and Three. For
Research Question Four, the researcher employed hierarchical multiple regression,
using the order of entry reflected in this research question (i.e., Sets C, B, and A).
The target population included all secondary-school students in the western region
of Saudi Arabia. This population was delimited to a smaller accessible population
that consisted of all secondary-school students in the City of Taif.
Significance of the Study
As mentioned previously, the empirical research related to EL in Saudi
Arabia is very limited. Thus, the products and outcomes of this study will be useful
in several ways. First, the results of this study could be used by governmental
organizations in Saudi Arabia to review, modify and further develop their
awareness and training programs targeting Saudis. Second, these results also
would serve as a baseline for the non-governmental organizations to review,
modify, and further develop their EE programs in Saudi Arabia. Third, because
there are no formal EE programs in K-16 schools operated by the Ministry of
Education (i.e., beyond single courses), the findings of this research may help
interested educational institutions to experiment with and design effective EE
programs in Saudi Arabia that reflect students’ interests and concerns about their
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environment. The results of this research will give them a clear sight of Saudi
student’s perspectives toward the environment. Fourth, since the Ministry of
Education in Saudi Arabia has begun to modify the science curricula and because
EE is infused into the science and social studies curriculum, the results of this study
could provide information that the curricula developers would find useful in
making decisions about which EE concepts, skills, and dispositions to include in
the academic programs and science curricula administered at different levels of
students’ academic endeavors. Fifth, research pertaining to environmental behavior
in Saudi is still in its infancy, which means that more studies are needed to examine
the environmental behavior of different segments of the Saudi population (i.e.,
different target populations) and to identify and better understand factors found to
be associated with and to influence ERB in Saudi. Therefore, this research will
identify these factors and help practitioners in the field of education to take these
into consideration while teaching students for and about environment. Finally, the
results of this research and future studies should help further the development of an
EL framework that is consistent with ecological, economic socio-political
conditions in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
Delimitations and Limitations of the Study
Delimitations. The delimitations are all the events, circumstances and
conditions that are imposed by the researcher to make this study feasible. This
study was delimited in the following ways.
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1. Population and sample: This study is delimited to secondary-school
students in the City of Taif in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. The sample
was drawn from the target population of students in the grade levels of 10th
and 12th in that City. The researcher collected the data from those who were
enrolled in both boys and girls’ schools since Saudi’ schools are segregated
on the basis of gender.
2. The sampling and sample size: The respondents were recruited by using
stratified random sampling methods. To address the internal validity of
sampling and avoid the bias, the researcher selected 10 high schools (five
male and five female) that had a sizable number of students. A priori Power
Analysis indicated that the minimum sample needed to maintain Power of
0.8 is 85. However, the sample size of this study was 482, which is the five
times of the projected sample size.
3. The high school major of participants: The research study is delimited to
students majoring in science and art tracks. Students majoring in any other
tracks are excluded from this study.
4. The time of conducting the study: The study was conducted in the Spring
semester of 2019. The data collection took approximately one week.
5. Environmental literacy variables: The study used an EL framework that
consists of following variables: knowledge of ecology, knowledge of
environmental problems and issues, cognitive skills, environmental
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sensitivity, willingness to take environmental actions, and environmentally
responsible behavior.
6. Environmentally Responsible Behavior (ERB) is limited to those revealed
by the survey, which are eco-management, consumer and economic action,
individual and public persuasion, and civic actions.
7. The instrumentation: This study used a researcher-constructed instrument
that included scales developed by the researcher. This instrument was
constructed first in English and then translated to Arabic, which is the
respondents’ language. To address the internal validity of instrumentation,
the researcher submitted it to a validity panel. Those experts were chosen
based on their scientific background and their language proficiency of both
English and Arabic. The instrument was piloted and refined on the basis of
pilot results.
Limitations. The limitations are all the events, conditions, and
circumstances that are outside the researcher’s control that could limit the
generalizability of the study results. This study was limited in the following ways.
1. Participant honesty. The study was based on respondents’ self-reporting
rather than on a direct measurement of variables or one that is corroborated
by ‘blind’ observers. Therefore, there was a possible threat to the accuracy
of data due to the honesty of participants, and the results of this study may
be affected by this threat. The researcher attempted to address this threat by
asking for their honesty, conveying information about this study, and
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assuring human subjects protections in the study’s Parental Consent and
Participant Assent forms.
2. The length of the instrument and potential for loss of data. The data
collection was obtained using a pencil-paper instrument. The instrument
consisted of a total of five sections (scales) and took about 45 minutes to
complete. It was possible, even likely, that some returned responses may
not be complete. To address this threat, even though G*power
recommended a sample size of 85, the researcher collected 482 surveys
(i.e., more than five times of that projected sample size). In addition,
procedures were used to identify and treat instruments with a large number
of missing responses (e.g., as invalid responses), and those with a small
number of missing responses (e.g., imputation).
3. The sample designs. The plan was to use stratified random sampling to
select 10 high schools in the City of Taif: five high schools for female
students, and five for male students. Within each of those high schools, the
researcher invited all 10th and all 12th grade students to participate in this
study. The success of these plans depended upon the cooperation of the
Principal and teachers in each school.
Definition of Key Terms
There are certain key terms defined below that serve to understand the scientific
content of the study.
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1. Civic action is any action taken by individuals or groups to support and or
implement environmental legislations and law enforcements. These actions
also include any civic, legal and political practices used to prevent and/or
resolve environmental problems and issues (Hungerford, Volk, and
Marcinkowski, 1994).
2. Cognitive skills. The individuals’ abilities required for analyzing,
synthesizing, and evaluating information about environmental problems and
issues to make decisions regarding environment, it also includes the ability
to select, create, evaluate, and implement appropriate action strategies
(Simmons, 1995). These skills, according Marcinkowski (2004) reflect the
higher level of Bloom’s taxonomy.
3. Consumer and economic action. Hungerford, Volk, and Marcinkowski
(1994) revised Hungerford and Peyton’s (1980) definition of consumerism
as follows: environmental actions/behaviors that individual or a group uses
to financially pressure or support for preventing and resolving any
environmental problems and issues. The term consumerism was changed to
consumer action, and economic action was added to this revised definition.
4. Eco-management. Hungerford, Volk, and Marcinkowski (1994) revised

Hungerford and Peyton’s (1980) definition of eco-management as follows:
environmental actions/behaviors that individual or a group directly take to
maintain environmental resources and resolve environmental issues and
problems.
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5. Environmental affective dispositions refer to the concepts of environmental
sensitivity, environmental attitude, willingness to take environmental
actions, and locus of control. (Simmons, 1995). Environmental sensitivity
and willingness to act were assessed in the final analyses of this study.
6. Environmental attitudes refer to the individual’s views favorable and/or
unfavorable of the environmental phenomena, events, conditions, and
actions (Hines et al., 1986/87). Attitude is different from sensitivity in
which attitude focuses on a specific concept, whereas, sensitivity is more to
be general concern for a general environment (Boerschig & DeYoung,
1993).
7. Environmental education. UNESCO (1977) defined environmental
education as ‘[a learning process that increases] a world population that is
aware of, and concerned about, the environment and its associated
problems, and which has the knowledge, skills, attitudes, motivations and
commitment to work individually, and collectively toward solutions of
current problems and prevention of new ones (p. 15).
8. Environmental issues refer when there are disagreements or controversies
about environmental problem and or its solutions, often reflecting different
sets of beliefs and/or values, for example, people have different values
regarding the importance of endangered species and beliefs about what, if
anything, can and should be done to protect them endangered species
(Hungerford & Volk, 1990).
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9. Environmental knowledge. In this study, environmental knowledge is a
broad term that encompasses all dimensions of environmental knowledge
(e.g., of past, current, and predicted or projects knowledge of the Earth and
natural systems, of problems and issues, of solutions to those problems and
issues, and of strategies to advance those solutions at all levels and in all
sectors of society.) However, in this study, it refers to the knowledge of
ecology and Earth systems, and knowledge of environmental problems and
issues.
10. Environmental literacy. Harvey (1977a) defined environmental literacy as a
concept which reflects the three levels of EL as follows: (a) an
environmentally literate person: one who possesses basic skills,
understandings, and feelings for the man-environment relationship; (b) an
environmentally competent person: one who is environmentally literate, and
in addition, has the ability to apply, analyze, synthesize, and evaluate
knowledge; has the skills necessary for implementation; and has values
consistent with the man-environment relationship superordinate goal; and
(c) an environmentally dedicated person: one who is environmentally
literate and environmentally competent in the affective domain, and in
addition, is characterized by a value system in which one acts consistently
in a manner compatible with homeostasis between quality of life and quality
of environment (p. 2). On other words, this term can be defined by Roth
(1992) as: individual’s knowledge about and [affect] toward the
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environment and environmental issues; skills and motivation to work
toward the resolution of environmental problems; and active involvement in
working toward the maintenance of dynamic equilibrium between the
quality of life and the quality of environment (as cited in Hsu, 1997).
11. Environmental problems refer to a condition in which the status of
environment and or its resources are at risk, for example, some species
become endangered. (Hungerford & Volk, 1990).
12. Environmental sensitivity. This term can be used interchangeably with
environmental appreciation/caring and it refers to an empathic view that
people hold toward the environment and its resources (e.g., feeling, caring)
(Peterson, 1982).
13. Environmentally responsible behavior is any active participation that can
solve environmental problems and or resolve issues. Environmentally
responsible behavior is classified into eco-management, consumer and
economic action, individual and public persuasion, legal action, and
political action (Hungerford & Peyton, 1980). In other words,
environmentally responsible behavior is the range of observable behaviors
aimed at or intended to contribute to the solution of environmental problems
(Cook & Berrenberg, 1981; Lipsey, 1977; Stern, 2000). In this study,
environmentally responsible behavior was measured by assessing students’
eco-management, consumer and economic action, and persuasion. The sub-
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components of legal action and political action were emerged in one
component called “civic action” and was also included in the assessment.
14. Individual and public persuasion. Hungerford, Volk, and Marcinkowski
(1994) revised Hungerford and Peyton’s (1980) definition of individual and
public persuasion as follows: any verbally environmental actions/behaviors
that can be taken to motivate or encourage people to take positive
environmental action that can prevent and resolve environmental problems
and issues.
15. Knowledge of ecology and Earth systems. Knowledge of ecology and
Earth systems refers to the major concepts associated to individual
organisms and populations, biogeochemical cycles, energy production and
transfer, adaptation, flow of energy, change and limiting factors, and
humans as variables in ecosystems (Hollweg et al., 2011). In this study,
knowledge of ecology and Earth systems includes: (a) formation and
structure of the earth; (b) species and populations and their characteristics;
(c) habitats and environments; (d) biotic components and factors; (e) abiotic
components and factors; (f) energy flow to and through
communities/environments; (g) biogeochemical cycles; (h) ecosystems and
biomes; (i) biodiversity; and (j) natural resources. However, subcomponent
of (c) habitats and environments was not given a great attention in prior
research nor emphasized in the high school science curriculum. Therefore,
the researcher decided to drop it from this study.
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16. Knowledge of environmental problems and issues. The term refers to
understanding the environmental problems and issues caused as a result of
human interaction with the environment (Simmons, 1995). In this study,
this component was broken down into: (a) knowledge of a wide range of
environmental problems and issues; (b) knowledge of cause of
environmental problems and issues and; (c) knowledge of effect of
environmental problems and issues.
17. Knowledge of socio-political and economic aspects refer to the concepts

that are required to understand the environmental issues. As described by
McKeown-Ice and Dendinger (2000), this includes ten themes: (a) time,
continuity, and change; (b) people, places, and environment; (c) individual
development and identity; (d) individuals, groups, and institutions; (e)
culture; (f) power, authority, and governance; (g) production, distribution,
and consumption; (h) technology and society; (i) global connections; and (j)
civic ideas and practices. This component was not given an attention in
prior research studies nor emphasized in the high school science curriculum
and social science curriculum. Therefore, the researcher decided to drop it
from the final analyses study.
18. Secondary-school students. This term is interchangeably used with high
school students. In this study, high school students refer to all students
enrolled in the 10th and 12th grades in the City of Taif in the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia.
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19. Self-efficacy is a concept that refers to the perceptions (beliefs and feelings)
that people have in which they have the ability to bring an environmental
change through their own behavior (Hines et al., 1986/87). This component
was not given an attention in prior research studies nor emphasized in the
high school science curriculum. Therefore, the researcher decided to drop it
from this study.
20. Willingness to take environmental actions. This term can be also described
by intention or any verbal commitments toward the environment.
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Chapter 2
Review of Related Literature
Introduction
This chapter reviews the relevant literature and is divided into six parts.
The first part describes the development and definitional features of EE. This part
is organized into four sections: (a) reviews of the origin and historical foundation of
environmental education (EE) in the U.S. and in other parts of the world, (b)
discusses definitions of and conceptual frameworks for EE, (c) discussions of how
the EE has developed in the Arab States, and (d) an overview of the historical roots
of EE in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. The second part contains a review of the
history, definitions, and conceptual frameworks of EL. This part is organized into
three sections: (a) discussions of the definitions and conceptual frameworks of EL,
(b) reviews of the definitions and conceptual frameworks of ERB, and (c) the
general framework of EL to be used in this study. The third part contains a review
of large-scale assessment studies. The fourth part of the chapter reviews other
research pertaining to EL. This part reviews: (a) research related to selected
components of EL and (b) research relevant to EE and EL in the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia. The chapter concludes with a review of the prior studies most closely
related to this dissertation.
The Development and Definitional Features of Environmental Education
The origin and historical foundation of EE around the world. The root
of environmental education has been influenced by two major movements in the
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United States: the phases or waves of the conservation and environmental
movement, and the educational movements associated with those phases. Several
prominent historians and analysts pointed out that the conservation and
environmental movement passed through several distinct waves or phases: the
preservation movement (i.e., which started in about the 1860s), the resource
management or resource conservation movement (i.e., which started in the
early1900s) and, lastly, the environmental quality movement (i.e., which started in
the 1960s) (Stapp, 1974; Swan, 1984). Of these, the preservation wave reflected a
growing awareness of and concern about the destruction of unique and pristine
landscapes, including forests, habitats for wildlife, and other features of the natural
world. Not enough attention was paid to the long-term consequences of such
actions. In its origins, the purpose of the preservation movement was to protect
these natural resources from misuse and abuse.
One consequence of this is that, over time, conservation policies were
formed about how natural resources associated with land, water, and air should be
used and can be managed. This led to a second wave – the management of natural
resources. This wave was based on the philosophy that citizens should have a very
clear understanding that natural resources are important for the society and
therefore that these resources should be properly managed. A term that can be used
to describe this wave is wise use, which means that people should use natural
resources wisely.
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In the 1960s, it became increasingly clear that attention to the quantity of
resources was important, but that attention to the quality of resources such as air
and water was emerging as a new area of concern, particularly in light of the effects
of newly manufactured compounds on humans and other species. Thus, a third
wave, environmental quality emerged. The purpose of this third wave was to
ensure adequate attention by governmental agencies, private companies, and nongovernmental organizations to controlling the release and effects of pollutants.
These new concerns led to the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, and a
host of other laws, including the Clean Air Act (1970) and Clean Water Act (1972).
According to Stapp (1974), businesses were encouraged to take into account the
social and environmental implications of their business decisions.
Stapp (1974), Swan (1984), and other writers also indicated that the
educational movements that influenced EE occurred in three relatively distinct, but
overlapping phases associated with those waves: nature study and outdoor
education, both of which were associated with the preservation wave, and
conservation education, which was associated with the resource management and
conservation wave. Of these, the nature study movement played a role in
developing an appreciation and understanding of nature. The movement put a great
deal of emphasis on hands-on outside-the-classroom learning experiences (Stapp,
1974; Swan, 1984). Further, Swan (1984) defined outdoor education as the use of
resources outside the classroom for the teaching and learning purposes. Outdoor
education was an important element or component of both nature study and
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conservation education. It was developed with two purposes in mind: (a) to use
outdoors as a laboratory to achieve educational goals via direct hands-on
experience; and (b) to help the youth acquire skills needed for the appropriate use
of the outdoors for leisure (Stapp, 1974). Finally, the conservation education
movement had two main purposes: (a) to foster awareness and knowledge of
natural resources, of the degradation of these resources, and of procedures for
conservation of them; and (b) support for the wise use of natural resources and
associated resource management practices. This movement aimed to educate both
youth and adults to develop an understanding of characteristics, status, distribution,
uses, issues, and policies in regard to natural resources (Stapp 1984). These three
educational movements serve as forerunners of EE, which emerged during the
environmental quality movement.
As a term, environmental education has its roots not only in the movements
or waves mentioned above, but also in a variety fields such as geographic education
and science education (Disinger, 1983; Roth, 1992). Even though that there is a
disagreement about the first use of this term (Carter & Simmons, 2010), in 1983,
Kirk indicated that the term EE was used first in 1948 at the conference of the
International Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources (IUCN)
in Paris (as cited in Disinger, 1983). Later, Schoenfield (1969) published a paper
that used this term. At about that same time, those attending the IUCN conference
held in Nevada in 1970 defined the term as follows:
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EE is the process of recognizing values and clarifying concepts in order to
develop skills and attitudes necessary to understand and appreciate the
interrelatedness among man, his culture and his biological surroundings. EE
also entails practice in decision making and self-formulation of a code of
behavior about issues concerning environmental quality. (IUCN, 1970, p.
17)
In 1970, the National Environmental Education Act was passed by the U.S.
Congress and signed into law by, then, President Nixon. The Office of
Environmental Education was established in the U.S. Office of Education (i.e., the
forerunner of the U.S. Department of Education) to administer this Act, including a
grants program and other associated activities.
On an international scale, the United Nations Conference on the Human
Environment was held in 1972 in Stockholm to establish common principles that
guide people across the world to take forward action to enhance the human
environment. Recommendation 96 called for the development of an EE by
UNESCO, with cooperation of United Nation agencies, non-governmental
organizations, and 148-member nations. In 1974, in response to that
recommendation, UNESCO held a consultation meeting with experts, nation
agencies and international non-governmental organizations to review the current
activities regarding environmental education (Stapp, 1979). The outcome of the
meeting was that the International Environmental Education Programme (IEEP)
was established in 1975 by the cooperative work of UNESCO and the United
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Nations Environment Program (UNEP) (Sato, 2006). The focus of this IEEP was
to teach, educate, and train individuals in public and in private sectors. The efforts
of the IEEP were undertaken in three phases (Stapp, 1979). The first phase (19751977) focused on global awareness of EE. In this phase, the International
Workshop on Environmental Education in Belgrade, Yugoslavia was held in 1975
lay foundations for EE as a field of study and endeavor. During this phase, the
international newsletter Connect was produced in five languages and more than
10,000 people and organizations have received a copy of it. Within the first phase,
regional EE meetings were held in 1976 in Colombia, Federal Republic of Congo,
Finland, Kuwait, Thailand, and the U.S. These meeting served to exchange ideas
and offer revisions to recommendations from the Belgrade Workshop. The
following year (1977), a major intergovernmental conference was held in Tbilisi,
Georgia, attracting delegations from more than seventy countries, eight
organizations of UN system, and international non-governmental organization
(UNESCO, 1978). The resulting Tbilisi Declaration released recommendations for
EE on a global and national scale. Recommendation No. 2 presented the revised
version of goals, objectives and guiding principles for EE (UNESCO, 1978).
The second phase of the IEEP (1978-1980) emphasized the importance of
conceptual and methodological development of EE (Sato, 2006). In the third phase
of the IEEP (1981 – 1985), contents, methods and materials were developed for
training in and the practice of EE. During this phase, a number of countries felt the
need to upgrade their EE programs to better address the environmental issues and
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to make EE an official part of their educational curricula, plans and reforms.
Consequently, the concepts were further developed at the UNESCO-UNEP
Congress on Environmental Education and Training held in Moscow in 1987. This
Congress document stressed the needs and priorities for developing EE and training
and suggested 42 international actions required in EE and training from the 1990s.
This global strategy was provided to member states and institutions with a
framework for preparing their own national strategies for EE and training for the
1900s. The 1987 Moscow Congress reflected on a series of IEEP activities, and
there seemed to have been a shift in the emphasis of IEEP away from the
development of the concept and classroom activities in schools (as in 1975-1986),
and towards more emphasis on educational activities involved in EE. Interestingly,
in the same year as the Moscow Congress, the World Commission on Environment
and Development (WCED), also known as the Brundtland Commission, released
its report in 1987, which called for a massive long-term campaign of raising
awareness on environmental issues and the importance of sustainable development.
Thus, this report emphasized that EE should be taught and infused somehow in
curriculum in all disciplines at different levels (WCED, 1987).
Definitions of and conceptual frameworks for EE. Even though there
has been no consensus on the definition of environmental education, Stapp, his
colleagues, and his students presented an early, visible, and influential definition of
EE (Disinger, 1983). They defined it as follows: “Environmental education is
aimed at producing a citizenry that is knowledgeable concerning the biophysical
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environment and its associated problems, aware of how to help solve these
problems, and motivated to work toward their solution” (p. 21). In addition, they
identified the major objectives of EE:
The major objectives of environmental education are to help individuals
acquire: (1) A clear understanding that man is an inseparable part of a
system, consisting of man, culture, the biophysical environment, and that
man has the ability to alter the interrelationship of this system … (2) A
broad understanding of the biophysical environment, both natural and manmade, and its role in contemporary society … (3) A fundamental
understanding of the biophysical environmental problem confronting man,
how these problems can be solved, and their responsibilities of citizens and
government to work toward their solution … [and] (4) Attitudes of concern
for quality of the biophysical environment which will motivate citizens to
participate in biophysical environmental problem-solving. (p. 21)

Roth (1970) modified Stapp’s definition by adding “biophysical and
sociocultural environments.” From this perspective, citizens should be
knowledgeable of the biophysical and sociocultural environments, aware of the
environmental problems and the solutions, and motived to maintain the
environments by working with other.
McInnis (1972) states two fundamental characteristics to create EE as an allencompassing approach to education: (1st) direct encounter of the student and the
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environment that they are learning; and (2nd) learning environments that maximize
the learning potential for students by successfully functioning as an intelligently
integrated multi-sensory entity.
According to Tanner (as cited in Disinger, 1983), these are characteristics of
an all-encompassing EE programs that will actively encourage community outreach
and research while teaching the younger generation the importance of being active
citizens in a participatory democracy. Having stated the characteristics, Tanner
advocated an all-encompassing EE approach, Tanner expresses concern that such
EE programs are not widely practiced and many educators across the nation are still
not very familiar with the methodology of such programs (Disinger, 1983).
In 1976, Selim defined EE as an organized process to form values, attitudes,
and skills, to develop the concepts and awareness required to understand and
appreciate the relations between individuals and their environment, and to make
appropriate decisions to solve the current and prevent the future environmental
problems (Selim, 1996).
According to Selim (1996), EE can be classified into two forms, each
reflecting a different sector (providers and target audiences): (a) formal
environmental education that is directed to a specific group of people inside the
classroom (i.e., students) and; (2) a non-formal environmental education that is
directed to a large number of people outside the classroom (i.e., adults at home,
industries, clubs, and in other settings).
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According to the Charter developed at the Belgrade Workshop in 1975, the
general goal of EE was:
... to develop a world population that is aware of, and concerned about, the
environment and its associated problems, and which has the knowledge,
skills, attitudes, motivations and commitment to work individually, and
collectively toward solutions of current problems and prevention of new
ones. (UNESCO, 1977, p. 3)

Based on this, goals and objectives of environmental education were
identified and included in the Belgrade Charter (1975).
Two years later, the UNESCO Intergovernmental Conference on
Environmental Education was held in 1977 in Tbilisi. The goals of EE presented in
in final report of this conference were as follows:
(1) to foster clear awareness of, and concern about, economic, social,
political and ecological, interdependence in urban and rural areas;
(2) to provide every person with opportunities to acquire the knowledge,
values, attitudes, commitment and skills needed to protect and improve the
environment; and
(3) to create new patterns of behavior of individuals, groups and society as a
whole towards the environment. (UNESCO, 1978, p. 26)
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During the Inter-Governmental Conference on Environmental Education,
participants revised the objectives drafted in Belgrade as follows:
1. Awareness: to help social groups and individuals acquire an
awareness and sensitivity to the total environment and its allied
problems.
2. Knowledge: to help social groups and individuals gain a variety of
experience in, and acquire a basic understanding of, the environment
and its associated problems.
3. Attitudes: to help social groups and individuals acquire a set of
values and feelings of concern for the environment and the
motivation for actively participating in environmental improvement
and protection.
4. Skills: to help social groups and individuals acquire the skills for
identifying and solving environmental problems.
5. Participation: to provide social groups and individuals with an
opportunity to be actively involved at all levels in working toward
resolution of environmental problems. (UNESCO, 1978, pp. 26-27)

Although the Belgrade Workshop and Tbilisi Conference were useful in
creating a definition of EE that was useful and acceptable internationally,
Hungerford, Peyton, and Wilke (1980) and others (e.g., Gustafson, 1983; Stapp,
1978) noted that these objectives were not operationalized to the fullest and
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therefore did not provide concrete guidance on how to plan and implement EE at
the local level, particularly in the formal education sector. Therefore, Hungerford
et al. (1980) further used Harvey’s work as well as the Tbilisi objectives to develop
and publish a set of goals known as the Goals for Curriculum Development in
Environmental Education. These goals were validated against Tbilisi objectives
and focused on four goal levels with attendant sub-goals. These goal levels were:
Ecological Foundation, Conceptual Awareness of Issues and Values, Investigation
and Evaluation, and Environmental Action Skills - Training and Application
(Hungerford et al., 1980).
In his dissertation, Harvey (1977b) conducted an extensive review of
published works in environmental education. His work was designed to
conceptualize the substantive structure of EE. Harvey (1977b) concluded that the
structure of EE consists of three main parts: (1) the generic substantive structure,
which consists of (a) a philosophical basis; (b) a precept regarding the humanenvironment relationship; and (c) expected outcomes; (2) a superordinate goal that
focused the maintenance and achievement a homeostasis between quality of life
and quality of environment; and (3) The specifics of the substantive structure,
which was based on action strategies and to achieve this superordinate goal through
formal and non-formal education. Several of the unique features of Harvey’s work
is that it used the term environmental literacy, described three levels of EL (i.e.,
literate, competent, and dedicated), and presented EE as a means to achieve both
EL and this superordinate goal.
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Hart (1980, 1981) sought to extend Harvey’s work by using key
characteristics of EE presented in the literature and in conferences to further refine
the conceptualization of EE. In his careful review of the EE literature, Hart (1980,
1981) identified 25 key characteristics of the field of environmental education.
These were organized into five themes: (a) educational program elements; (b)
instructional elements; (c) contextual elements; (d) organizational elements; and (e)
research and development elements (Hart, 1981).
The development of environmental education in Arab States. In the
Arab region, the environment and its resources were not given a great deal of
attention by politicians and environmentalists before 1972. Several conferences,
meetings, seminars, and symposia were held in the Arab region by The Arab
League Educational Cultural and Scientific Organization (ALECSO), UNESCO in
the Arab region and other governmental and non-governmental organizations. The
main goal of these meetings was to protect and enhance the environment and its
resources and highlight on EE as a subject or an approach to be integrated into the
Arab educational systems formally and or non-formally. Saudi Arabia was
represented at nearly all of the meetings and conferences in this region between
1972 and the late 1980s that addressed EE.
The Arab League Educational Cultural and Scientific Organization
(ALECSO) is one of the most prominent and productive organizations in the Arab
region that take care of environment and EE. Hence, ALECSO worked to apply
the recommendations and results of international conferences in Arab States and
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worked directly with UNESCO to spread out the concept of EE thru the meetings
and symposia were held in the Arab region.
The Arab League Educational Cultural and Scientific Organization held a
conference in Al Khartoum, Sudan in 1972 that was considered as the first
conference related to EE in the Arab region. This conference was about
Environment, Education and Humans, and focused on three themes: population,
enhancement of natural resources, and environmental pollution (Al areegi, 2002).
The recommendations released were: (1) planning to include environmental
education in the k-12 programs experimentally; (2) reviewing the curriculum
specially science and social studies; and (3) developing curriculum based on the
current studies in the field of environment (Motwe, 1995).
In Cairo, Egypt, ALECSO ran a program called Environment in
Educational Programmes that the Arab States agreed on (UNESCO, 1976). An
International Working Meeting on Environment in Educational Programmes was
held in 1974 to prepare papers on EE and how it relates to the general education (112) grades, universities, and the education of the adults outside classrooms at a
large scale. The committee was drawn from the members of Arab states,
ALESCO, UNESCO, and from advisory groups prepared and published
sourcebooks and handbooks and the organizations of study camps, exhibitions,
clubs, seminars and the conferences in the furtherance of ALECSO’s EE project
(UNESCO, 1976).
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To prepare an Arab Strategy for Environmental Education, The Regional
Experts Meeting on Environmental Education in the Arab States was held in
Kuwait in 1976, as a part of the first phase of IEEP activities, with the cooperation
of ALECSO. This meeting was very important because its recommendations were
used as the official Arab Strategy in the Tbilisi Conference in 1977 (UNESCO,
1978).
The Arab League Educational Cultural and Scientific Organization with a
cooperation of UNEP, therefore, prepared a body of information to help curriculum
designers and teachers to include environmental education into the curriculum
contents. During the Arabian Experts Meeting on Environmental Education held in
Kuwait in 1978, participants prepared two modules called reference units for EE
for K-12 and higher education (Selim, 1988). The reference unit for K-12
education consists of 16 chapters that include the main concepts of environment,
directions for using the reference unit, ecosystems, environmental resources, water,
weather, climate, energy, population and habitats, behavioral patterns related to
environment, environmental pollution, the impacts of economic, social, and
political issues on environment (Selim, 1988).
For higher education, the reference unit called Human and Environment
was prepared, and was designed to be utilized by the decision makers, curriculum
and programs designers (Selim, 1988). Human and Environment consists of 15
chapters that deals with the components of environment, human and human needs,
the governmental agencies, the natural resources and population in the Arab states,
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the environmental sociocultural factors and their effects on sustainability and
related matters (Selim, 1988).
In 1982, 19 Arab states attended a seminar held by UNESCO in Bahrain to
discuss the importance of inclusion of environmental concepts in in k-12 and
integrate the environment as a field in the formal and informal education. (Alsanee,
1998)
In 1985, ALECSO held a workshop for educational leaders in the field of
EE in the Arab region in Amman, Jordan. The 42 participants, who represented 14
Arab states, UNEP, UNESCO, and Arab Bureau of Education for Gulf States
(ABEGS), formulated a framework for EE in the Arab region. This framework
includes the objectives and concepts of EE, the main elements to achieve EE
objectives, methods for EE application, and the main fundamentals for EE
curriculum. This framework is consistent with international trends agreed by the
international conferences (ALECSO, 1985). According to this ALECSO report, the
main purpose of EE is to acquire values, information, and behavior that achieve the
objectives of EE.
In 1986, the Sub-Regional Workshop on Teacher Training in
Environmental Education for the Arab States was held in Bahrain. The purpose of
this workshop was to help teachers to acquire a set of models on teacher training in
environmental education prepared by the International Institute of Educational
Planning (IIEP) and to explore possibilities for their adaption to be used in Arab
member states to solve local environmental problems (El-Sanabary, 1991)
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In 1988, ABEGS, with cooperation of the Ministry of Education and Youth
in Oman, and UNESCO for Science, Technology, and Environment in the Arab
Region, held the symposium called Human and Environment - Environmental
Education. This symposium focused on the scientific principles, objectives of EE
in kindergarten, elementary, middle, and high schools, and the content of EE in
programs and the ways of integrating EE into curriculum (Jameel, 1990).
Attendees of this symposium recommended that: (a) environmental ethics should
be emphasized in the kindergarten; (b) EE should be infused in the curricula of
elementary, middle, and high school grades; (c) universities should take their
responsibility to lunch activities related to the concept of environmental
sustainability (Al areegi, 2002).
Another symposium was held in Al Doha, Qatar in 1995 about the
achievement of EE objectives in general education curriculum in the Arab Gulf
countries. This symposium was sponsored by ABEGS. The recommendations of
this symposium emphasized the following: (1) recommendations about the content
of the K-12 curriculum (a) showing the Islamic principles in EE curriculum; (b)
preparing a reference in EE that can be utilized when designing EE curricula and
textbooks; (c) including the major domains of EE such as attitudes, values, and
participation in the curriculum of general education of K-12; and (2)
recommendation about teacher education (a) preparing a guideline for teachers in
the field of EE; (b) educating teachers about the teaching methods of EE; (c)
including a course about EE in the universities and institutions of Arab Gulf
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countries; and (d) preparing educational materials and portfolio related to EE (The
Ministry of Education, 1996).
Several other symposia and conferences were held in the Arab Region to
highlight the importance of EE to be integrated into the curriculum, prepare the
educational methods and environmental materials to be used for EE formally and
non-formally in the Middle East (Alqahtani, 2009; Motwe,1995). These
conferences included, in a historical order: ALECSO’s Symposium about Pollution
(1972) held in Cairo, Egypt; the Conference of Environmental Protection
Legislations (1979), also held in Cairo; the First Ministerial Conference (1987)
sponsored by ALECSO with UNEP, held in Tunisia, and about environmental
considerations; and the Symposium of Environmental Education in the Higher
Education in the Arab Region (1989) held in Damascus, Syria.
The foundations and evolution of environmental education in Saudi
Arabia. The roots of environmental education in Saudi Arabia emerged from
efforts made by the government of Saudi Arabia in the area of environmental
protection. According to Article 32 of the Basic Law of Saudi Arabia (1992), the
government works for the preservation, protection, and improvement of the
environment, and for the prevention of pollution. In addition, Article 16 stated that
“Public property is sacrosanct. It shall be protected by the state and preserved by
both citizens and foreign residents” (Basic Law of Saudi Arabia, 1992, p. 4). To
achieve this, Saudi Arabia has established numerous agencies and organizations
that take care of, as well as build public awareness of, the environment. The
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government agencies and ministries that were established and responsible to
implement the two articles mentioned in the Basic Law of Saudi Arabia were the
Ministry of Interior, the Ministry of Industrial and Electricity, the Ministry of
Municipal and Rural Affairs, and the Ministry of Agriculture and Water, among
others (Alwelaie, 2000).
In 1980, the Saudi’s government established the Coordination Committee
that coordinates the efforts of the governmental ministries toward environment
(Alwelaie, 2000). In 1990, the Ministerial Committee on Environment (MCE) was
established as the highest institutional authority for environment and related issues.
The relative sectoral ministries included in MCE are Agriculture and Water,
Municipal and Rural Affairs, Industry and Electricity, Health, Petroleum and
Minerals Resources, Foreign Affairs, Interior, Finance and National Economy. In
addition, the MCE includes King Abdulaziz City for Science and Technology
(KACST), National Commission of Wildlife Conservation and Development
(NCWCD) and the Meteorology and Environmental Protection Administration
(MEPA). The MEPA President acts as Secretary General for the MCE. The MCE
is the apex policymaking body in the country on environmental issues. The
primary objective of the MCE is to formulate a national implementation plan to
accommodate the Kingdom’s capabilities, polices and strategies (United Nations
Commission on Sustainable Development, 1997).
The government of Saudi Arabia began to address the environment and its
problems in its National Development Plans. Each development plan starting from
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the Fifth Development Plan (1990-1995) to the Tenth Development Plan (20152019) set several environmental objectives to be achieved by the governmental
agencies, and suggested some solutions to mitigate the environmental problems and
enhance the natural resources across the country (The Ministry of Planning, 2005,
2010). The government of Saudi Arabia also confirmed the importance of
cooperation among the governmental, non-governmental organizations, and the
institutional education across the country to increase awareness and knowledge of
environmental problems and solutions. The Higher Committee of Educational
Policy has released the General Objectives of Elementary Education Level.
Environmental education has gained the attention of these objectives, and this can
be seen in the fourth article:
understanding the environment in all forms, broadening the horizons of
students by introducing them to the different parts of the world and the
natural resources and products that characterize each country, emphasizing
the wealth and raw resources of our country, their geographical location,
and economic position. Accepting a leadership role in safeguarding Islam,
calling people to accept it, and working for the solidarity of the Islamic
world. (The Ministry of Education, 1980, pp. 10-14)

Further, the Ministry of Education has released the Objectives of Science
Teaching in the Elementary Level (Grades 1-6), which included the importance of
environmental education, students’ awareness of their environment and
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environmental resources, and their responsibility to protect environment and its
resources (as cited in Alqahtani, 2009).
In 2002, the Ministry of Education signed an agreement with the
government of the United States of America to implement the Global Learning and
Observation to Benefit the Environment (GLOBE) program in Saudi schools (Saudi
Arabia & United States Department of State, 2002). This is an international
environmental science and educational program that brings students, teachers, and
scientists together to study environmental conditions and problems. In effect, it
was an early citizen science program. The aims of this program are to increase the
environmental awareness of students in in the world about the global environment,
increase the scientific understanding of the earth. Students are engaged in a range
of environmental measurements and studies, recording data and using them to
conduct scientific and environmental studies. Students also share their experiences
with their peers around the world and can communicate with scientists (Saudi
Arabia & United States Department of State, 2002)
The efforts and roles of governmental agencies in Saudi Arabia. The
government of Saudi Arabia has established two governmental agencies, the
Presidency of Meteorology and Environment and the Saudi Wildlife Authority, to
lead environmental protection and conservation efforts, including EE training
programs and workshops. In 2016, the government of Saudi renamed the Ministry
of Agriculture to the Ministry of Environment, Water, and Agriculture. This
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ministry became responsible for the tasks and activities related to the environment
and its resources, problems, and issues.
The Presidency of Meteorology and Environment (PME). According to
PME (2013), Saudi Arabia established the Directorate General of Meteorology in
1950 and subsequently restructured it in 1981 to become the Department of
Meteorology and Environmental Protection. It became the official agency
responsible for the environment in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia at the national
level—as well as the official agency in the field of meteorology. With the
acceleration of environmental activities and growth of both local and global
meteorological information, the desire of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia was to
make a larger change in the field of the environment.
In 2001, the Department of Meteorology and Environmental Protection was
changed to PME. This change helped to professionalize environmental work, and
it connected the PME with international organizations to develop awareness of the
environment across the Kingdom. The change was reflected clearly through the
issuance of general environmental laws and standards in the Kingdom. The
mission of PME has been to preserve the environment by contributing to the
prevention of contamination and reducing the degradation of natural resources to
better protect us, our generation, and our economy (PME, 2011). Even though one
of the most important tasks carried out by PME was working to make the best use
of the Kingdom’s natural resources and providing terms to protect current and
future generations from the effects of damaging environmental pollution, educating
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people about and for environment was taken into account when PME issued The
General Law of Environment in 2002 (PME, 2013). The PME plays a prominent
role in spreading environmental awareness among all members of Saudi society to
reverse the former national perspective and adopt a religious perspective because
Islam urges all people around the world to take positive action toward the
environment and not damage or harm it. The PME takes care of the environment
through its activities, programs, and participation in local and international
exhibitions and conferences (PME, 2013). These activities help individuals acquire
knowledge of the environment and its problems. Through these activities and
conferences, Saudis can become involved in working toward solving environmental
problems and sharing information with others that may help society come up with
potential solutions to the problems in Saudi Arabia’s environment.
Within the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, the PME has established 13 regional
centers for meteorology and environmental protection: Riyadh, Mecca, the Eastern
Province, Tabuk, Asir, Madina, Hail, Qassim, Northern border region, Jazan,
Najran, Baha, and Jouf (PME, 2013). These regions conduct activities and
programs based on the mission and general environmental laws of the PME (PME,
2013). Further, the PME has played an essential role in establishing regulations
and rules about the environment in Saudi Arabia—and applying them throughout
the Kingdom (i.e., 24 articles are specified under The General Law of
Environment). These articles define and specify the roles and goals of this agency.
Apart from conserving and development of natural resources, the agency also
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works actively in the interest of public health with the aim of shielding its citizens
from the harmful effects of activities that lead to destruction of the environment.
One of the strategies of this agency also focuses on effectively planning for the
environment from an industrial, agricultural, architectural and such other aspects of
everyday life. Lastly, the agency also strives hard to increase the awareness and
thereby help individuals develop and internalize feelings of concern and
responsibility for their environment with the goal that such feelings would lead to
an increase in the volunteer efforts made by the citizens (PME, 2001).
At the international level, the government represented by PME has been
involved in most of the environmental regional and global conferences and
meetings, supported and implemented global environmental agreements. Even
though Saudi Arabia did not send a delegation to the Tbilisi Conference in 1977,
Saudi has announced its commitment to implement recommendations of the
Stockholm Conference in 1972. Through the Directorate General of Meteorology
(PME’s former name), the Kingdom participated in the Arabic states’ regional EE
meeting held in Kuwait in 1976, as well as the Rio de Janeiro Earth Summit in
1992 (PME, 2013).
Saudi Wildlife Authority. According to the Saudi Wildlife Authority (1985),
the government of Saudi Arabia established the National Commission for the
Protection of Wildlife Conservation and Development in 1985. This commission is
an independent body linked administratively to the Prime Minister. The
Commission was established to correct the negative actions being committed
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against natural habitats in the country. In 1987, only a year after the establishment
of the Commission, both the National Center for Research on Wildlife and the King
Khalid Wildlife Research Center were founded. Since then, the Commission has
successively announced some protected areas that prohibit hunting activities.
A short time later, the name of the National Commission for the Protection
of Wildlife Conservation and Development was changed to the Saudi Wildlife
Authority (SWA). The SWA was formed with an underlying mission to create a
sustainable habitat for terrestrial and aquatic wildlife, work towards the
rehabilitation of rare and threatened species by building habitats that are favorable
for their existence and create awareness about wild life preservation amongst
citizens (SWA, 1985). The main goal of this agency, according to SWA (1985), is
to protect terrestrial and marine wildlife from destruction and damage and create
awareness about the environment by achieving the SWA’s objectives.
In addition to the regulations issued by SWA, SWA’s local efforts are
represented by the National Center for Research on Wildlife (NWRC). The NWRC
conducts research projects, some of which involve international cooperation. In
addition, the NWRC is deeply committed to developing public awareness,
especially in the southwestern part of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. According to
the NWRC (2016), the center publishes magazines to act as public resources for
Saudi Arabian wildlife. These resources help citizens to become more
knowledgeable about the environment and its problems and solutions. Five issues
of Al-Wudheihi magazine were published by the SWA between 2005 and 2007
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(NWRC, 2016). These magazines were published in two editions, one in Arabic
and the other in English to help non-Arabic speakers who live in Saudi use them
and become involved (NWRC, 2016). The second center that the SWA established
to help accomplish its goals is the King Khalid Center for Wildlife Research in
Riyadh. This center has the same perspective as the NWRC, but it serves the
central part of the kingdom of Saudi Arabia (Saudi Wildlife Authority, 1985). On
the international level, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia represented by SWA
participated and signed the Rio Declaration on environment and development in
1992 in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil (Saudi Wildlife Authority, 2014).
The Roots, Definitions, and Influential Conceptual Frameworks of
Environmental Literacy
Environmental literacy has been described as the fundamental mission,
goal, or objective of EE (Culen, 2005; Roth, 1992; UNESCO, 1989); this was
clearly addressed when UNESCO (1989) published Environmental Literacy for All.
Many think the term EL first appeared in 1960s. Roth (1992) pointed out that the
first use of the term EL was in an issue of Massachusetts Audubon by posing the
question “How shall we know the environmentally literate citizen” (Roth, 1992).
The term then received more attention in the U.S. when the President Nixon used it
several times during the passage of the first National Environmental Education Act
in 1970 (Disinger, 1983; Roth, 1992).
The definitions of and conceptual frameworks for environmental
literacy. Experts in EE do not agree on a clear definition of the term EL (Disinger
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& Roth, 1992). Harvey (1977a, 1977b) was the first to state that the concept of
environmental literacy should be an integral part of EE. He pointed out that the
percept of EE can be conceptualized as the man-environment relationship (MER)
and consisted of the man, his surrounding environment, the relationship between
the two, and a value-laden concept that represented the different positions relative
to man and environment. Harvey (1977a, 1977b) then added a third major
component of EL to these two components (MER and human values) when he
mentioned EL as part of a generic substantive structure of EE, which he referred to
as “developing an environmentally literate citizenry.” Harvey (1977a) defined his
three levels of EL as follows:
A. Environmentally literate person: one who possesses basic skills,
understandings, and feelings for the man-environment relationship.
B. Environmentally competent person: one who is environmentally literate,
and in addition, has the ability to apply, analyze, synthesize, and evaluate
knowledge; has the skills necessary for implementation; and has values
consistent with the man-environment relationship superordinate goal.
C. Environmentally dedicated person: one who is environmentally literate
and environmentally competent in the affective domain, and in addition,
is characterized by a value system in which one acts consistently in a
manner compatible with homeostasis between quality of life and quality
of environment. The environmentally dedicated person is inferred to be
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able to operate at the highest levels of psychomotor and cognitive
domain as well as the affective. (p. 67)

Definitions by other early researchers do not explicitly mention the term EL
as prominently as Harvey’s work does. However, there is an indirect yet prominent
reference to the fact that active citizen participation is needed to resolve
environmental problems. Hence, EL can be defined in terms of characteristics of
environmentally literate and active citizens. Tanner (1974) and Hungerford and
Tomera (1977) emphasized the importance that citizens should somehow be
involved in environmental action or, more broadly, environmental protection
efforts. This involvement can best be demonstrated by environmental-literate
individuals who are cognizant of the environmental problems around them, know
the solutions to those problems, and take action to resolve them (Hungerford,
Peyton, & Wilke, 1980). In their superordinate goal for EE, Hungerford, Peyton,
and Wilke (1980) posited that an environmental literate person has the knowledge,
skills, motivations, and attitudes toward the environment and associated issues and
problems to be involved in the protection of the environment and its resources.
Later, Hungerford and Volk (1990) developed a framework which, like
Harvey, suggested that there are several phases involve in the development of
environmentally literate citizens (i.e., factors associated with entry, ownership, and
empowerment phases). Regarding the latter, they indicated that an environmentally
empowered person can be described as the citizen who is knowledgeable about
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issues and action strategies, and who has a positive attitude, internal locus of
control, and willingness (intent) to participate in positive actions toward the
environment and its resources (Hungerford &Volk, 1990).
Selim (1996) defined the environmentally literate person as:
a) the positive citizen who has an interest in the environment and its
problems;
b) acquired positive attitudes toward environmental protection from
pollution and resources depletion;
c) is responsible toward environment and capable to take right actions
toward the environment;
d) has skills to work individually and collectively toward environment.

(p. 84)
Since 1990, several attempts were made to develop frameworks of EL.
These frameworks reflected the definitions, goals, objectives and the outcome of
the UNESCO’s 1978. For instance, Iozzi, Laveault, and Marcinkowski (1990)
developed a framework of EL that includes knowledge of ecology and
environmental problems and issues, skills, environmental sensitivity, awareness
and responsible attitude components, values, moral reasoning, locus of control,
personal responsibility, and participation, (McBride et al., 2013). In 1991,
Marcinkowski expanded on the Tbilisi objectives, suggesting there were 10
components of EL:
A) awareness and sensitivity toward the environment;
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(b) an attitude of respect for the natural environment and of concern for the
nature and magnitude of human impacts on it;
(c) a knowledge and understanding of how natural system work, as well as
of how social systems interface with natural systems;
(d) an understanding of various environmentally-related problems and
issues (local, regional national, international and global);
(e) the skills required to analyze, synthesize, and evaluate information about
environmental problems/issues using primary and secondary sources, and to
evaluate a select problem/issue on the basis of evidence and personal
values;
(f) a sense of personal investment, responsibility for, motivation to work
individually and collectively toward the resolution of environmental
problems/issues;
(g) a knowledge of strategies available for use in remediating environmental
problems/issues;
(h) the skills required to develop, implement and evaluate single strategies
and composite plans for remediating environmental problems/issues; and
(i) active involvement at all levels in working toward the resolution of
environmental problems/issues. (as cited in McBride et al., 2013, p. 9)

Like Harvey (1997a) and Hungerford and Volk (1990), Roth (1992)
indicated that EL exists along a developmental continuum. He indicated that this
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term and continuum consisted of three levels: nominal, functional, and operational
level. His framework also consisted of six components: environmental sensitivity,
attitudes and values, knowledge, skills, personal investment, and responsibility.
However, Roth grouped these components into four themes (or domains): (1)
knowledge, (2) affect, (3) skills, and (4) behavior. He included environmental
sensitivity, attitudes, and values under the affect strand, whereas behavior strand
encompasses personal investment and responsibility. In his description of those
three levels, he drew upon those four themes. In nominal environmental literacy,
individuals develop environmental awareness and sensitivity toward environment,
and hold positive attitudes toward natural systems and concern for the impacts of
people on the environment and its resources. For functional environmental
literacy, individuals are more knowledgeable about environment and interact with
its related natural systems. At this level, people are able to analyze, synthesize, and
evaluate information about environmental problems and issues. In operational
environmental literacy individuals have in-depth knowledge and skills required to
evaluate the impact of human activities and to gather and analyze information in
which they can carry out actions toward environment (Roth, 1992). Furthermore,
individuals are more responsible to take environmental actions at local, national,
and global levels.
The Environmental Literacy Assessment Consortium (ELAC) in 1993
contributed to develop a framework for EL (Wilke, 1995). This
framework consists of four major components:
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1. Cognitive dimensions (knowledge and skills)
a. knowledge of ecological and socio-political foundations;
b. knowledge of and ability to identify, analyze, investigate and
evaluate environmental problems and issues;
c. knowledge of and ability to apply environmental action strategies
seeking to influence outcomes of environmental problems and
issues; and
d. ability to develop and evaluate an appropriate action plan for the
resolution of environmental problems or issues.
2. Affective dimension
a. recognition of the importance of environmental quality and the
existence of environmental problems and issues;
b. empathic, appreciative and caring attitude toward the
environment; and,
c. willingness to work toward the prevention and/or remediation of
environmental problems and issues.
3. Additional determinants of environmentally responsible behavior
a. belief in their ability, both individually and collectively, to
influence outcomes of environmental problems and issues; and,
b. assumption of responsibility for personal actions that influence
the environment.
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4. Personal and/or group involvement in environmentally responsible
behaviors
a. eco-management;
b. economic/consumer action;
c. persuasion;
d. political action; and
e. legal action. (Wilke, 1995, pp. I7- I8)

Simmons (1995) mentioned that EL is a notion that comprises an awareness
of and concern about the environment and its associated problems, as well as the
knowledge, skills and motivations to work toward solutions of current problems
and the prevention of new ones. In an effort similar to Harvey’s and Hart’s, she
sought to identify points of agreement within the field of EE by carefully reviewed
definitions, frameworks, and models of EL from relevant sources, including
individuals, consortiums, organizations, and state and national guidelines or plans.
Given her use of these sources, her framework reflected various EE curriculum
components and components drawn from research on ERB. The major headings in
her framework are: Affect, Ecological Knowledge, Socio-Political Knowledge,
Knowledge of Environmental Issues, Skills, Additional Determinants of
Environmentally Responsible Behavior, and Behaviors (1995, pp. 56-58). Her
framework has been validated and used to assess the EL of students in the United
States and other countries (Marcinkowski et al., 2013; Volk & McBeth, 1997).
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Thus, Simmons views EE, EL, and environmental behavior as overlapping areas of
theory and practice. Based on Simmons’ (1995) framework, the North American
Association for Environmental Education initiated the National Project for
Excellence in Environmental Education in 1993. Through this project, a series
guidelines called Guidelines for Excellence in Environmental Education for
different areas of practice within the field were published (NAAEE, 2004).
A more recent framework of EL was developed by Hollweg et al. (2011), in
part, for use by the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA). The
framework was built on prior works that defined, conceptualized, and formulated
frameworks of EL (Hollweg et al., 2011). Like Roth (1992), this framework
involved four domains or sets of components of EL: knowledge, affective
dispositions, skills, and behavior. The framework described the environmentally
literate person as a person who works individually and with others to make
decisions related to environments and is willing to implements these decisions to
enhance the local, national and global environments and to engage in civic life
(Hollweg et al., 2011). According to Hollweg et al. (2011), to be environmentally
literate, an individual should acquire: (A) the knowledge of environmental
concepts, (B) affective dispositions, (C) cognitive skills, and (D) behavior (Figure
2.1).
In Figure 2.1 (p.62), the Knowledge component comprised of five types of
knowledge: (A.1) knowledge of physical and ecological systems; (A.2) knowledge
of social, cultural, and political systems; (A.3) knowledge of environmental issues;
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Figure 2.1. The domain of environmental literacy proposed by Hollweg et al.,
2011, p. 4-2.

(A.4) knowledge of multiple solutions to environmental issues; and (A.5)
knowledge of citizen participation and action strategies. Affective dispositions
consist of: (B.1) environmental sensitivity; (B.2) attitude, concern, and worldview;
(B.3) personal responsibility; (B.4) locus of control or self-efficacy; and (B.5)
motivation and intention to act. Reflecting prior work by PISA, competences were
defined as a set of skills and abilities that can be acquired and applied toward the
environment. These competences involved: (C.1) identify environmental issues;
(C.2) ask relevant questions; (C.3) analyze environmental issues; (C.4) investigate
environmental issues; (C.5) evaluate and make personal judgments about
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environmental issues; (C.6) use evidence and knowledge to defend positions and
resolve issues; and (C.7) create and evaluate plans to resolve environmental issues.
Finally, behavior or environmental responsible behavior that was developed and
illustrated by Hungerford and Peyton (1980) which will be described in detail in the
next section (Hollweg et al., 2011).
Definitions of and conceptual frameworks for environmentally
responsible behavior. Behavior was recognized as the primary goal or outcome of
EL (Hines et al., 1986/87; Hungerford & Volk, 1990; Sia, Hungerford, & Tomera,
1985/86). Behavior was appeared in the 1975’s Belgrade Charter and 1977’s
Tbilisi Declaration objectives with different term participation. Based on the
objectives of Tbilisi Declaration objectives (1977), work has started to model
environmentally responsible behavior (ERB) (Shamuganathan & Karpudewan,
2015).
Defining environmentally responsible behavior. Hungerford and Peyton
(1980) categorized environmental behavior via the following six categories.
1. Persuasion: An effort to verbally motivate human beings to take
positive environmental action as a function of modified values, e.g.,
argumentation, debate, speech making, letter writing.
2. Consumerism [later, Consumer and Economic Action]: An
economic threat by an individual or a group aimed at some form of
behavioral modification in conservative mode of behavior with
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respect to goods and/or services (e.g., discriminating and
conservative use of goods and services.)
3. Political Action: An effort aimed at persuading an electorate, a
legislator (or legislature), or executive governmental agency to
conform to the values held by the person or persons taking that
action, e.g., lobbying, voting, and supporting candidates.
4. Legal Action: Any legal/judiciary action taken by an individual
and/or organization which is aimed at some aspect of environmental
law enforcement – or, a legal restraint preceding some
environmental behavior perceived as undesirable, e.g., lawsuits,
injunctions.
5. Eco-management: Any physical action taken by an individual or a
group aimed directly at maintaining or improving the existing
ecosystems, e.g., reforestation, landscaping, installing bird boxes.
6. Interaction: Any combination of two or more of the above action
modes, e.g., letter writing for consumerism or political action,
combining boycotting and lobbying for solutions to international
issues. (p. 4)

More recently, environmental behavior was defined by Stern (2000) from
the perspective of both impact and intent. From the perspective of impact,
environmental behavior includes all behaviors that have a positive impact on the
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environment. From the perspective of intention, environmental behavior includes
anything that individuals’ do with an intention to protect the environment or change
it for the better. Stern goes on to suggest that environmental behavior can be
categorized as: environmental activism, non-activist behavior in the public sphere,
private-sphere environmentalism, and other environmentally significant behaviors
(2000, pp. 409-410). Further, he cited the results of factor analyses of results from
the 1993 General Social Survey and the 1994 National Environmental Survey to
support these categories (2000, pp. 410-411). On the one hand, Monroe combined
Sterns’s categories with those developed by Hungerford and Peyton (1990)
(Monroe, 2003, p. 115; Short, 2010, pp. 11-12). On the other, on closer inspection
of the factor analysis results summarized by Stern, Zhu (2015, pp. 70-71) indicated
that those results were as supportive of Hungerford and Peyton’s categories as they
were of Stern’s. These points suggest there is a reasonable degree of compatibility
in these two categorization schemes.
Over time, some have thought and argued that behavior can be changed if
human beings became more knowledgeable. This thinking was linked to an
assumption that if we are able to make people knowledgeable, they would be more
aware and motivated to act toward environment. This Knowledge-AttitudesBehavior model assumes, rightly or wrongly, that people who are knowledgeable
are more likely to engage in the environmental behavior. For example, Ramsey
and Rickson suggested that: “[i]ncreased knowledge leads to favorable attitudes …
which in turn lead to action promoting better environmental quality” (1976, p. 10).
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Birch and Schwaab offer similar thoughts:
the assumption must be made that informed attitudes will lead to subsequent
water conservation behavior ... Further research should attempt to offer
empirical evidence that knowledge and attitude gains resulting from the
water conservation unit will influence a student’s behavior regarding
efficient water use. (1983, p. 30)

Despite its popularity, this model and the assumptions associated with it
have come under serious criticism (e.g., Hungerford & Volk, 1990; Kollmuss &
Agyeman, 2002), primarily because they are not supported by theory, research, or
practice. First, this model implies that the knowledge-attitude and attitudebehavior relationships are strong, even though this was not found in reviews of
research (e.g., Bamberg & Moser, 2007; Hines et al., 1986/87; Volk & McBeth,
1997). Further, these reviews of research and the EL frameworks discussed earlier
indicate that several affective dispositions (e.g., environmental sensitivity,
willingness to act) have a stronger relationship to behavior than attitude. Finally,
this model fails to mention skills and competencies, a prominent set of components
in most EL frameworks. Thus, this model is mentioned to point out its flaws,
despite its apparent popularity.
Precursors of environmentally responsible behavior. One of the first
attempts to identify correlates of ERB from the research literature was the metaanalysis undertaken by Hines for her dissertation. On the basis of the results of that
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meta-analysis, Hines et al. (1986/87) formulated a model of the correlates and
precursors of environmental behavior. The model involves several variables as
seen in Figure 2.2. The variables are proposed to be related and work to predict
responsible environmental behavior.

Figure: 2.2. Model of responsible behavior proposed by Hines,
Hungerford, and Tomera, 1986/87, p. 7.

The premise of this model is that individuals who express an intention to
take an action will be more likely to engage in a responsible environmental
behavior than those who do not express such intentions. However, individuals who
take actions tend to be aware of the environmental problems around them and of
things they can do, so these dimensions of knowledge are a pre-requisite to action.
The Hines et al. model also included several personality factors/affect
variables (affective dispositions): attitudes, locus of control, and personal
responsibility. From an attitudinal perspective, Hines et al. (1986/87) maintained
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that individuals with a more positive attitude are more likely to engage in
environmentally responsible behaviors than those individuals who hold weaker or
negative attitudes. Locus of control has a positive correlation with a responsible
environmental behavior such that people with a strong internal locus of control will
take action more readily than those demonstrating an external locus of control who
thereby believe that the power to initiate a change is beyond their capacity. As
Figure 2.2 (p. 67) shows, these characteristics, combined with knowledge of
environmental problems, knowledge of action strategies, and the necessary action
skills, which together represent cognitive variables, can have a positive influence
on an individual’s predisposition to take action (‘intention to act’), which, in turn,
can lead to ERB. Depending on the individuals’ background, they may increase or
decrease their contribution toward responsible environmental behavior and
intention to act (Hines et al., 1986/87).
Hungerford and Volk (1990) elaborated on the model proposed by Hines et
al. (1986/87) by identifying three categories or levels of educational factors
associated with behavior, namely entry, ownership, and empowerment variables, as
shown in Figure 2.3 (p. 69). Each category has both major and minor variables.
The entry level includes the prerequisite variables needed for individuals to make
the decision. The only major variable in this level is environmental sensitivity.
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Figure 2.3. Behavior flow chart: major and minor variables involved in
environmental responsible behavior developed by Hungerford and Volk,
1990, p. 11.

The investment level is where individuals become immersed in specific
environmental issues, and where these became very important and personal for
individuals. The two major variables belong to this level are in-depth knowledge
about issues and personal investment in issues and the environment. The
empowerment level is critical for environmental responsible behavior. In this level,
individuals can change and resolve environmental problems and issues. Knowledge
of and skills in using environment action strategies, locus of control, and intention
to act are the major variables in this level.
Research Related to Large-Scale Assessments of EL
Environmental literacy has been given attention by educators, decision
makers, and other people around the world. This attention encouraged researchers
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to collect data on the status of EL in different countries (Hollweg et al., 2011).
There have been two waves that these assessments of EL have passed through
(Marcinkowski et al., 2013). The first wave occurred in 1970s when several
researchers conducted large national or multi-state assessments that focused on the
environmental knowledge and attitudes of K-12 students. The second wave started
in 2000, when researchers in several countries began to design and prepare for
studies that would examine a wider range of EL components in K-12 students.
These assessments include international, national, regional, state and provincial
assessments of EL across the world.
A summary of international assessments of EL. The Programme for
International Student Assessment (PISA) conducted the 2006 Science Assessment.
After PISA completed its standard data preparation, analysis and reporting
(Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development [OECD], 2009a),
PISA commissioned a separate research team to conduct a further analysis of the
2006 data pertaining to environmental and geoscience themes. This second report
was called Green at 15? (OECD, 2009b). To date, this assessment may be the
closest we have to an international assessment of EL (Marcinkowski et al., 2013),
although since then, PISA has continued to include some level of attention to
science-related environmental themes and EL components in its Science
Assessments (e.g., OECD, 2013).
The 2006 PISA assessment was developed to assess more than 40,000 15year-olds from 57 countries for knowledge, skills, and affective dispositions in the
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areas of environmental science and geoscience. The instrument was developed to
assess knowledge, awareness and understanding of issues, sources of information,
environmental concern, and optimism/pessimism (OECD, 2009a). Unlike the
national assessments described in the next section, this assessment did not include a
wide range of EL components due to the fact that the development and data
analysis procedures were sophisticated and extensive (Marcinkowski et al., 2013).
The Green at 15? Report (OECD, 2009b) indicated that across 57 countries, 19%
of 15-year-olds acquired the highest level of proficiency in environmental science.
In addition, 14% of the participants achieved the same highest level of proficiency
in geoscience. In terms of affective dispositions, a high proportion of students
reported that they have a very high sense of personal and social responsibility
toward environmental issues (OECD, 2009b).
The summary of the national assessments of EL. Since 2000, there have
been five large studies that assessed K-16 students of EL. These studies as shown
in Table 2.1 (p. 72) were conducted in South Korea (2002), Israel (2006), United
States (2008, 2011, 2014), Turkey (2009), and Taiwan (2013).
The national assessment conducted in Korea. A research team from the
Department of Science Education at Dankook University in South Korea conducted
a study to investigate the EL status of the Korean third, seventh, and tenth graders
(Shin et al., 2005). The study also examined the factors that may affect the EL.
They developed the Environmental Literacy Instrument for Korean Students
(ELIKS) that was designed based on Simmons’ 1995 framework, and administered
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Table 2.1
The Summary of the National Assessments of EL
National Assessment Studies

Information
about Data
Sources

Korea

Israel

U.S.

Turkey

Taiwan

Assessment
Period

2002-03

2004-06

2006-08

2007-09

2011-2012

Grades
(Sample
Sizes)

3rd (969)
7th (987)
11th
(1,037)

6th (1,591)
12th (1,530)

6th (1,042)
8th (962)

5th (2,412)

3-12 students, Pre- and
In-service teachers,
and Adults (115,990)

Reports

Shin et al.,
2005

Negev et
al., 2008

McBeth et al.,
2008, 2010

Erdogan,
2009

Liu, Yeh, Liang, Fang
& Tsai (2015)

Note. Adapted from Table 31.15 in “National Assessments of Environmental Literacy: A Review, Comparison, and
Analysis,” by T. Marcinkowski, D. Shin, K. Noh, M. Negev, G. Sagy, Y. Garb, W. McBeth, H. Hungerford, T. Volk, R.
Meyers, and M. Erdogan, 2013, International Handbook of Research on Environmental Education, p. 326., and from
Table.2.4 in “ An assessment of environmental literacy among undergraduate students at two national universities in Hubei
Province, China” by Zhu (2015) (Doctoral dissertation, Florida Institute of Technology). Retrieved from:
https://repository.lib.fit.edu/handle/11141/778

it to 3,003 students in Seoul and the Kyunggi-do region of Korea in April 2003.
The instruments consisted of nine components that represented the four domains of
EL: 24 items on environmental knowledge; 22 items on environmental attitudes; 7
items on skills; and 16 items on behavior. In addition, it included 13 items to
gather data on demographic variables (Shin et al., 2005). Third grade students had
not had formal science lessons at the time that the instrument was administered
(Shin et al., 2005). The results indicated that young students achieved higher
scores on knowledge that they had been taught (Shin et al., 2005). In terms of
attitude, students showed positive attitudes toward nature and environment.
Students did not show a sufficient degree of locus of control toward the
environmental problems. In terms of behavior, they found that students reported
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that they did not take an active participation, persuasion, and even making
recommendations. However, result showed that students took part in positive ecomanagement in their everyday lives (Shin et al., 2005).
The correlation among domains of EL variables showed different results.
Regardless of grade level, they found that environmental attitude was highly
correlated with behavior (r = .520 - .661). Also, the correlation between
environmental knowledge and skills were high (r = .33 - .422). In contrast, they
found the correlation between environmental knowledge and behavior were low (r
= .095 - .107) and the correlation between the environmental skills and behavior
also was low (r = .039 - .082). In addition, the results indicated that the correlation
between environmental attitude and environmental knowledge was moderate (r =
.252 - .238) and the correlation between environmental attitude and skills also was
moderate (r = .211 - .268). The study found that gender, parents’ schooling, and
exposure to environmental education in school had a significant effect on students’
EL (Shin et al., 2005).
The national assessment conducted in Israel. Negev et al. (2008)
conducted a national study (2004-2006) to investigate the EL of sixth and twelfth
grade students with the help of the Ministry of Education in Israel. The study
included only three components of EL: (a) environmental knowledge; (b)
environmental attitudes and; (c) environmental behavior. The study also examined
the correlations of different dimensions of EL (i.e., knowledge, attitude, and
behavior), as well as its associations with demographic and experiential variables
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(Negev et al., 2008). The researcher developed two separate surveys for students in
grade six and twelve. The surveys encompass: (1) environmental background and
environmental behavior (consumption, conservation, activism, and leisure
involving nature); (2) attitudes (awareness, sensitivity, sense of responsibility, and
willingness to act); (3) knowledge of ecological principles and national/global
issues; and (4) Open ended questions that addressed cognitive skills in identifying
environmental problems, their resources, and solutions. The two surveys were
administrated to 1,591 sixth grade students and 1,530 twelfth grade students in
2006 (Negev et al., 2008).
In terms of environmental knowledge, results revealed that students in both
Grades 6 and 12 did not achieve impressive scores. Twelfth grade students
achieved higher scores on environmental knowledge than sixth grade students. The
findings indicated that students’ attitudes assessed on Likert-type scale in both
grades showed general positive attitude. Regarding behavior, students reported that
they took some actions such as recycling, green consumerism, and saving water
and electricity (Negev et al., 2008).
The correlation among domains of EL variables showed that there was a
significant positive correlation between environmental knowledge and attitudes
(Negev et al., 2008). The results also indicated that knowledge was not correlated
with behavior, but did show that attitude was positively correlated with behavior.
For the demographic variables, socioeconomic status was statistically significant
for knowledge but was not for behavior and attitudes. Ethnic and religious sector
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was significant among students. The findings indicated that informal spaces of
learning and adults were high associated with pro-environmental behavior and with
pro-environmental attitudes. However, informal spaces of learning had a very low
association with environmental knowledge (Negev et al., 2008).
The national assessment conducted in the United States. A team of
researchers from the U. S. conducted the National Environmental Literacy
Assessment (NELA) Project to assess EL of students in the middle grades (McBeth,
Hungerford, Marcinkowski, Volk, & Meyers, 2008). The project was divided into
three phases. Phase one (2006-2008) served as a baseline for EL among sixth and
eighth grade students in the United States. The Middle School Environmental
Literacy Survey (MSELS) developed by Bluhm, Hungerford, McBeth, and Volk
(1995) was used by the team researchers for the project. The MSELS included
scales to assess EL components in the four domains (i.e., knowledge, affect, skills,
and behavior). The survey consisted of 17 items of ecological knowledge, 12 items
of verbal commitment; 11 items of environmental sensitivity, two items of
environmental feeling, three items of issue identification skills, six items of issue
analysis skills, 10 items of action planning, and 12 items of behavior. The
instrument included also four items of demographic variables. Multiple choice and
Likert-type scale were used for MSELS (McBeth et al., 2008). The phase one
project examines the level of EL of sixth and eighth grade students in the U.S. and
to explore the status of EL of sixth and eighth grade students in the U.S. The
sample size of phase one project was 2,004 students that were selected on a
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probability-proportional basis from 48 counties that represented the demographic
make up of the U.S. (McBeth et al., 2008).
The results of phase one project indicated that sixth grade students scored
high on verbal commitment, environmental sensitivity, environmental feeling,
environmental issue identification skills, and behavior. The findings also showed
that eighth-grade students had higher mean scores than sixth grade students on
knowledge and skill measures, while sixth grade students had higher mean scores
than eighth grade students on verbal commitment, environmental sensitivity,
environmental feeling measures. The researchers reported that, overall, sixth and
eighth grade students had a moderate level of EL (McBeth et al., 2008).
Phase two of this National Environmental Literacy Assessment was
undertaken in (2009-2011) to assess the EL of sixth, seventh, and eighth grade
students who participated in EE programs in their schools. The EL components
and instrument were the same as those used in the first phase of the project. The
sample size was 7,965 purposefully sampled from 27 states using MSELS
(McBeth, Hungerford, Marcinkowski, Volk, & Cifranick, 2011). The researchers
reported that students’ mean scores were highest on ecological knowledge,
followed by environmental affect, behavior and then skills. The results showed that
sixth-grade students outperformed the eighth-grade students on affective and
behavior components, while eighth graders outscored the sixth graders on the
knowledge and cognitive skills components. In general, mean scores for seventh
graders fell between those of sixth and eighth graders.
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The third phase (2012-2014) was a secondary analysis using the data
collected from both first and second phases (McBeth et al., 2014). This phase
explored the predictors of EL and environmental behavior. The results showed that
the verbal commitment and environmental sensitivity were the only significant
predictors of behavior of sixth and eighth grade students in the phase one national
sample (McBeth et al., 2014). Further, verbal commitment, environmental
sensitivity, and environmental feeling were significant predictors of behavior for
sixth and eighth grade students in phase two schools with environmental education
programs (McBeth et al., 2014).
The summary of the national assessment conducted in Turkey. Because
of the lack of national study in the areas of EE and EL, Erdogan (2009) conducted a
national study to investigate the fifth graders in terms of EL in Turkey and to
explore the factors affecting ERB. Erdogan’s study was approved and undertaken
as a doctoral dissertation by the Department of Educational Sciences at Middle East
Technical University. The national study targeted 2,412 students of the fifth grade
from 26 private schools in urban areas and 26 provinces in Turkey. The
Elementary School Environmental Literacy instrument (ESELI) was developed
based on Simmons’ framework to assess the EL of 5th grade Turkish students
(Erdogan, 2009). The instruments included the four components of EL: 19 items
on environmental knowledge, 14 items on affective dispositions, eight items skills
and 26 items behavior. The results showed that, overall, students had a moderate
level EL. For knowledge, 75% of the students correctly answered 11 out of 22
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items. The results showed that students have a high level of willingness to take
environmental action (M = 17.09, SD = 3.39, Range = 5-20), environmental
attitudes (M = 18.04, SD = 3.54, Range = 5-20), and environmental sensitivity (M =
12.68, SD = 2.63, Range = 4-16). The findings indicated that students were
engaged in eco-management more than any other types of behavior. Students
showed that their engagement in the persuasion and political actions were low,
while their involvement in consumer and economic action was moderate. The
study also investigated the predictors of ERB. The findings showed that school
type, taking pre-school education, parents’ education level, residence, experiences
in the natural regions, environmental curiosity, parents’ environmental concern,
and sibling environmental concern had the strongest the main effect on fifth grade
students ERB (Erdogan, 2009).
The national assessment conducted in Taiwan. This study was conducted
in response to the Environmental Education Act enacted by the Taiwan’s
government in 2011 (Liang, Liu, Cai, & Fang, 2013, as cited in Zhu, 2015). The
study tended to serve as a baseline for evaluating the effectiveness of this and other
national EE policies. According to Zhu (2015), with support from Taiwan’s EPA,
a Taiwanese research team assessed the EL of Taiwanese students in grades 3-12,
pre-service teachers, practicing teachers, and adults. The 115,990 participants were
selected using stratified randomly sampling procedures. The researchers prepared a
questionnaire for each segment of their sample that consisted of two sections: (a)
demographic and background variables and, (b) EL assessment. The assessment
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included three main domains: (1) knowledge of natural system, knowledge of
environmental issues, and knowledge of action strategies; (2) environmental
awareness and sensitivity, attitudes, and environmental values; (3) intention to act,
environmental action strategies and skills and, responsible environmental behavior
(REB) (as cited in Zhu, 2015). Unlike other frameworks, the researchers did not
assess cognitive skills and classified the component of intention to act as part of the
behavioral domain.
To date, only the results for practicing teachers have been published in a
language other than Chinese, and that was a journal article in English (Liu, Yeh,
Liang, Fang, & Tsai, 2015). In addition to assessing teachers on those EL
components, this portion of the assessment also examined the relationship of EL
components to each other as well as to examine the teaching and background
factors that can predict teachers’ EL in Taiwan. The results indicated that teachers
had a high level of environmental attitudes, and a moderate level of environmental
knowledge. In terms of behavior, results revealed that teachers reported a low level
of participation in REB. These researchers also reported that the correlation
between knowledge and affective components were low, as was the correlation
between knowledge and behavior. The action strategies skills had a low correlation
with affective components. On the other hand, results showed that there was a high
correlation between intention to act and with affective dissipations (as cited in Zhu,
2015).
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These results of the national assessment were reported to EPA in Chinese
and there is no English version of the study found. The researchers concluded that
students had a low level of environmental behavior, moderate level of
environmental knowledge, and a high level of environmental attitudes (as cited in
Zhu, 2015).
The summary of regional, state, and provincial assessments. There also
have been several studies that served as regional, provincial or state assessments of
EL. These assessments include the assessment conducted in Hualien County in
Taiwan in 1997, an assessment conducted in the State of North Carolina in the
United States in 2012, and the assessment conducted in Hubei Province, China in
2015.
The regional assessment of EL conducted in Taiwan. Nearly 15 years
before the national assessment in Taiwan, Hsu (1997) conducted a study to
investigate the EL of Taiwanese secondary school teachers and to explore the
variables that predict the ERB. Hsu’s study was approved by The Ohio State
University as a doctoral dissertation. The instrument used by Hsu (1997) was, in
part, adapted from the SSELI (Marcinkowski & Rehrig, 1995) and consisted of:
four items for environmental sensitivity, five items for environmental attitudes, two
items for environmental responsibility, two items for locus of control, five items for
intention, 30 items of responsible environmental behavior, five items for perceived
knowledge of environmental action strategies, five items for perceived skills in
using environmental action strategies, five items for perceived knowledge of
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ecology and environmental science, three items for perceived knowledge of
environmental problems and issues, and several items for demographic variables
(Hsu, 1997). This instrument was administered to 300 secondary teachers who
were randomly selected in Hualien County.
The finding revealed that the secondary Taiwanese teachers had positive
environmental attitudes and environmental sensitivity. The teachers had a high
level of knowledge and skills in using action strategies, and of knowledge and
skills in using economic action and persuasion. Teachers had a low level of
knowledge and skills in political action and legal action. They also had a moderate
knowledge about environmental science, and about environmental problems and
issues. The results showed that the nine variables were statistically significant to
predict REB. The results also revealed that perceived knowledge of and skills in
using environmental action, and intention were the most EL variables that predict
REB (Hsu, 1997).
State assessments of EL conducted in United States. One of the first statelevel assessments of EL that was conducted in North Carolina (NC) (Stevenson et
al., 2013). In 2012, a research team conducted a study that assessed the EL of the
6th and 8th grades students in NC. The study was conducted to address the need for
NC Environmental Literacy Plan (ELP) and to build an EL baseline for the state of
NC. Six EL components were selected for use in that assessment: knowledge of
ecology, energy flow, and nutrient cycles; environmental attitudes; environmental
sensitivity; verbal commitment; cognitive skills; and pro-environmental behavior.
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The researchers used a developed survey, the Middle School Environmental
Literacy Assessment (MSELS), developed and used by NELA members (Bluhm et
al., 1995; McBeth et al., 2008). The surveys were administrated on a pre- and posttest basis. The sample size for this study was 416 students statewide that were
recruited from 18 classrooms in 13 schools.
Compared with the results of the Phase 1 of the NELA study (McBeth, et
al., 2008), NC students scored higher on several components of EL (Stevenson et
al., 2013). Sixth graders showed a high level of verbal commitment, actual
commitment and environmental sensitivity. Further, the results indicated that
eighth grade students had a high level of verbal commitment, actual commitment,
environmental sensitivity, and issue analysis. The components of the cognitive
skills – issue identification, issue analysis, and action planning – were the lowest
among students in both grades (Stevenson et al., 2013).
The provincial assessment of EL conducted in China. Zhu (2015)
conducted a study in the Department of Education and Interdisciplinary Studies at
Florida Institute of Technology in the U.S. for her doctoral dissertation. In this
study, Zhu (2015) investigated the EL of undergraduate students in two national
universities in Hubei Province in China and to explore both the status of the
prediction of knowledge, affect, skills, and ERB, and the prediction of ERB. She
developed the Undergraduate Students Environmental Literacy Instrument
(USELI) to assess students over selected components on EL in each of the four
domains (i.e., knowledge, affect, skills, and behavior). The instrument was
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administrated as a pencil-and-paper survey to 577 students, although only 406
responses were used for the data analysis due to incomplete, outliers and or invalid
responses. The instrument contains 15 items of The New Environmental Paradigm
(NEP), 13 items of environmental sensitivity (ES), four items of willingness to act,
10 items of perceived skills in investigating and evaluating problems and issues and
perceived skills in using citizen participation strategies, seven items of perceived
knowledge of ecology and earth system science and perceived knowledge of
environmental science, and 24 items of ERB, and several demographic and
educational variables (Zhu, 2015). On the status of EL, results showed that mean
scores were highest on measures of affective dispositions, whereas the mean scores
were lowest on the measure of ERB. The researcher also reported that, overall,
undergraduate students in the two national universities in China had a moderate EL
(Zhu, 2015).
Overview of Research Pertaining to Components of Environmental Literacy
Research on selected components and predictors of ERB. This section
reviews the related studies that examined selected components of EL and the
prediction of some selected variables on ERB. These variables appeared and
described in the frameworks of Simmons (1995), Marcinkowski and Rehrig (1995),
Hollweg et al. (2011), Volk and McBeth, (1997), and in the models of Hines et al.
(1986/87) and Hungerford and Volk (1990). Variables from those sources were
used in the EL assessments as described in the previous section. (Erdogan, 2009;
Hsu, 1997; McBeth, 2008, 2011, 2014; Negev, et al., 2008; Shin et al., 2005; Zhu,
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2015). In comparison, the selected variables used in this study to predict ERB are:
(a) Environmental knowledge; (b) Environmental sensitivity; (c) Willingness to
take environmental actions; and (d) Cognitive skills (i.e., perceived skill, which is
related to self-efficacy).
Environmental knowledge. The literature revealed that environmental
knowledge is one of the important components of EL (Iozzi et al., 1990;
Marcinkowski, 1990; Simmons, 1995; Wilke, 1995; Hollweg et al., 2011), and
certain dimensions of knowledge have been found to be related to, but not
necessarily predict of, ERB (Hines et al., 1986/1987; Hungerford & Volk, 1990).
Environmental knowledge in different forms have been assessed in different studies
(Erdogan, 2009; Hsu, 1997; McBeth, 2008, 2011, 2014; Negev, et al., 2008; Shin et
al., 2005; Zhu, 2015). Environmental knowledge includes, but may not be limited
to: (1) knowledge of ecology and or environmental sciences; (2) knowledge of
environmental problems and issues; (3) knowledge of environmental socio-political
and economic aspects, and (4) knowledge of action strategies (Hollweg et al., 2011;
Hungerford et al., 1980; Iozzi et al., 1990; Marcinkowski, 1990; Roth, 1992;
Simmons, 1995; Wilke, 1995). With respect to (3), McKeown-Ice and Dendinger
(2000) identified 63 concepts from social sciences that may serve as concepts of
sociopolitical and economic foundation needed to understand the environmental
problems and issues.
Several studies have been conducted to explore the correlation and/or
prediction of environmental knowledge and ERB. In their meta-analysis of 17
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studies, Hines et al., (1986/1987) found that knowledge of environmental problems
and issues and the knowledge of action strategies has a positive correlation with
ERB (r = .299).
Sia (1985) conducted a study to investigate the predictors of ERB and he
reported that there was a strong correlation between perceived knowledge of
environmental action strategies and ERB (r = .55). Sia also reported that there was
a positive, but relatively small relationship between perceived knowledge and
behavior (r = .20). Marcinkowski (1989) reported in his dissertation that the
strongest predictors of ERB was perceived knowledge of action strategies, where
this variable explained 40% of the variance on ERB for his adult sample. In their
study of Taiwanese teachers (n=226), Hsu and Roth (1999) reported that the level
of correlation to ERB varied across several dimensions of perceived knowledge: (a)
of perceived knowledge of environmental action strategies with ERB (r = .46); (b)
perceived knowledge of environmental problems and issues with ERB (r =.34);
and (c) perceived knowledge of ecology and environmental sciences with ERB (r =
.27). In an earlier analysis of data from this sample (n=157), Hsu and Roth (1998)
reported that ERB is correlated with (1) perceived knowledge of environmental
action strategies (r = .53), (2) perceived knowledge of environmental problems and
issues (r = .39), and (3) perceived knowledge of ecology and environmental
sciences (r = .32).
In contrast, some studies indicated that environmental knowledge,
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whether actual or perceived, has a very low or no correlation with ERB (Shin et al.,
2005; Negev et al., 2008; McBeth et al., 2014).
Environmental sensitivity (ES). Peterson (1982) defined ES as “a set of
affective attributes which result in an individual viewing the environment from an
empathetic perspective” (1982, p. 5). Thus, ES is considered as a part of affective
domain and EL frameworks (Hollweg et al., 2011; Hungerford & Volk, 1990;
Marcinkowski, 1990; Peterson & Hungerford, 1981; Simmons, 1995; Wilke, 1995).
Furthermore, ES was included in the statements and objectives of EE in the report
of the 1975 Belgrade Workshop and 1977 Tbilisi Conference under the
“Awareness objective” (Roth, 1992; Simmons, 1995), and referred to as
‘foundational’ by Hungerford, Peyton, and Wilke (1980).
Environmental sensitivity has been investigated in the literature. Tanner
(1980) and Peterson (1982) developed an instrument that is combined of
questionnaire and interview to assess individuals’ past experiences that lead to ES
(as cited in Sward & Marcinkowski, 2005). In his study, Tanner (1980) involved
45 professional staff and chapter officers of the national wildlife Federation, the
Nature Conservancy, National Audubon Society and the Sierra Club and found that
outdoor, habitat, parents, hunting/ fishing, teachers, books, other adults, habitation
alteration, and solitude were important to form environmental sensitivity (as cited
in Sward & Marcinkowski, 2005). Tanner found that outdoors, habitat, parents,
hunting/fishing, teachers, books, other adults, habitat alteration, and solitude have a
significant influence on ES. Peterson (1982) assessed ES by using a combination
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questionnaire and interview (as cited in Peterson, 2005). Peterson’s work was to
investigate the important factors that lead to ES. In her study, she interviewed and
collected the responses from 22 environmental education experts who attended the
Midwest Environmental Education Association regional conference in 1979 and
NAAEE held in 1980. She found that there were some variables associated with
ES such as participations in outdoor activities, visiting and spending time as youth
in natural areas, important role model and family. The findings of Tanner (1980)
and Peterson (1982) have been supported by several studies conducted between
1983 and 1997 (e.g., Chawla, 1995; Corcoran & Palmer, 1995; Palmer, 1993;
Scholl, 1983; Sward, 1997; and Votaw, 1983; as cited in Sward & Marcinkowski,
2005). In Hungerford and Volk’s (1990) environmental citizenship model, ES was
classified as the major entry-level variable. Several studies revealed that ES is
considered as one of the strongest EL components that predict ERB (e.g., Erdogan,
2009; Hsu, 1997; McBeth et al., 2014; Negev, et al., 2008; Sia et al., 1986; Zhu,
2015).
Willingness to take environmental actions. Although there is some
disagreement among researchers about whether it is proper to do so, often this term
has been used interchangeably with verbal commitment, intention to act, and
behavioral intention. Hines et al., (1986/1987) conducted a meta-analysis to
explore the predictors of ERB, and they found that intention or verbal commitment
to take actions was the strongest correlate of ERB (r = .491). Individuals who have
high level of intention to take actions were more likely to participate and get
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evolved in actual or environmentally responsible behavior. On the basis of this
finding, Hungerford and Volk (1990) included willingness to take actions was one
of the major empowerment-level variables. Later, Bamberg and Moser (2007)
conducted a closely related meta-analysis study twenty years after Hines et al.
(1986/87) and reported that willingness to take actions was again the most
significant correlate and predictors of ERB (r = .52)
Several prediction studies were conducted last decades to explore the
relationship between willingness to act and ERB. Hsu and Roth (1999) conducted
a study to explore the correlation of some variables including willingness to act on
ERB and reported that willingness to act was the most significant predictor
variables on ERB. Similar results were obtained for middle grades students in
phase three of the NELA study (McBeth et al., 2014).
Cognitive skills. Cognitive skills reflect the higher levels of Bloom’s
taxonomy of learning (Marcinkowski, 2004). These include the ability of
individuals’ ability to analyze, synthesize, and evaluate sources and information
about environmental problems and issues and the strategies used to guide actions
for environment. Cognitive skills have been investigated by researchers and
classified into several sub-components, including: (a) skills in problems and issues
identifications; (b) skills in problems and issues analysis; (c) skills in collecting and
analyzing the data related to environment; and (d) skills in using environmental
strategies (Hollweg et al., 2011; Hungerford & Volk, 1990; Marcinkowski, 1990;
Noh & Marcinkowski, 2003; Simmons, 1995). As shown in published reviews
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(e.g., Hollweg et al. 2011; McBride et al. 2013; Simmons, 1995) and in Table 2.2,
cognitive skills have been included in nearly all major frameworks for EE and EL.
Several studies were conducted to investigate the extent to which cognitive skills,
whether actual or perceived, were useful in predicting different forms of ERB. Sia
(1985) and Sivek (1989) reported that using action strategies skills were the
strongest predictors of ERB. Cognitive skills were observed and appeared to be
one of the most significant correlates of ERB in the model of Hines et al. (1986/87)
and, for this reason, was included in Hungerford and Volk’s (1990) model.

Table 2.2
Variables of Cognitive Skills in Most of EE Documents and Frameworks of EL

Skill Areas
1. Problem & Issue
Identification Skills
2. Problem & Issue
Analysis Skills
3. Skills in Identifying
Variables & Drafting
Research Questions
4. Data Collection
Skills
5. Data Analysis Skills
6. Skills in Planning &
Carrying Out Actions

UNESCO
(1978)

Ö

Hungerford
et al.
(1980)

Stapp
(1988)

Ö

Ö

Ö

Simmons
(1995)

Wilke
(1995)

Simmons
et al./
NAAEE
(1996)

Simmons
et al./
NAAEE
(1999)

Ö

Ö

Ö

Ö

Ö

Ö

Ö

Ö
Ö

Ö

Ö

Ö

Ö

Ö

Ö

Ö

Ö
Ö

Ö
Ö

Ö

Ö

Ö

Ö

Ö

Ö

Note: Adopted from “Analysis of Environmental Investigation and Action Skills in Selected Environmental
Education Curricula from the U. S. and the Republic of Korea” by Noh & Marcinkowski, 2003, Melbourne,
FL: Unpublished post-doctoral research manuscript.

Other studies revealed that there was a high correlation between cognitive
skills and ERB (Culen & Volk, 2000; Hsu, 1997, 2004; Hsu & Roth, 1998;
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Ramsey, 1993; Ramsey & Hungerford, 1989; Ramsey, Hungerford, & Tomera,
1981; Sia et al.,1985/86). As shown below in Table 2.3, with the exception of the
national assessment in Taiwan, cognitive skills were assessed in the other national
EL assessment studies: South Korea (2002), Israel (2006), United States (2008,
2011, 2014), and Turkey (2009).

Table 2.3
Variables of Cognitive Skills in the Five EL National Assessment Studies

Skill Areas
Problem & Issue Identification Skills
Problem & Issue Analysis Skills
Skills in Identifying Variables &
Drafting Research Questions
Data Collection Skills
Data Analysis Skills
Skills in Planning & Carrying Out
Actions

South
Korea
(2005)
Ö
Ö

Israel
(2008)

U.S
(2008,
2011)

Turkey
(2009)

Ö
Ö

Ö

Ö

Ö

Taiwan
(2013)

Ö
Ö

Review of research relevant to EE and EL in Saudi Arabia. I conducted
a content-analysis to investigate the EL components that had been included in
research studies conducted in Saudi Arabia (see Appendix A.1). In this research,
all the accessible and published papers, Master's theses, and Ph.D. dissertations
were obtained in pdf files as a target population. Based on the criteria set by the
researcher (i.e., for location, sample, time period, and scope), 19 studies were
located and included in this content analysis. These 19 studies were conducted to
assess one or more of EL components among K-16 Saudi students and carried out
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between 1990 - 2016. A framework based on material presented by Simmons
(1995) and Hollweg et al. (2011) was developed and used to guide this content
analysis. This framework included the following components: (a) knowledge of
ecology and Earth system, (b) knowledge of environmental problems and issues,
(c) socio-political-economic knowledge, (d) cognitive skills, (e) affective
dispositions, and (f) ERB. Each of one these components included other subcomponents, resulting in the inclusion and use of a total of 39 sub-components.
In this section, the studies that sampled secondary school students will be
reported here, however, the full report that reviewed and summarized all accessible
studies conducted on K-16 can be found in Appendix A.1.
Of the 19 studies, four assessed one or more of those EL components
among secondary school students (i.e., Alfayfi, 2014; Alsurihi, 1999; Alzahrani,
2009; Jaan, 1999). Of these four studies, three assessed the knowledge of ecology
and Earth systems (i.e., Alfayfi, 2014; Alsurihi, 1999; Jaan, 1999), all four assessed
knowledge of environmental problems and issues, and two assessed aspects of
sociopolitical and economic knowledge (i.e., Alfayfi, 2014; Alzahrani, 2009). In
addition, one study assessed one sub-component of cognitive skills (i.e., Alfayfi,
2014) as well as environmental attitude, and one study assessed ERB, specifically
the eco-management sub-component (i.e., Alzahrani, 2009).
Alsurihi (1999) conducted a study to explore the extent in which 10th grade
male students acquire environmental concepts included in the course of Biology of
the 10th grade. The author analyzed the content of the Biology textbook of 10th
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grade and then assessed the environmental knowledge of students. The author
focused on assessing environmental concepts at the lower level of Bloom’s
taxonomy only. He found that there were 51 concepts included in that textbook.
Out of 51 concepts, 35 were randomly selected to guide the development of
instrument. That instrument consisted of 45 multiple-choice questions, and was
administered to 256 students recruited from the City of Jeddah located in the
Province of Makkah. The results indicated that most of the environmental concepts
included in the Biology textbook were at the lower level of Bloom’s taxonomy
(i.e., remember and understand). The results also indicated that the participants had
a very low level of environmental knowledge.
Jaan (1999) assessed the environmental culture of the 10th and 12th grade
students in the Cities of Mecca and Taif located in the Province of Makkah. In her
Ph.D. dissertation, she analyzed the science textbooks of the secondary school to
extract the important environmental issues and concepts. Therefore, she developed
a test that was administered to 482 female students in the grades of 10th and 12th.
The author divided the environmental concepts and issues into four themes: (a)
resources of environmental energy, (b) sources of environmental pollution, (c) the
ways/methods used to protect the environment from pollution, and (d)
environmental moral reasoning. The test consisted of 75 items: 25 multiple-choice
questions for theme (a), 14 multiple-choice questions for theme (b), 23 multiplechoice questions for theme (c), and 13 multiple-choice questions for theme (d).
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The results indicated that the level of environmental culture of 10th and 12th graders
were lower than the sufficient level (75%) in each theme/section of the test.
Alzahrani (2009) conducted a study to assess the students’ awareness of the
damage of electronic waste to environment. This study served as Master’s Thesis
that was approved by the Department of Curriculum and Instruction at Umm AlQura University in Saudi Arabia. The author developed an instrument to collect
study data. The instrument was divided into four sections: (a) 16 questions about
awareness of resources of electronic waste; (b) 15 questions about the awareness of
damage/effect of electronic waste; (c) 17 questions about awareness of methods
used to solve the problems of electronic waste; and (d) 13 questions about the
awareness of the benefits using the methods to solve the problems of electronic
waste. This instrument was administered to 146 10th, 11th, and 12th male students
who were recruited on the basis of a cluster form of random sampling. The results
indicated that that participants scored at a moderate level in each section of this
instrument.
Alfayfi (2014) examined the effect of teaching an Ecology course using
graphic organizers on the environmental awareness of secondary female students.
For her Master’s Thesis, Alfayfi used a quasi-experimental design to investigate
this. The author developed a teacher’s guide and student’s materials for the
chapters of ecology principles and the biodiversity. She also developed scales to
assess the environmental awareness of students. This instrument was divided into
three sections: (a) 30 multiple-choice questions on the domain of knowledge; (b) 46
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questions in the affective domain measured using a five-point Likert scale; and (c)
and 20 questions in the domain of skills. These scales were administered twice as
pre and post-tests to 31 students in the experimental group and 29 students in the
control group. Participants were recruited on the basis of stratified approach. The
results indicated that there were no group differences on the pre-test, however,
there were group differences on the post-test. The pre-to-post gain was for the
experimental group.
Review of Prior Studies Most Closely Related to This Study
This section summarizes the methods and results of those studies that are
most relevant to this research. These studies investigated the status of EL,
correlations among EL components, and prediction of ERB of high school students
in different countries. These studies include research conducted on Israeli high
school students (Negev et al, 2008), research conducted on high school students in
the U.S. (Lierman, 1995; Willis, 1999), and research conducted on South Korean
high school students (Shin et al., 2005).
Negev et al. (2008) assessed the EL of high school students in the 12th grade
in Israel. In this study, they assessed EL components in the knowledge, affective
(i.e., notably, attitudes), and behavioral domains. Their results indicated that the
mean scores for these high school students on the knowledge dimension was not
very high (M = 10.43 on a scale of 0-17 based on 17 items). The level of attitude
for this sample of 12th grade students was high. They also concluded that students
engaged less in environmental behavior as they grow up (i.e., 12th grade M = 20.34
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on a scale of 9-45 based on 9 items, when compared to 6th grade M = 21.65 on a
scale of 8-40 based on 8 item). They also explored the relationships among
knowledge, attitude, and behavior. They found that there is not a statistically
significant relationship between knowledge and behavior for the 12th grade students
(r = .04, p < .09). Further, results for the 12th grade sample showed that there
statistically significant relationships between: (a) attitude and knowledge (r = .23, p
< .0001), and (b) between attitude and behavior (r = .56, p < .0001).
Another study that assessed the EL of high school students was conducted
by Willis (1999) for her dissertation. The study involved upper level of high school
science students from a school district in southeast Texas in the United States. The
author used the Secondary School Environmental Literacy Instrument (SSELI)
developed by Marcinkowski and Rehrig in 1995 as part of the National
Environmental Literacy Assessment Project. The instrument consists of several
sections: (a) demographic information; (b) problems with which I am familiar,
How I feel about the environment, and knowledge of ecology and environmental
science; (c) Issue analysis, investigation, and resolution skills; (d) knowledge of
and ability to use environmental action strategies; and (e) involvement in
environmental protection. The SSELI was subjected to the tests of validity and
reliability. The authors of SSELI reported that Cronbach’s alpha ranged from .75 to
.86 (as cited in Willis, 1999).
The SSELI was administered to 125 students from upper-level high school
science from a suburban southeast Texas school district. Results indicated that
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58% of the items were answered correctly, which means that students possessed a
moderate level of knowledge of ecological principals (M=12.18; possible point=20)
and environmental science (M=11.01; possible point=20), and a moderate level of
perceived knowledge (M=13.41; possible point=25) and abilities in using
environmental action strategies (M=12.44; possible point=25). Her findings also
showed that high school students possess a moderate to high level of affective
dispositions (M=39.21; 0-60 scale). The affective dispositions included: (1)
environmental sensitivity (M=6.71; possible point=10); (2) environmental attitude
(M= 15.02; possible point=20); (3) locus of control (M=5.66; possible point=10);
(4) personal responsibility (M= 5.80; possible point=10); and (5) wiliness to
participate (M= 6.02; possible point=10). Finally, the results for the measure of
behavior revealed that students had a very limited level of environmental
participation (M=42.19; possible point=200).
Lierman (1995) conducted more in-depth analyses of data from the pilot
study of the SSELI which had been collected from secondary students in five states
in the U.S. (Marcinkowski & Rehrig, 1995). Her analyses included an item
analysis for selected scales, an analysis of correlations among EL components
measured by the SSELI, and how well those EL components predicted ERB.
Her correlation results indicated that there were three patterns: high,
moderate, and low correlations. There was a strong relationship among cognitive
measures: (a) between a multiple-choice measure of knowledge of ecology and
environmental science and a direct measure of environmental issue skills (r= .557);
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(b) between that measure of knowledge of ecology and environmental science: and
measure of knowledge of environmental problems (regional, national, and global)
(r = .486); and (c) between those measures of knowledge of environmental
problems and issue skills (r = .466). Her findings also showed there was a
moderate correlation between affective dispositions toward environment and (a)
perceived knowledge of and ability to use environmental action strategies at (r =
.329), (b) knowledge of problems at (r = .251), and (c) knowledge of ecology and
environmental science at (r = .212).
Results also showed that there was a moderate correlation between feelings
toward the environment and knowledge of ecology and environmental science at (r
= .212). However, she found relative weak correlations in students’ scores on: (a)
knowledge of ecology and environmental science and on action strategies (r
=.180); and (b) a measure of action strategies and that measure of knowledge of
environmental problems (r = .159). Further, the correlation between feeling
toward the environment and issue skill was low at (r =.148), and the correlation
between issue skills and action strategies was also low at (r = .147).
In her analyses, Lierman also explored the EL components that serve as the
significant predictors of ERB. Her stepwise regression results revealed that of the
EL components assessed, those that served as predictors of ERB were: perceived
ability to use action strategies served to be the most significant predictor of ERB
(R2 =.109; F=52.908), followed by willingness to action (R2 =.082; F=35.690),
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environmental sensitivity (R2 =.062; F=28.590), personal responsibility (R2.046;
F=20.972), and locus of control (R2 =.036; F=16.055).
Shin et al. (2005) conducted a study that investigate the EL of third grade,
seventh grade, and twelfth grade students in South Korea. The authors developed
Environment Literacy Instrument for Korean Children (ELIKC) that consisted of
four scales: Knowledge Scale, Attitude Scale, Behavior scale, and Skill Scale. The
Knowledge Scale consisted of 14 items of ecological knowledge and 10 items of
knowledge of environmental problems and issues. The Attitude Scale consisted of
5 items of environmental sensitivity, 9 items of concern for nature/environment, 6
items of personal involvement, and 2 items of locus of control. The Behavior Scale
consisted of 9 items of active participation, 5 items of ec0-management, and 3
items of persuasion and recommendation The Skill Scale consisted of 7 items of
interpretation of information/strategy of problem-solving. The author conducted a
pilot study to test the reliability of four scales. The results indicated that
Cronbach’s alpha values were: Knowledge scale was .65, Attitude scale was .81,
Behavior scale was .74, and Skill scale was .46. The results for these high school
students revealed that there was: (a) a high correlation between attitude and
environmental behavior at (r = .52); (b) more moderate correlations between
environmental knowledge and skills (r = .37), environmental knowledge and
attitudes (r = .29), and skills and attitudes (r = .25); and (c) low correlation between
skills and ERB (r = .08), and between environmental knowledge and behavior (r =
.10). These results also indicated that there were no statistical differences in
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between male and female in terms of knowledge, skills, and behavior. In terms of
attitude, female students had a higher level of environmental attitude than male
students. Environmental literacy components were not affected by the science
subject of preference.
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Chapter 3
Methodology
Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to provide a description of the methodology,
design, and procedures used in this dissertation research study. The first section
describes the methodology and design used in this study. This section is followed
by the setting of the study. The third section provides a description of the target
and accessible population, sampling and sample size, and power analysis. The
fourth section describes the instrumentation and a summary of pilot study results.
The fifth section describes human subject research principles, research ethics, and
applications of these (i.e., Florida Tech IRB and approvals from the Department of
Education in Saudi). This chapter concludes with a description of the procedures
for data collection, data analysis, and the attention to possible threats to the internal
validity of this study.
Methodology and Design of the Study
The main purpose of this study was to investigate the status of
environmental literacy among male and female secondary school students in Saudi
Arabia. Two additional purposes of this study were primarily correlational and
predictive: (a) to explore the relationship of EL components among each other; and
(b) to explore selected factors that may predict the environmental responsible
behavior. To obtain data to address these purposes, quantitative methods were
employed. The researcher used a survey research design and a researcher100

constructed instrument to gather data, and used descriptive, correlational, and
prediction procedures to analyze those data.
The Setting of the Study
In the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, the Ministry of Education (MOE) was
established in 1953. However, education was not required for all until the Saudi
Educational Policy was established in 1970, which mandated that all children from
7 to 18 to enroll in and attend school. The education system in Saudi Arabia gives
all individuals – male and female- the right to education (The Educational System
of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, 1980). However, all public schools in Saudi
Arabia are single-sex schools.
Until recently, the educational system in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
consisted of the following levels. First, the Pre-Elementary level prepared boys
and girls for elementary education. Children are enrolled at the age of four in
nursery school and at the age of five in the preliminary school. Second, the
Elementary level included grade one through grade six; this level is for students
from 6 to 12 years old (Al abdulkareem, 2004). The third level is the middle level,
which includes grades 7 to 9, and is for students from 13-15 years old. The school
year at this level consists of two 15- week semesters and a two-week examination
period. Fourth, the high school or secondary level includes grades 10 through 12
and is for students from 16 to 18 years old. All students in the grade 10 study
different subjects (e.g., Mathematics, Biology, Physics, Art, Arabic language,
Computer Science, and so on). For the remaining two years, there are two paths
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that students are free to choose, the Science Path. and the Humanities and Arts
Path.
In 2008, the Ministry of Education developed a new system called the
Credits Hour System at the secondary level and applied it to most of provinces
across the country. The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is divided into 13 provinces, and
each province has a General Directorate of Education that represents the Ministry
of Education. Each province also consists of several counties, and most of these
counties have educational department that represents the General Directorate of
Education of each province (Al abdulkareem, 2004).
This study took place in Taif City, located in Mecca Province, in the
western region of Saudi. In Taif City, there is an Educational Department that
represents the General Directorate of Education of Mecca province. Taif City is
educationally divided into 12 educational centers. These educational centers
include the South, North, West, East, Southeastern, Al-Hawiyah, Al-Khurma, AlMoaih, Turabah, Haddad, Ranyah, and Misan.
Population and Sampling
Target and accessible population. The target population for this study
included all secondary school students who were enrolled schools in the province
of Mecca over the 2018-2019 school year. Due to limited resources, time
restrictions, and sophisticated procedures required to sample this target population,
the accessible population included all 10th and 12th grade students in Taif City. The
Department of Education in Taif City (2019) revealed that there were 57,771
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students enrolled in all three grades of secondary school (i.e., 10th, 11th, and 12th) in
the City of Taif. Due to limited access to relevant data, the characteristics of the
target population were not available, so they cannot be reported here. However, the
size and distribution of the accessible population was reported as shown below in
Table 3.1.

Table 3.1
Number of Secondary Schools and Students in the City of Taif During the 2018-19
School Year, by Type of Gender
Male
Educational Centers

Al-Hawiyah
Al-Khurma
Al- Moaih
East
Haddad
Misan
North
Ranyah
South
Southeastern
Turabah
West

Female

Schools

Students

Schools

Students

N=306
(51.43%)

N= 29,726
(51.45%)

N=289
(48.57%)

N=28,045
(48.55%)

43 (14%)
24 (7.8%)
24 (7.8%)
35 (11.4%)
9 (2.9%)
23 (7.5%)
17 (5.5%)
27(8.8%)
29 (9.4%)
10 (3.2%)
21 (6.8%)
44 (14.3%)

6097 (20.5%)
1287 (4.3%)
1195 (4%)
6555 (22%)
392 (1.3%)
654 (2.2%)
1461 (4.9%)
1650 (5.5%)
1920 (6.4%)
557 (1.8%)
1383 (4.6%)
6575 (22.1%)

42 (14.5%)
15 (5.1%)
14 (4.8%)
64 (22.1%)
12 (4.1%)
18 (6.2 %)
12 (4.1%)
22 (7.6%)
22 (7.6%)
6 (2%)
19 (6.5%)
43 (14.8%)

6619 (23.6%)
1091 (3.8%)
953 (3.3%)
7812 (27.8%)
378 (1.3%)
444 (1.5%)
1238 (4.4%)
1498 (5.3%)
1487 (5.3%)
586 (2%)
1189 (4.2 %)
4750 (16.9%)

Note. Data were obtained from Statistical Data and Information by The Department of Education in Taif City, for 2019.
Retrieved from: https://app.powerbi.com/view?r=eyJrIjoiMDM1OWUxZmUtZTJmNi00NzcxLTkyN2EtNWFj
ZDQzM2NmZDllIiwidCI6IjQxMTI3ZTFiLTI2NDMtNGRmYS05N2Q2LTkzYTVjNzdmYWNkZSIsImMiOjF9

Sampling procedures. The educational system in Saudi provides separate
schools for students on the basis of gender, so both students from schools for boys
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and schools for girls were included in this study. The participants were recruited
based on stratified random procedures to select 10 secondary schools: five male
secondary schools and five female secondary schools. The researcher excluded the
schools belong to the educational centers located outside the City of Taif. The
researcher excluded these schools for two main reasons: (1) most of these schools
have a very small size of secondary school students and (2) additional permissions
are needed from these educational centers to collect data from these schools.
Therefore, the accessible population were divided into four groups (i.e., AlHawiyah, East, West, and South) and the researcher randomly selected three
schools belong to the educational centers of East, West, and South and two more
schools belong to the educational center of Al-Hawiyah. However, the researcher
set a plan that if and as necessary, alternative schools will be selected randomly and
included in the study, unless that Principal and/or those teachers indicated that they
are unwilling to cooperate with the researcher. All those selected schools agreed
and cooperated with the data collectors.
A priori power analysis and sample size calculations. The researcher
performed a power analysis for two purposes: (1) to determine the appropriate
sample size required for this study; and (2) to determine the probability of correctly
rejecting the null hypotheses and tentatively accepting the alternative hypotheses.
The researcher conducted an a priori power analyses to calculate the appropriate
sample size using a statistical software G*Power 3.1 (Faul, Erdfelder, Buchner, &
Lang, 2009) for each part of this study (see Appendix F).
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Part A. Sample size required for bivariate correlational tests (r). With α =
.05, the power = .8, and the estimated effect size of .3 (i.e., medium effect size;
Cohen, 1992), the sample size suggested by G*Power was 84. The researcher
collected 600 surveys (i.e., more than six times that projected sample size) to
address the potential loss of responses (e.g., due to lack of consent, absences, and
incomplete or invalid responses).
Part B. Sample size required for a point biserial model. With α = .05, the
power = .8, and the estimated effect size of .3 (i.e., medium effect size; Cohen,
1992), the sample size suggested by G*Power was 82. The researcher collected
600 surveys (i.e., more than six times that projected sample size) to address the
potential loss of responses (e.g., due to lack of consent, absences, and incomplete
or invalid responses).
Part C. Sample size required for hierarchical multiple regression tests
(R2). With α = .05, the power = .8, the estimated effect size of .15 (i.e., medium
effect size; Cohen, 1992), and 4 independent variables, the sample size suggested
by G*Power was 85. The researcher collected 600 surveys (i.e., more than six
times the projected sample size) to address the potential loss of responses (e.g., due
to lack of consent, absences, and incomplete or invalid responses).
Post hoc power analysis. In addition to a priori power analysis, the
researcher calculated the actual power analysis of this study using post hoc test on
the basis of effect size of .15 (i.e., medium effect size; Cohen, 1992), the numbers
of predictors (X= 4 independent variables), α = .05, and the final sample size
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(n=482). The purpose of this test was to calculate the actual power of this study.
This post hoc analysis was utilized using G*Power 3.1.
As shown in Table 3.2, the overall statistical power of this study was greater
than .99, which exceeds the minimum value of .80 recommended by Cohen, Cohen,
West, & Aiken (2003).

Table 3.2
Post Hoc Power Analysis and Calculated Power for α = .05 of Multiple Regression
Test
Model

Actual value

Actual ES

k

α

Power

Overall Modela

R2= .557

1.364

4

.05

1

Set A= Environmental Knowledgeb

R2= .052

0.054

1

.05

> .99

Set C= Affective Dispositionsc

R2= .506

1.024

2

.05

1

Notes. n= 482; k= number of predictors
a
The overall model consisted of five independent variables that was divided into three sets A, B, and C. bSet A
included Knowledge of Environmental Ecology and Earth Systems and Knowledge of Environmental Problems
and Issues. cSet C consisted of the affective dispositions’ variables (i.e., Environmental Sensitivity and
Willingness to Act).

Instrumentation
Conceptual framework. At the start of this study, there was no valid and
reliable instrument to assess knowledge, skill, affective, and behavioral
components of EL for any population in Saudi Arabia, much less for secondary
school students. As described in Chapter Two (see Appendix A.1), researchers in
Saudi Arabia have developed measures for selected dimensions of three of these EL
components (e.g., knowledge: Al Fayfi, 2014, and Altantawi & Refaa, 1992;
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affective dispositions: Al Fayfi, 2014, and Alhusain,1997; skills: Al-atwiy, 2010,
and Alshaman, 2001; and behaviors: Alzaharni, 2008, and Babuteen, 2002).
Further, although preliminary work was completed on a framework and plans to
assess EL among adults in Saudi Arabia (Meyers, Tubaishat, Shaloub, & Shamy,
2008), those plans were never carried out. A careful analysis of that framework by
this researcher indicated that it was neither appropriate nor sufficient for this EL
assessment of secondary school students.
In light of these conditions, a suitable framework was needed to guide the
development of an EL assessment instrument that would be valid and reliable for
use with secondary school students in Saudi Arabia. For this reason, several EL
frameworks were reviewed by the researcher (i.e., Hines et al., 1986/87; Hollweg et
al., 2011; Hungerford & Volk, 1990; Roth, 1992; Simmons, 1995; Wilke, 1995).
Of those, two were selected to help guide the initial development of an EL
framework and assessment instrument for this study: Simmons (1995), and
Hollweg et al. (2013).
Simmons’ framework included the following EL components: ecological
knowledge, socio-political knowledge, knowledge of environmental issues, skills,
additional determinants of environmentally responsible behavior, and
environmentally responsible behaviors (ERB). This framework has been widely
used in the literature (e.g., Marcinkowski et al., 2013; McBride et al., 2013; Volk &
McBeth, 1997).
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Hollweg et al. (2011) proposed another framework that encompassed all the
four domains: knowledge, affect, skills, and behavior. The sub-components of this
framework included: (1) knowledge of (a) physical and ecological systems; (b)
social, cultural, and political systems; (c) environmental issues; (d) multiple
solutions to environmental issues; and (e) citizen participation and action strategies;
(2) affective dispositions, including (f) environmental sensitivity; (g) attitude,
concern, and worldview; (h) personal responsibility; (i) locus of control or selfefficacy; and (j) motivation and intention to act; (3) skills, including the ability to
(k) identify environmental issues; (k) ask relevant questions; (l) analyze
environmental issues; (m) investigate environmental issues; (n) evaluate and make
personal judgments about environmental issues; (o) use evidence and knowledge to
defend positions and resolve issues; and (p) create and evaluate plans to resolve
environmental issues, and (4) ERB.
Drawing upon the components in the Simmons (1995) and Hollweg et al.
(2011) frameworks, the researcher developed an initial EL framework to guide
further work. This framework, shown in Table 3.3 (p. 103), includes four main
domains: (1) Knowledge; (2) Skills; (3) Affect; and (4) Behavior. Within these
domains, there were several variables defined as the components of EL: (a)
Knowledge of ecology and Earth systems; (b) Knowledge of environmental
problems and issues; (c) Knowledge sociopolitical and economic aspects; (d)
Cognitive skills; (e) Affective dispositions; and (f) ERB. Each component consists
of several sub-components, for a total of 39 sub-components.
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Due to the number and variety of EL components included in Table 3.3 (p.
110), it would be impossible to include all of them in any single assessment
(Hollweg et al., 2011). In an effort to narrow the set of components and subcomponents in Table 3.3, the researcher conducted two extensive reviews. As
described in the next section, the first was an analysis of curriculum guidelines in
Saudi Arabia (Grades 7-12) and the second was a review of existing K-16 research
in the area of EE conducted in Saudi Arabia. The Domains and Components of
Environmental Literacy Framework presented in Table 3.3 was used in both of
these analyses.
Framework and instrumentation development process. There were four
phases for the development of the framework of EL and instrument for this study
(Figure 3.1, p 111). These phases were as follows: (1) the development of
conceptual framework; (2) specifying features of the assessment; (3) development
of items and scales; and (4) a pilot study. Each of these phases consisted of several
steps to be taken.
Phase 1: Refining the conceptual framework.
Phase I, Step 1: Analysis of Saudi environmental education research. For
the first step, the researcher conducted a content analysis of environmental
education research studies (i.e., including Ph.D. dissertations, Master’s theses, and
research articles). This content analysis included all studies sampled and assessed
one or more of EL components among students in Saudi. A full report of this
analysis can be found in Appendix A.1
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Table 3.3
The Domains and Components of Environmental Literacy
Domains

Components

Sub-components
1.1 Formation and Structure of the Earth:
lithosphere, hydrosphere, biosphere
1.2 Species and populations and their characteristics

Knowledge

1. Knowledge of
Ecology and Earth
System

2. Knowledge of
Environ. Problems
and Issues

1.3 Habitats and environments
1.4 Biotic components and factors
1.5 Abiotic components and factors
1.6 Energy flow to and through communities/environments
1.7 Material/biogeochemical cycles
1.8 Ecosystems and biomes
1.9 Biodiversity
1.10. Natural resources
2.1 Knowledge of a wide range of environmental problems and issues
2.1.1 Problems/ issues related to loss of biodiversity
2.1.2 Problems/ issues related to environmental quality and human health
2.1.3 Problems/ issues related to the use of land, coastal, water, and natural
resources
2.1.4 Problems/issues related to natural hazards and extreme weather
2.2 Knowledge of causes of environmental problems and issues
2.3 Knowledge of effects of problems and issues

3. Knowledge of
Socio-political and
Economic Aspects

Skills

4. Cognitive Skills

Affect

5. Affective
dispositions

Behavior

6. ERB

3.1 History
3.2 Economic and production foundations
3.3 The Society and identity foundations
3.4 Cultural and religious foundations
3.5 The foundation of Power, authority, and governance
3.6 Technology
4.1. Problem & Issue Identification Skills
4.2. Problem & Issue Analysis Skills
4.3. Skills in Identifying Variables & Drafting Research Questions
4.4. Data Collection Skills
4.5. Data Analysis Skills
4.6. Skills in Planning & Carrying Out Actions
5.1 Environmental Appreciation and Sensitivity
5.2 Environmental Attitudes
5.3 Environmental values
5.4 Ethical & moral reasoning
5.5 Self –Efficacy/ locus of control
5.6 Personal responsibility form
5.7 Willingness/ Motivation/ intention to act
5.8 Social norms/ values for environmental sensitivity and concern
5.9 Environmental concern
6.1 Eco-management
6.2 Economic Action
6.3 Persuasion
6.5 Legal actions
6.5 Political actions
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Phase I
Refining the conceptual
framework

Phase II
Specifying features of
the assessment

Phase III
Development of items
and scales

Phase IV
Pilot study
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Analysis of Saudi
environmental education
research

Confirmation of no
exiting comperhensive
measures

Obtaining permissions
to use or modify
existing scales

Develop cover letter,
consent forms, and
instrument directions
for a pilot study

Analysis of 7-12
curricula in Saudi
Arabia

Reviewing the existing
instruments and
measures of those
components for
possible use or
modification

Identify and develop
specifications for
additional scales and
items to be developed

Obtain all necessary
permissions to conduct a
pilot study

Developing items for
each additional scales to
meet study
specifications

Administer instrument to
schools and students in
the sampling design:
pilot testing

Development of a
conceptual framework

Reviewing the
instrument for a face
and content validity

Analyze pilot data for
descriptive and
psychometric properties
(validity and reliability).

Develop operational
definitions for those
domains and
components

Revision of the items
(Pilot Instrument)

Revise the items based
on the initial pilot data
analyses (Final
Instrument)

Comparison and
evaluation of results for
these two analyses

Figure 3.1. Instrumentation Phases and Process

Phase I, Step 2: Analysis of K-12 curricula in Saudi Arabia. For the second
step, the researcher analyzed selected science textbooks for elementary, middle and
secondary schools. The analysis included all the components and sub-components
appeared in The Domains and Components of Environmental Literacy framework
shown in Table 3.3 (p. 110). For the component of socio-political and economic
aspects, the researcher also analyzed some courses of social science textbooks. A
full report of this study can be found in Appendix A.2.
Phase I, Step 3: Comparison and evaluation of results for these two
analyses. In this third step, the results of both analyses were summarized in one
chart (Table 3.4, p. 113). Although I had decided to include components from each
of the four domains, the specific components from each domain to be selected for
inclusion in this study would depend, in part, on the level of attention these
components received in these analyses (Table 3.4). The sub-components under
Component A.3 received very limited attention in these analyses. In Component
B.4: Cognitive Skills, only two skills receive any attention (i.e., 4.1 and 4.6). In
Component C.5: Affective Dispositions, only two affective dispositions receive any
attention (i.e., 5.1 and 5.2). Finally, in Component D.6: ERB, only sub-component
6.1 receive any attention in either of these analyses.
Phase I, Step 4: Development of a conceptual framework. In the fourth step
of phase one, the researcher developed The Framework of Selected Environmental
Literacy Components. Table 3.5 (p. 114) reflects a narrowed list of components in
Table 3.3 (p. 110) and Table 3.4 (p. 113), based on the results of Steps 1, 2 and 3 in
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Table 3.4
A Summary of the Components and Sub-components of Environmental Literacy as
Presented in Saudi Science Curriculum Objectives and EE Research
Compon
ents

A1.
Knowledge of
Ecology and
Earth Systems

A.2.
Knowledge of
Environmental
Problems &
Issues

A.3.
Knowledge of
SocioPolitical and
Economic
Aspects

B.4. Cognitive
Skills

C.5. Affective
dispositions

D.6. ERB

Sub-components
1.1 Formation and Structure of the Earth
1.2 Species and populations and their characteristics
1.3 Habitats and environments
1.4 Biotic components and factors
1.5 Abiotic components and factors
1.6 Energy flow to and through communities/environments
1.7 Material/biogeochemical cycles
1.8 Ecosystems and biomes
11.9 Biodiversity
1.10. Natural resources
2.1 Knowledge of a wide range of environmental problems
and issues
2.1.1 Problems/ issues related to loss of biodiversity
2.1.2 Problems/ issues related to environmental
quality and human health
2.1.3 Problems/ issues related to the use of land,
coastal water, and natural resources
2.1.4 Problems/issues related to natural hazards and
extreme weather
2.2 Knowledge of causes of environmental problems and
issues
2.3 Knowledge of effects of problems and issues
2.4 knowledge of alternative solutions and action strategies
3.1 History
3.2 Economic and production foundations
3.3 The Society and identity foundations
3.4 Cultural and religious foundations
3.5 The foundation of power, authority, and governance
3.6 Technology
B.1. Problem & Issue Identification Skills
B.2. Problem & Issue Analysis Skills
B.3. Skills in Identifying Variables & Drafting Research
Questions
B.4. Data Collection Skills
B.5. Data Analysis Skills
B.6. Skills in identifying or Planning & Carrying Out
Actions
C.1 Environmental Appreciation and Sensitivity
C.2 Environmental Attitudes
C.3 Environmental values
C.4 Ethical & moral reasoning
C.5 Self –Efficacy/ locus of control
C.6 Personal responsibility form
C.7 Willingness/ Motivation/ intention to act
C.8 Social norms/ values for envi. sensitivity and concern
C.9 Environmental concern
D.1 Eco-management
D.2 Economic Action
D.3 Persuasion
D.4 Legal Action
D.5 Political Action
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Curriculum

Research
(n=19)
HS Others
1
4
1
0
1
2
1
2
1
2
2
2
1
1
2
6
1
0
1
4

7-9
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

HS
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
0

x
x

1
3

4
11

x

-

0

1

x

x

0

2

-

x

2

5

x
x
x

x
x
-

2
1
0
1
0
1
2
0

5
1
0
1
0
0
0
0

x
x
x

-

0
0
0

3
0
0

x
x

-

0
0
1

0
0
1

x
-

-

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

1
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

Table 3.5
The Framework of Selected Environmental Literacy Components

Domain

Components

1. Knowledge
of Ecology
and Earth
System
Knowledge

2. Knowledge
of Environ.
Problems and
Issues

4. Cognitive
Skills
Skills

Affect

5. Affective
Dispositions

Behavior

6. ERB

Sub-components
1.1 Formation and Structure of the Earth
1.2 Species and populations and their characteristics
1.3 Biotic components and factors
1.4 Abiotic components and factors
1.5 Energy flow to and through communities/environments
1.6 Material/biogeochemical cycles
1.7 Ecosystems and biomes
1.8 Biodiversity
1.9. Natural resources
2.1 Knowledge of a wide range of environmental problems and
issues:
2.1.1 Problems/ issues related to loss of biodiversity
2.1.2 Problems/ issues related to environ. quality and
human health
2.1.3 Problems/issues related to natural hazards and
extreme weather
2.2 Knowledge of causes of environmental problems and issues
2.3 Knowledge of effects of problems and issues
4.1.1. Problem & Issue Identification Skills
4.1.2. Skills in Identifying Variables & Drafting Research
Questions
4.1.3. Data Collection Skills
4.1.4. Data Analysis Skills
4.1.5. Skills in Planning & Carrying Out Actions and
Conclusion
5.1 Environmental Appreciation and Sensitivity
5.7 Willingness/ intention to act
6.1 Eco-management
6.2 Economic Action
6.3 Persuasion
6.5 Civic actions

this first phase. The conceptual framework presented in Table 3.5 served as the
guide for the development of the instrument and scales used in this study. The
scale of knowledge covered most of the sub-components of components (1)
Knowledge of Ecology and Earth Systems, and knowledge of (2) Knowledge of
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Environmental Problems and Issues were selected on the basis of analysis results
(Table 3.4). Similarly, in the Cognitive skills component (3), two skills were
selected on the basis of analysis results (Table 3.4). Within the Affective
Dispositions component (4), three affective dispositions were selected, two on the
basis of analysis results (Table 3.4) and a third, Willingness/ Motivation/Intention
to Act, on the basis of prior theory and research (e.g., Bamberg & Moser, 2007;
Hines et al., 1986/87). Finally, within (5) ERB, one category was selected on the
basis of analysis results (Table 3.4), and four additional categories were selected on
the basis of prior research (e.g., Marcinkowski & Rehrig, 1995; Zhu, 2015).
Phase I, Step 5: Develop operational definitions for those domains and
components. Each domain and all components presented in The Framework of
Selected Environmental Literacy Components were operationally defined at the end
of Chapter One.
Phase II: Specifying features of the assessment. Before I began the
process of developing items and scales based on this conceptual framework, it was
very important to confirm that there were no any existing and appropriate measures
that can be used in this study. Therefore, these following steps were taken by the
researcher.
Phase II, Step 1: Confirmation of no exiting measures. As discussed in
Chapter Two and in the report for the content analysis of K-16 research studies
(Appendix A.1), there was no comprehensive, valid, and reliable instrument (set of
scales) or measure (single scale) that had been used to assess all four domains in
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Saudi Arabia. However, several measures were found that assessed one or two
components of EL (e.g., Alfayfi, 2014)
Phase II, Step 2: Reviewing the existing instruments and measures of those
components for possible use or modification. Based on the preliminary study in
which I conducted a content analysis of EE research in Saudi, I found two scales
that I thought might be used or adapted as scales to assess knowledge of ecology
and domain of affect (i.e., Alfayfi, 2014). The scale of knowledge covered most of
the sub-components of knowledge of ecology and ecology and Erath systems in
Table 3.4 (p. 113). Alfayfi’s scale consisted of 26 multiple-choice items and four
additional questions. In each of the four additional questions, information or
statements were provided and then several possible conclusions were posed
regarding them. In this scale, students were asked to determine if any of those
conclusions were related to the information or statement provided. If the conclusion
was related, then students were asked to check the box “completely true,” if less
related, to check the box “insufficient information,” and if not related to check the
box “completely wrong.” It was very apparent that this scale was developed based
on the Ecology course taught in the new system of secondary school (i.e., the
credit-hour system). Alfayfi conducted a content validity check using a validity
panel. Further, Alfayfi piloted the scale to check its reliability. Using KuderRichardson 21, the author found that the reliability coefficient was .82, which is
acceptable.
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The researcher read the textbook of Ecology Science and the items of
Alfayfi’s scale and found that some of these items/questions were taken without
any modifications from the End of Chapter Assessments in the Ecology Science
textbook. However, Alfayfi did not mention this in her dissertation study. Further,
in this review, I found that many of items did not reflect the construct definitions
and the content validity of my dissertation study. Therefore, the researcher decided
not to use this scale for this dissertation study.
Alfayfi (2014) also developed a scale consisting of 46 Likert-scale items to
measure sub-components of Affective Dispositions. However, the scale developer
neither specified which sub-components of affective dispositions were included nor
conducted a review regarding its construct validity. Thus, it was unclear which, if
any of these sub-components in Table 3.4 (p. 113) may have been assessed. In my
reviewed the statements in this scale, I found that some of these items appeared to
pertain to the component of attitude, and others to environmental sensitivity. For
the validity of this scale, some experts were asked to review the scale. Therefore,
Alfayfi revised it based on their comments. To test its reliability, Alfayfi used
Cronbach’s alpha coefficient. Alyayfi reported that the alpha Cronbach’s
coefficient was .85.
The researcher re-read these items very carefully with his advisor and
identified the items in this scale that assessed sub-component “(4.2) attitude” and
possibly “(4.1) environmental appreciation and sensitivity” in Table 3.4 (p. 113).
Both, the researcher and his advisor found that these items did not reflect the
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operational definitions of environmental attitude and environmental sensitivity
components, and for this reason decided not to use this scale.
Phase III: Development of items and scales. This phase includes the
following steps.
Phase III, Step 1: Obtaining permission to use or modify existing scales.
The researcher found that no single scale was appropriate for this study. Therefore,
the researcher proceeded to the next step.
Phase III, Step 2: Identify and develop specifications for additional scales
and items to be developed. The researcher conducted a third preliminary study with
participants from Taif City in Saudi Arabia to collect self-reported responses of
secondary school students pertaining to environmental sensitivity and ERB. The
analysis of these data and review of analysis results allowed me to construct scales
to assess (a) environmental sensitivity and related life experiences, and (b)
environmental behaviors (i.e., as a scale for ERB that would reflects the range of
ERBs available and common to both male and female secondary school students in
Saudi Arabia).
The results of this preliminary study indicated that there were some factors
associated with the development of environmental sensitivity: (1) personality; (2)
relationship; (3) participation in life experiences and outdoor activities; and (4)
other influences (i.e., environmental influence, sociocultural influence, educational
influence, governmental and non-governmental influence, and a function a
combination of two factors). The findings of the study also revealed that there
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were 28 factors associated with the four dimensions of ERB. A full report of this
study is provided in Appendix A.3.
Phase III, Phase 3: Developing items for each additional scales to meet
study specifications. In this step, I developed items /scales based on the conceptual
framework and selected EL components. The knowledge section included items in
two scales: knowledge of ecology and Earth systems, and knowledge of
environmental problems and issues. The affective dispositions section included
items in two scales: environmental sensitivity; and willingness to take
environmental action. The cognitive skills section included items to assess skills
involved in identifying problems and issues, as well as skills involved in planning
and carrying out actions. The last section included items of four sub-components:
eco-management or direct conservation actions; consumer and economic actions;
individual and public persuasion, and civic actions. The demographic variables
included information about gender, age, grade level.
Phase III, Step 4: Reviewing the instrument for a face and content validity.
After this instrument has been constructed in English, it was reviewed and
evaluated by a panel of four experts in the fields of science and environmental
education in Saudi Arabia (see Appendix C.1). The experts evaluated and reviewed
the face and content validity of the instrument on the basis of: (a)
representativeness and relevance of the items in measuring that component, and (b)
clarity and simplicity of the items in terms of format, structure, and ease of
comprehension.
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Phase III, Step 5: Revision of the items. The researcher revised and
finalized the scales based on these panelists’ comments and suggestions. The full
report of experts’ degree of content validity, comments, and revisions made can be
found in the Appendix C.3. Since the panelists confirmed that the instrument was
sufficiently valid, I translated the measures from English to Arabic, and asked two
experts to check the validity of the translation. Those experts selected have
experiences in the field of education and speak English fluently, as well as use
Arabic as their native language (e.g., Saudi citizens who graduated from U.S
universities).
Phase IV: Pilot study. In this phase, the researcher took the following
steps.
Phase IV, Step 1: Develop cover letter, consent forms, and instrument
directions for a pilot study. Following human subjects research and Institutional
Review Board (IRB) guidelines, I prepared a Parental Passive Consent Form
because all students were under the age of 18. I also prepared detailed directions
for participants on how to complete the instrument. A copy of the instrument with
these directions, the Parental Passive Consent Form, an Assent Script to be read by
the data collector or teacher, a Principal Consent Form, and the Department of
Education Approval were included in the IRB application (see Appendix B.2).
Phase IV, Step 2: Obtain all necessary permissions to conduct a pilot study.
Permissions from Florida Institute of Technology’s IRB (Appendix B.1), the
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Department of Education in the City of Taif in Saudi Arabia (Appendix B.2), and
schools’ Principals were obtained prior to conducting this pilot study.
Phase IV, Step 3: Administer instrument to schools and students in the
sampling design: pilot testing. After the pilot instrument has been reviewed by
experts and finalized, the researcher conducted a pilot study to test the draft
instrument in Arabic, including its usability, validity, and reliability. To avoid
contaminating the accessible population and study sample, schools selected for the
pilot study were excluded from the sample of the final study.
Phase IV, Step 4: Analyze pilot data for psychometric properties (validity
and reliability). Based on the feedback received from participating students and
teachers, and analysis of pilot results, the instrument was modified. The researcher
analyzed the data step by step. Pilot results indicated that all items in the scales for
components how skilled you think you are, and willingness to act appeared to
function as intended. However, a small number of items in scales for components
of environmental knowledge, environmental sensitivity and, ERB required some
minor modification. Further, pilot results indicated that there were larger problems
with the Your Understanding of Cognitive Skills Scale.
Phase IV, Step 5: Revise the items based on the initial pilot data analyses.
In this final step, I dropped Your Understanding of Cognitive Skills Scale from the
final instrument because there were problems with its level of difficulty. I also
dropped item 46 from Environmental Sensitivity Scale and revised and finalized
some items on the basis of these pilot study results. Therefore, environmental
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knowledge, how skilled you think you are, environmental sensitivity, willingness to
act and, ERB scales appeared to work well for the final study.
The scales of the instrument. The instrument SSELM used in this study
were constructed by the researcher based on the definitions and frameworks of EL
(Hollweg et al. 2011; Hungerford et al., 1980; Simmons, 1995; Stapp, 1988;
UNESCO, 1978; Wilke, 1995), the results of the preliminary studies conducted by
the researcher (Appendix A), the results of the pilot study (Appendix C), and
previous studies (Erdogan, 2009; McBeth et al., 2008, 2011, 2014; Negev, et al.,
2008; Shin et al., 2005; Zhu, 2015). Therefore, the scales of SSELM encompassed
the four main domains of EL (i.e., knowledge, skills, affect, and behavior). As
show in Table 3.6 (p. 123), the SSELM consisted of four major scales as well as the
demographic and educational information section with a total of 54 items measured
using multiple-choice and 5-point Likert-type rating scale item formats. Table 3.7
(p. 124) compared the components of SSELM with the five national assessment
studies (Erdogan, 2009; McBeth et al., 2008, 2011, 2014; Negev, et al., 2006; Shin
et al., 2005).
Environmental knowledge. On the basis of the results of the preliminary
studies conducted by the researcher (see Appendix A) and the frameworks of EL,
the researcher developed a scale to assess the environmental knowledge of
secondary school students in the City of Taif. This scale consisted of 18 multiplechoice items. The items were divided into two sub-scales: (a) knowledge of
ecology and Earth systems (i.e., items 1-10) and; (b) knowledge of environmental
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Table 3.6
Overview of the Design of the Secondary School Environmental Literacy Measure

Sections
of
SSELM

Domain

Specific Conceptual
EL Components

I

Demographic
Information
(gender, age,
grade level)

N/A

II

Environmental
Knowledge

III

Cognitive Skills

IV

Affect
Dispositions

V

Environmental
Responsible
Behavior
(ERB)

Part I.
Knowledge of
Ecology and Earth
Systems
Part II.
Knowledge of
Environmental
Problems and
Issues
How Skilled You
Think You Are
Part I.
Environmental
Sensitivity
Part II.
Willingness to Act
Part I.
Eco-management
Part II.
Economic and
Consumer Actions
Part III.
Persuasion Actions
Part IV.
Civic Actions
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Item
No

Number
of Items

3
-

1-10

Poss.
Points

N/A

10
0-18

11-18

8

19-23

5

5-25

24-33

10

10-50

34-37

4

4-20

38-41

4

42-45

4
14-70

46-49

4

50-51

2

Table 3.7
Components of SSELM Compared to Five EL National Assessment Studies

Components of SSELM

South
Korea
(2005)

Israel
(2008)

U.S
(2008,
2011)

Turkey
(2009)

Taiwan
(2013)

Ö

Ö

Ö

Ö

Ö

Knowledge of Ecology and Earth
Systems
Knowledge of Environmental Problems
and issues

Ö

Ö

Ö

Ö

Cognitive Skills

Ö

Environmental Sensitivity
Willingness to Act
ERB

Ö
Ö
Ö

Ö
Ö
Ö

Ö

Ö

Ö
Ö
Ö

Ö
Ö
Ö

Ö
Ö
Ö

problems and issues (i.e., items 11-18). Items in section (a) reflected the following:
•

formation and structure of the Earth (one item);

•

populations and species and their characteristics (one item);

•

biotic components and factors (one item);

•

abiotic components and factors (one item);

•

energy flow to and through communities/environments (one item);

•

biogeochemical cycles (one item);

•

ecosystems and biomes (two items); and

•

natural resources (two items).
The sub-scale for Knowledge of Environmental Problems and Issues

included four items related to the knowledge of a wide range of environmental
problems and issues (i.e., loss of biodiversity, environmental quality and human
health, and natural hazards and extreme weather), two items related to the
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knowledge of causes of environmental problems and issues, and two items related
to the knowledge of effect of environmental problems and issues.
Because these items were constructed using a multiple-choice format, a
scoring key was developed to score responses in this section. All the responses
were coded dichotomously (i.e., either as 0 = incorrect answer, or 1= correct
answer). Each participant’s response was graded on an 18-point scale. Therefore,
the total score of each participant could range from a minimum score of 0 to a
maximum score of 18.
How skilled you think you are. This scale represents the cognitive skills
component in EL frameworks. It reflects several major steps and skills inherent in
environmental problem/issue investigation and problem-solving processes. The
researcher developed the scale on the basis of the results of preliminary studies
(Appendix A) and the variables and steps identified in the literature (Table 2.2, p.
89). These steps included: (a) problem and issue identification skills; (b) skills in
identifying variables and drafting research questions; (c) data collection skills; and
(d) data analysis skills. However, this scale does not assess the actual ability to use
those skills; rather, it assesses student perceptions of their ability to do so (i.e.,
perceived cognitive skills). The scale was constructed using a 5-point Likert-type
scale format with responses ranging from 1 (not at all) to 5 (greatly). The total
score of each participant in this scale would be calculated by adding all the four
items together and range from 4 (not at all) to 20 (greatly).
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Environmental sensitivity. The purpose of one of the preliminary studies
was to identify factors associated with the development of ES (Appendix A.3). On
the basis of the results of that preliminary study, and of previous studies with the
same purposes (Peterson, 1982; Sivek, 1989; Sward, 1997; Zhu, 2015), the
Environmental Sensitivity Scale was constructed by the researcher using a 5-point
Likert-type scale format with responses ranging from 1 (not at all) to 5 (greatly).
Thus, the total score of each participant in this scale could range from 10 (not at
all) to 50 (greatly).
Willingness to act. This scale was constructed using a 5-point Likert-type
scale format. It consisted of four items designed to reflect the four categories of
ERB in Table 3.5 (p. 114): (a) willingness to engage in pro-environmental
activities; (b) willingness to engage in individual and public persuasion; (c)
willingness to economically support the environment; and (d) willingness to engage
in environmental civic actions. The responses of items were codded from 1 (never)
to 5 (daily). Total scores could range from a minimum score of 0 to a maximum
score of 20.
Environmentally responsible behavior (ERB). This scale was developed
on the basis of the results of the preliminary studies (Appendix A), the models of
ERB proposed by Hines et al. (1986/87) and Hungerford and Volk (1990), and
previous studies with the same purposes (Erdogan, 2009; McBeth et al., 2008,
2011, 2014; Negev, et al., 2006; Shin et al., 2005; Zhu, 2015). The ERB scale
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consisted of 14 items designed to represents the following subscales (categories of
behavior):
(a) eco-management. This subscale included eco-management behaviors
mentioned most often in the preliminary study (Appendix A.3). The
four items in this subscale were: (i) planting and taking care of trees and
flowers; (ii) picking up litters and reducing waste/pollution; (iii)
participation in clean-ups and reducing waste/pollution; and (iv)
recycling;
(b) Consumer and economic actions. The subscale included consumer and
economic actions mentioned most often in the preliminary study
(Appendix A.3). The four items in this subscale were: (i) purchasing
recyclable products; (ii) engage in pro-environmental consumer activity;
(iii) avoid anti-environmental consumer activity; and (iv) economic
donations;
(c) Persuasion. This subscale includes persuasive actions mentioned most
often in the preliminary study (Appendix A.3). The three items in this
subscale were: (i) persuasion by spreading awareness through education,
technology, and religious instructions; (ii) persuasion to engage in proenvironmental actions; and (iii) persuasion to avoid anti-environmental
actions; and
(d) Civic actions. This subscale included two behaviors that were frequently

mentioned in the results of the preliminary study (Appendix A.3). The
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behaviors in the two items in this subscale were: (i) participating and
attending environmental campaigns, clubs, initiatives, gatherings and
programs; and (ii) reporting to the authorities about illegal citizens’
environmental actions.
These 14 items were constructed using a 5-point frequency-scale format and
were coded as follows: 1 = never; 2 = one or two times a year; 3 = one or two times
a month; 4 = one or two times a week; and 5 = daily. The total score of each
participant in this scale would be calculated by adding the score on these 10 items.
The total score of the participant would range from 14 (never) to 70 (daily).
Demographic and educational information. This section consisted of three
items that sought to retrieve basic information about participants’ grade level, age,
and gender. The variables of grade level of education and gender were measured on
nominal scale whereas age was measured on a ratio scale. Grade level consisted of
two levels (i.e., 10th grade and 12th grade), and gender also consisted of two levels
(i.e., male and female).
The level of difficulty, construct validity and reliability of SSELM. The
researcher calculated the items difficulty indices for each item in the knowledge
scales, and construct validity using exploratory factor analysis (EFA) for the
Environmental Sensitivity Scale, Willingness to Act Scale, and ERB Scale. In
addition, the researcher examined the reliability coefficients of each scale in
SSELM.
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The level of difficulty. One of the panelists who reviewed and evaluated
the pilot instrument indicated that some of the items of the knowledge scales would
be easy for secondary school students. Therefore, the researcher calculated the
level of difficulty for the items in scales for which there was only one correct
answer. These scales included: (1) Knowledge of Ecology and Earth Systems
Scale, (b) Knowledge of Environmental Problems and Issues Scale, and (c) Your
Understanding of Environmental and Science Inquiry Skills. To determine the
level of difficulty, the researcher calculated the proportion of the correct responses
of each item. Items with a difficulty index above 85% are considered very easy,
and below 20% are considered very difficult (Mertler, 2003).
As shown in Table 3.8 (p. 130), for this pilot sample, items difficulties
range from a low of .29 (Item 6) to a high of .84 (Item 4). With the exception of
three items (i.e., items 6, 15, and 18), the level of difficulty for all remaining items
fell within an acceptable range (Mertler, 2003), which indicate that, overall the two
knowledge scales (i.e., Knowledge of Ecology and Earth Systems and Knowledge
of Environmental Problems and Issues) were neither too easy nor too difficult.
Because the item difficulty values for Items 6, 15, and 18 were very low (i.e., .30 or
below), they were considered to be difficult (e.g., potentially confusing items).
Therefore, the researcher modified these items for the final study (Appendix E).
The researcher also calculated the difficulty indices for the items of Your
Understanding of Environmental and Science Inquiry Skills Scale. The results
revealed that the difficulty indices of the items ranged from .15 (15%) to .50 (50%)
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Table 3.8
The Level of Difficulty of Knowledge of Ecology and Earth Systems Scale and
Knowledge of Environmental Problems and Issues Scale
Scale

Knowledge of Ecology and Earth
Systems

Knowledge of Environmental
Problems and Issues

Item No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Level of difficulty
.70
.61
.76
.84
.62
.29
.45
.72
.51
.63
.81
.53
.66
.77
.36
.66
.51
.37

as shown in Table 3.9, p. 131). Of these 11 items, seven were considered to be
very difficult and the remaining four items did not even exceed .50 (50%), which
indicated that overall, this scale was considered too difficult for these secondary
school students. Even though this scale was valid and reliable (Cronbach’s alpha =
.66), the researcher decided to drop this scale from the final study. There were two
primary reasons for this: (a) the level of difficulty of these items (Table 3.9); and
(b) students’ apparent need for more time to respond to all items in this scale. This
decision did not affect the content
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Table 3.9
The Level of Difficulty of Your Understanding of Environmental and Science
Inquiry Skills
Item No.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

Level of difficulty
.50
.28
.42
.32
.37
.23
.44
.45
.37
.24
.15

validity of the overall of the instrument because the component of cognitive skills
was assessed in the final study by the How Skilled You Think You Are Scale that
was valid and reliable.
Construct validity of the instrument. In addition to the use of a panel of
experts to review the face and content validity of the SSELM. I also conducted
three analyses of an EFA with Varimax rotation to check the construct validity of
non- cognitive measures: (a) Environmental Sensitivity Scale, (b) Willingness to
Act Scale and, (c) ERB Scale. Construct validity was conducted to determine
whether there were single or multiple factors apparent in the items within each
scale (see Appendix E for more details results of these analyses).
For Section III, Part 1. Environmental Sensitivity (11 items), the factor
analyses revealed there were three eigenvalues greater than 1. The eigenvalue for
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Factor 1 was 3.004, and accounted for 27.311% of variance of participants’
responses, which was substantially greater than all other factors. These results also
indicated that eight items loaded on Factor 1, with factor loadings ranging from
.394 to .566 (Items 37, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, and 45). In addition, two items loaded
on Factor 2, with factor loadings of .650 and .694 (Items 38 and 36), and one item
only loaded on Factor 3, with a factor loading of .830 (Item 46). Finally, Item 37,
which examines the level of sensitivity of family members, was loaded on Factor 1
(.508) and on Factor 2 (.487). Factor 1 was named The Influence of Outdoor
Activities. Factor 2 were named as The Level of Environmental Sensitivity of
Participants and their Family Members, while Factor 3 was named as The
Influence of Observing Negative Environmental Impacts. These three factors
represent distinct dimensions of environmental sensitivity (Factor 2 = the affective
construct; Factor 1 = positive influences; Factor 3 = negative influences), which is
consistent with prior research (e.g., Chawla, 1998; Peterson, 1982; Tanner, 1980).
For Part II of Section III, Willingness to Act (4 items), the factor analyses
revealed that all of these four items loaded on one factor, and that factor had an
eigenvalue greater than 1. The eigenvalue of this Factor was 2.365, which
accounted for 59.132 % of variance of participants’ responses. The factor loadings
ranged from .675 to .819 (Items 47, 48, 49, and 50). As a result, all the four items
in Factor 1 reflect Willingness to Act (i.e., this was a unidimensional scale).
For Section IV, ERB (14 items), the factor analyses revealed that two
eigenvalues were greater than 1. The eigenvalue for Factor 1 was 4.822 accounted
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for 34.44% of variance of participants’ responses, which was substantially greater
than all other factors. The results of exploratory analyses indicated that 12 of those
14 items loaded on Factor 1, with factor loadings ranging from .468 to .702 (Items
51, 53, 54, 55, 65, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, and 64). In addition, two items loaded on
Factor 2, (factor loading for Item 52 = -.507; and factor loading for Item 57 = .781).
Reliability of the data collection of the final instrument. Reliability refers
to the degree to which the measure produces stable and consistent outcomes. There
are several ways to examine their consistency (i.e., reliability): (1) stability (i.e.,
test-retest reliability); (2) internal consistency (i.e., split-half and Cronbach’s
alpha); (3) alternate forms (i.e., two or more measures of the phenomena); and (4)
inter-scorer or inter-rater reliability, which is used with multiple scorers of openended data (Mertler, 2003). Of these, only (a) and (b) could be used to assess the
reliability of the SSELM.
In this study, the researcher used (b) internal consistency to examine the
reliability of the instrument. Internal consistency was measured by: (a) Kuder
Richardson coefficient, which was used for the items that use multiple-choice
format (items scored dichotomously, e.g., 0 and 1); and (b) Cronbach’s alpha for
items that use rating or relative frequency scales. The minimum acceptable
numeric value of Cronbach’s alpha is .7 (Nunnally, 1978; Tavakol & Dennick,
2011). Therefore, the violation of this assumption may cause a measurement error
that can cause a bias in the data and the final results.
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The researcher ran the reliability analyses twice. The first time was during
the instrument process (i.e., after the pilot study). At that time, the 64 items in the
six scales were targeted for reliability analysis. The second time was after the
scales had been modified and administered (i.e., after the final study). At that time,
the 51 items in the five scales of SSELM were targeted for reliability analysis. As
shown in Table 3.10, a high internal consistency was found in the pilot instrument
(i.e., reliability coefficient ranging from .72 to .84) and in the final instrument (i.e.,
reliability coefficient ranging from .705 to .837).

Table 3.10
Pilot Study and Full Study Cronbach’s Alpha Reliability Coefficients for Parts of
the SSELM

Parts

Number and type of

Environmental Knowledge

items
18 Multiple-

(α) Coefficients
Pilot Study

Full Study

(n=77)

(n=510)

.768

.794

5 Likert-Scale

.755

.739

Environmental Sensitivity

11 Likert-Scale

.721

.705

Willingness to Act

4 Likert-Scale

.758

.805

ERB

14 Likert-Scale

.842

.837

.844

.852

How Skilled You Think
You Are

Choice type

Overall Instrument
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In summary, the overall values of Cronbach’s alpha of the entire instrument
was .844 for the pilot study and .852 for the final study. More specifically, all
calculated values of Kuder-Richardson coefficient and Cronbach’s alpha for each
scale of SSELM were greater the minimum threshold values of .7.
After the instrument and its scales had been revised and finalized based on
the results of the pilot study, permissions were obtained and the final instrument
(SSELM) was administered to the secondary school students in the City of Taif in
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia to collect data for this dissertation.
Research Ethics
Institutional Review Board (IRB) of Florida Institute of Technology.
Because the pilot study and final study involved human-subjects, this research was
conducted ethically and in compliance with the ethical and legal regulations of
human subjects’ research in the United States of America and the Law of Ethics of
Research on Living Creatures in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
The researcher submitted an exempt application for each study to the
Institutional Review Board (IRB) at Florida Institute of Technology before starting
each phase of data collection. Further, a parental consent form was developed and
used in the pilot study, and a passive parental consent form was used in the primary
study because the participants were under age of 18. The contents of each IRB
application, and of the parental consent form used in each study, assured that there
will be no potential physical and mental risk to any student who will participate in
this study. Further, through the use of these consent forms and an assent script,
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participants and their parents were informed (a) that data obtained from them will
be kept confidential, and used only by the researcher and his advisor for
educational purposes; and (b) that the identify of participants will be kept
anonymous in the report of this study and in any other report related to this research
(e.g., conference presentations, journal articles). Participants were informed that
their participation in this study was voluntary and they had the right to withdraw at
any time from the study with no penalty or losing any benefits for which they
otherwise qualify. Both of these approved IRB applications, along with cover
letters, parental passive consent forms, assent statement to be read by the data
collector and teacher, and instruments, are provided in Appendix B.
Approval from the Department of Education in Taif, Saudi Arabia.
Because the researcher planned to collect data for the both pilot and final studies
from secondary school students in the City of Taif in Saudi Arabia, the researcher
prepared an application that contained several documents: (1) a letter from the
researcher; (2) a letter from the researcher’s advisor; (3) a letter from Saudi
Arabian Cultural Mission (SACM) in the United States; (4) a letter from the
College of Education at Taif University, where the researcher is employed; and (5)
a copy of cover letter, Principal Consent Form, Parental Passive Consent Forms,
Assent Statement to be read by the data collector and teacher, and the entire
instrument. All of these documents were provided to the Department of Education
in Taif seeking their approval to conduct this study in schools within the City of
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Taif. After this approval has been received (Appendix B), the researcher started
collecting the data from the selected schools.
The Final Study
Sampling procedures. The researcher used stratified random sampling
procedures to select 10 secondary schools: five male schools, and five female
schools. The researcher has set a plan that if the Principal or teachers at any
selected school declined to participate, a replacement school would be selected
using the same procedures.
Data collection procedures. When the researcher had received IRB and
Department of Education of Taif, packets containing all materials required for data
collection were sent to the Department of Education in Taif. The Department of
Education sent those packets to each participating school. These packets included a
sheet that describes the purposes of the study, a cover letter, a parental consent
form, a principal’s consent form and the instrument.
The SSELM was used to collect the data. This instrument was administered
to students in the Spring semester of 2019. After students completed the
instrument, the principals of participating schools collected all research materials,
including completed consents forms and instruments, and sent them back to the
Department of Education in Taif. The researcher obtained these research materials
from this Department.
Data preparation and analysis procedures. Prior to data analyses for any
of the research questions, the researcher prepared the data set. First, this included
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attention to all responses that were incomplete and that appear to be invalid. Those
responses that were substantially incomplete (more than 20% blank response) and
invalid were removed from the data set. For those responses that were partially
incomplete (less than 20% blank responses), imputation was used to fill blanks
(missing responses) using mean values from students in the same grade and school.
Second, as discussed in the previous section, validity and reliability analyses were
conducted using pilot study and final study data. Third, before the analyses for
Research Questions 1- 4, the data were further analyzed for outliers, OLS
regression assumptions, and multi-collinearity.
Finally, the researcher analyzed the final data set in an attempt to answer
each research question. For Research Question One, the researcher used a
descriptive analysis approach, which included calculating means and standard
deviations. The researcher used bivariate correlation analysis for Research
Question Two and Research Question Three. For Research Question Four, the
researcher employed hierarchical multiple regression, using the order of entry
reflected in this research question (i.e., Sets C, B, and A). The order of entry was
based on prior research (Zhu, 2015). In addition, stepwise regression was used to
check and confirm the results of hierarchical multiple regression for this research
question.
Threats to internal validity. Internal validity refers to the degree to which
the observed changes in the dependent variable are, in fact, directly attributed to the
independent variables (IVs) and not to other factors or to rival explanations. For
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Research Question Three, the demographic IVs are gender, age, and grade level.
For Research Question Four, the IVs are environmental knowledge (i.e., knowledge
of ecology and Earth systems, knowledge of environmental problems and issues),
cognitive skills, environmental sensitivity, and willingness to take environmental
actions. The primary DV for this research question is ERB. Therefore, the internal
validity depends on the extent to which ERB is related and predicted by each set of
IVs and not to other factors operating in the research setting (i.e., as opposed to
other variables not included in the SSELM). If other factors result in changes to
the IVs and DV during the course of this study, we can conclude that the study’s
internal validity has been threatened.
According to Campbell and Stanley (1963), there are eight extraneous
variables that compete with IVs represent threats to internal validity: history,
maturation, testing, instrumentation, statistical regression, differential selection,
mortality (attrition), and selection-maturation interaction. Cook and Campbell
(1979) identified three additional threats to internal validity: experimental treatment
diffusion, subject effects, and experimenter effects. However, of these potential
threats, those that do not apply to this study because this study did not use
experimental methods include testing, experimenter effects (including implementer
characteristics and bias), treatment diffusion, and statistical regression. In addition,
because this study will collect data from students only once, change over time is
not relevant to this study, so threats associated with maturation and subject
selection – maturation interactions also do not apply. In summary, of these 11
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possible threats to internal validity, only five are relevant to this study: history,
instrumentation, differential selection, subject effects, and mortality. Each is
described below.
History. A history threat refers to any specific events or conditions other
than the experimental treatment that may occur during the administration of the
treatment that may bring changes in DV. A history threat also may include any
unplanned events that may occur during the administration of the survey that can
affect the responses of the participants. These include, but not limited to, any
political, economic, cultural, public information, or educational events. Due to the
fact that the survey was administered a short time, the researcher did not find any of
these unplanned events. Further, the researcher monitored global and national news
for any newsworthy events during the data collection time period, and found
nothing available to participants that was relevant to environmental topics features
in the SSELM.
Instrumentation. This threat refers to any change in the instrument used
for data collection. These changes involve the type of scale, level of difficulty, the
survey administer(s) or observers, the survey scores, or the way(s) in which the
survey is administered. To avoid this threat, all items used either a multiple choice
or a 5-point scales (Likert-type of relative frequency) response format. Further, the
researcher conducted a pilot study to allow him to identify any such concerns and
modified the items that were found to be difficult.
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The person(s) who administered the SSELM could be a threat to this study.
At the beginning, I was planning to be the only data collector. However, for
geographic reasons, this was not feasible and therefore out of my control: I was
unable to travel to Saudi to collect the data myself. Therefore, I invited a faculty
member from the Department of Curricula and Educational Technology at Taif
University to serve as the data collector in the five male schools and another trained
data collector to do so in the five female schools. However, because the same
written directions and materials were given to both data collectors, and in the
absence of any concerns from either data collector, the researcher inferred that the
data collectors did not influence the data collection process.
Differential selection. A differential selection or selection bias refers to the
variation between the control group and the treatment group due to nonrandom
factors. Due to the fact that this proposed research was not an experimental study
and since the study sample was randomly selected on a stratified basis, the
researcher had no immediate concern about this threat. This may only become a
concern if the Principal and/or teachers in a number of selected schools decline to
participate in this study, as this may compromise the selection process. None of the
Principals of the selected school declined to participate.
Experimental mortality (attrition). This threat refers to the loss of
participants during the implementation of the study. Because the participation is
voluntary, it is possible that some participants may choose not to participate or
withdrew from the study, and this loss may affect the outcome of the current
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research. Mortality could be a threat to this study (e.g., completing only the first
half of the SSELM). To reduce the effect of this threat, the researcher planned to
collect the data from 600 participants (more than six times of the projected sample
size of 85) so the loss may not affect the outcome of the study.
The researcher disregarded all surveys that were returned blank (i.e., with
no responses), which included three surveys. Further, the researcher removed all
incomplete surveys with blanks on more than 25% of the total items, which
included 10 surveys. After I prepared the data set, sample size was 482 (more than
five times of the projected sample size of 85). Although these steps may have
increased the possibility of a mortality threat to this current study, they reduced
data-related validity threats.
Subject effects. This refers to the changes in participants’ attitude in
response to the research situation. This can be a threat to internal validity and can
affect the outcome of the study. If the members of the control group are aware of
their situation and able to compare their performance to the treatment group, they
may work harder to overcome their disadvantage; this threat called John Henry
effect or compensatory rivalry. Another way that the participants may change their
attitude during the implementation of the study when participants change their
behavior, responses if they are given attention or aware that they are being
observed. This effect called Hawthorne effects. Another subject effect is called
compensatory demoralization or resentful demoralization of the control group.
This occur when the participants feel that are being neglected and not receiving
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desirable treatment or given attention. As a result, they may spend less effort to the
administered survey. In the current study, participants may have responded in a
way that they think their response will be preferred by the person administering the
SSELM. Therefore, participants’ attitude can be a potential threat to the current
study. To reduce the changes in the participants’ attitudes, the persons
administering the survey informed the participants that there was no right or wrong
answer and there was no specific response that the survey administers preferred.
Description of independent and dependent variables. There were eight
independent variables that were divided into four main sections in SSELM: (a)
demographic and educational variables; (b) Set A that includes environmental
knowledge variables; (c) Set B that contained the variable of perceived cognitive
skills; and (d) Set C that consisted of affective dispositions that included two
variables. Environmental responsible behavior was the only dependent variables
that consisted of four sub-variables.
Demographic and educational variables. As shown and described in Table
3.11 (p. 144), the demographic and educational variables include gender, age, and
grade level. Gender (X1) was dummy codded with males as reference group, age
(X2) variable was continuous and measured in years. The educational variable,
grade level (X3) that was dummy codded into two groups (10th and 12th graders).
Set A– environmental knowledge. Set A includes environmental knowledge
X4 that was divided into two sub-components: X4.a represents knowledge of ecology
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Table 3.11
Summary and descriptions of independent and dependent variables
Sets/Variables
Demographic and educational
X1= gender

Description
X1 was a categorical and dummy
codded with males as the reference
group.

X2= age
X2 was a continuous and measured in
years.
X3= grade level

X3 was a categorical, represented 10th
graders vs. 12th graders, and was
dummy codded with 10th graders as the
reference group.

Set A– environmental knowledge
(X4)
X4.a= knowledge of ecology and Earth
systems

X4.a was continuous and represented
scores on knowledge of ecology and
Earth systems scale.

X4.b= knowledge of environmental
problems and issues

X4.b was continuous and represented
scores on knowledge of environmental
problems and issues scale.

Set B– cognitive skills
X5= perceived cognitive skills

Set C– Affective dispositions
X6= environmental sensitivity

X5 was continuous and represented
scores on how skilled you think you
are scale.
X6 was continuous and represented
scores on environmental sensitivity
scale.

X7= willingness to act
X7 was continuous and represented
scores on willingness to act
ERB Y (Depended variable)

Y was continuous dependent variable
and represented scores on ERB scale.
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and Earth systems and X4.b that represents knowledge of environmental problems
and issues.
Set B– perceived cognitive skills. Set B was a single component with
variable X6.

Set C– Affective dispositions. Set C was divided into two sub-components:
X7 represents environmental sensitivity and X8 that represents willingness to act.
Environmentally responsible behavior (dependent variable). This was the
only dependent variable, Y. It was divided into four sub-components: Y1
represented eco-management; Y2 represented consumer and economic action; Y3
represented persuasion; and Y4 represented civic actions
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Chapter 4
Results
Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to present the results of data analyses for the
research questions of this dissertation research. The results include the descriptive
analyses of the general level of EL among secondary school students in the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, the strength relationship among the EL components, and
the regression analyses of the variables that can be used to predict the ERB.
The chapter is organized and divided into five sections. The first section
describes the sample that was used for this research. This section is followed by a
summary of the preparation of data set and the preliminary analyses that include
treatment of the missing data, outliers, OLS assumptions, and multicollinearity.
The third section presents the descriptive statistics for the first research question.
The fourth section contains the results of bivariate correlation analysis for the
second research question. The fifth section presents the results for the third
research question. This section is followed by the results for the fourth research
question. This chapter concludes with additional analyses.
Description of Sample
The accessible population was all students who enrolled in the secondary
schools in the City of Taif in the Province of Mecca in Saudi Arabia. Six hundred
surveys were sent out to 10th grade and 12th grade students in 10 schools in the City
of Taif using random stratified sampling procedures. Of the 600 students surveyed,
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528 students from these 10 schools were completed, for a response rate of 88%.
Due to invalid responses (i.e., surveys were completely left blank), this sample size
dropped to 525. In addition, 10 participants were removed due to missing data (i.e.,
more than 25% of the surveys left blank). As a result, the final study sample
consisted of 510 students.
Based on the students’ responses to section I of SSELM, 224 (43.9%) were
male and 286 (56.1%) were female. Among those 482 participants, 291 (57.1%)
were 10th grade students and 219 (42.9%) were 12th grade students. In regard to
age, the average age of 482 participants was 16.96 years old (SD= 1.10). With
regard to grade level, 291 (57.1%) of the participants were 10th graders and 219
(42.9%) were 12th graders. A summary of the characteristics of the sample is
presented in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1
The Characteristics of the Sample by Gender, Age, and Grade Level
Characteristics

Accessible Population1
(N= 57,771)

Sample
(N=510)

29,726 (51.45%)
28,045 (48.54%)

224 (43.9%)
286 (56.1%)

Gender
Male
Female
Grade Level
10th

*

291 (57.1%)

12th

*

219 (42.9%)

15
16
17
18
19
20

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

23 (4.5%)
209 (41%)
86 (16.9%)
155 (30.4%)
33 (6.5%)
4 (.8%)

Age

Notes. 1. Data on the total number of male and female secondary school students in the City of Taif. * Data on
the number of students broken down by grade and by age were not available to the researcher.
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Preparation of Data Set
To prepare the data set, six major steps were carried out; each is described
below.
Assignment of ID numbers. I assigned an ID number to each returned
survey to facilitate the data entry. I started the number from 1 to 510. Numbers
from 1 to 143 were assigned to 10th grade male students, numbers from 144 to 224
were assigned to 12th grade male students, numbers from 225 to 372 were assigned
to 10th grade female students, and numbers from 373 to 510 were assigned to 12th
grade female students. Then I created a Microsoft Excel sheet to enter all the data
set with assistance of one of my colleagues. We entered the data set of 20
participants at a time and then double check if the data was entered correctly. Then
we took a break of 10 minutes and complete the second 10 participants and repeat
the same procedures until we got all data entered. The procedures of data entry
took approximately a week.
Attention to invalid responses. After the data set had been entered, I
examined every single response for invalid data. The surveys were considered as
invalid responses using the following criteria and procedures:
(a) returned surveys as blank form and no responses detected. Of the 528
returned responses, three were completely left blank, therefore I decided
to exclude them from the final study. Therefore, the sample size was
reduced from 528 to 525 responses;
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(b) surveys that were completed by grade level other than 10th and 12th
grade. No response was filled with other grades than 10th and 12th grade
students;
(c) surveys that have more than 25% of the responses were left blank within
the entire measure (i.e., surveys that have more than 13 responses left
blank). Of the remaining surveys, 10 were detected to be invalid data.
Hence, the sample was reduced to 510 participants;
(d) surveys that had more than 25% of responses left blank within each
scale. The specific criteria were used as follows: (1) Environmental
Knowledge Scale (Items 1-18, or 18 items): five or more blanks; (2)
How Skilled You Think You Are (Items 19-23, or 5 items): more than
two items were left blanks; (3) Environmental sensitivity Scale (Items
24-33, or 10 items): three or more blanks; (4) Willingness to Act Scale
(Items 34-37, or 4 items): two or more blanks; and (5) ERB (Items 3851, or 13 items): four or more blanks. Under these criteria, no response
was detected to invalid data set; and
(e) response set that include: (1) the tendency that participants select the
same lettered response for all items in each scale that produce a straight
line (e.g., select all “a” or all “c”); and (2) the tendency that participants
select the lettered response that resembles Christmas tree or any visual
pattern. No response was detected to invalid data set under this
condition.
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Coding responses. Once the data set was entered in a Microsoft Excel file
and then cleaned, I codded the categorical variables using dummy coding. These
variables included: (a) scoring responses (i.e., item 1 to 18); (b) gender; (c) age;
and (d) grade level. Table 4.2 presents the dummy coding for these variables.

Table 4.2
The Dummy Coding Scheme for the Categorical Variables
Coding
Variable

Scale
0

1

Gender

Nominal

Male

Female

Grade level

Ordinal

10th grade

12th grade

Environmental Knowledge Items

Dichotomous

Incorrect

Correct

Importing data. In this last step of the data preparation, the dataset in the
Microsoft Excel file was exported to SPSS-computer statistical analysis software
(i.e., version 25) for the preliminary, primary and additional analyses.
Treatment of missing data. Surveys that had less than 25% of responses
left blank within each scale and or in the entire measure of SSELM were
considered as missing data. Missing data occurs when: (a) participant chose not to
respond to the item; (b) participants forgot to respond to an item; and/or (c) the
item was vague and participant did not know how to respond. In this current study,
307 missing responses were found. Table 4.3 (p. 151) presents the number of
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Table 4. 3
Summary of Missing Data Characteristics and Imputation Decisions
Variable

Variable Type

N Missing (%)

Decision

Age

Continuous

12 (2.3%)

Plugged with Mean

Environmental knowledge

Continuous

112 (1.22%)

Plugged with Mean

How Skilled You Think You Are

Continuous

17 (0.66%)

Plugged with Mean

Environmental sensitivity

Continuous

49 (0.96%)

Plugged with Mean

Willingness to Act

Continuous

19 (0.93%)

Plugged with Mean

ERB

Continuous

98 (1.47%)

Plugged with Mean

missing responses in each section of SSELM, and the manner in which those
missing data were addressed. I used Little’s (1998) test (i.e., Missing Values
Analysis [MVA]) to determine if the data was missing randomly. The findings
indicated that the p-value of the Little’s test was not statistically significant, which
confirmed that the assumption that missing data
points were a random subset of the data set.
To reduce, but not to eliminate the effect of these small numbers of missing
data, Cohen et al.’s (2003) guidelines for missing data were used. The imputation
technique used for these missing data was “mean substitution.” A summary of the
missing data and resolution is presented in Table 4.3.
Preliminary Analyses
Prior to examine the null hypotheses associated with each part pf this
dissertation research study, the data was screened for several preliminary analyses.
These preliminary analyses included: (a) conducting outliers’ analysis; (b)
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confirming that the data is compliant with the respective assumptions of multiple
regression; and (c) checking for multi-collinearity.
Outlier analyses. Outliers are any extremely influential data points that are
not consistent with the other data points within the data set. Outliers exists in a
data set as either contaminants or accurate rare cases (Cohen et al., 2003). They
can occur and observed in the data set when: (a) the researcher incorrectly records
participant responses; (b) the researcher incorrectly counts the total of the
responses; (c) participants misread the questions or did not understand the
directions of the items; (d) for some reason, participants did not respond to items in
a normal manner (e.g., fatigue, illness); or in some rare cases, (e) the data point is
valid and accurate, but reflect a rare observation in the population. It is important
to search for the outliers because their presence may inflate significance and
produce inaccurate conclusion in the overall regression analyses (e.g., beta
coefficients, and R2).
Detection of outliers. There are several ways to detect extremely high or
low data points that function as outliers. In this dissertation study, I conducted two
separate multivariate outlier analyses via (a) Cook’s D, which used to identify the
outliers and high leverage points; and (b) Mahalanobis distance; which measures
the distance of a particular case from the remaining cases of the data set
(Tabachnick & Fidell, 2013).
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The influence of the presence of outliers and remedial actions. I performed
outlier analyses using Cook’s distance. This formula

!
was used to
(#$%$&)

determine the cutoff value of Cook’s distance; where n denotes the number of
responses (i.e., n=510), and k denotes the number of IVs (k=4) (Cohen et al., 2003).
Therefore, the cutoff value of Cook’s distance was 0.00972. Hence, any cases with
Cook’s distance more than 0.00972 were considered as multivariate outliers. Of the
510 participants, 28 cases were flagged. I ran two simultaneous regression
analyses to determine the influence of these flagged cases, one in the presence and
one in the absence of outliers. I found that there was a difference in these analyses
and the 28 cases have a substantial effect on the final results. As shown in Table
4.4 and Table 4.5 (p. 154), the model without outliers yielded a larger F value
(244.83 vs. 202.134), a 7% increase in R2 (.557 vs. .488). Because the model with
outliers absent explained more of the variance in the final analyses than the model
with outliers present, these flagged cases were removed from the final analyses. As
a result of removing the 28 outliers, the sample size was reduced from n = 510 to n
= 482 and is acknowledged as a study delimitation.
For the remaining 482 responses, I performed a second outlier analysis
using Mahalanobis distance. I used the formula (1- chi-square distribution
(Mahanobis values, Numbers of IVs)) to create a column in the data set called” P
value of outliers” to determine the outliers. The IVs =4 and α= .01. Any point in
the new column with a value less than .01 was considered as outliers. Therefore, I
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Table 4.4
Influence of the Presence of Outliers on the Regression Model Using Cook’s
Distance
No. of

n Before Outliers

Adjusted

Outliers

Removal

R2

The Model
Overall Modela
Set Ab
Set Bc

0

F

P

0.488

202.134

.000

.044

43.853

.000

0

.037

.848

.444

202.134

.000

510

Set Cd

Notes. aThe overall model consisted of five independent variables that was divided into three sets A, B, and C.
b
Set A included Knowledge of Environmental Ecology and Earth Systems and Knowledge of Environmental
Problems and Issues. cSet B consisted of one variable (i.e., How Skilled You Think You Are). dSet C consisted
of the affective dispositions’ variables (i.e., Environmental Sensitivity and Willingness to Act).

Table 4.5
Influence of the Absence of Multivariate Outliers on the Regression Model Using
Cook’s Distance
The Model

n After Outliers

Adjusted

Removal

R2

No. of Outliers

Overall Modela
Set Ab
Set Bc

28

F

P

.557

244.838

.000

.052

55.88

.000

.000

.072

.788

.506

244.83

.000

482

Set Cd
a

The overall model consisted of five independent variables that was divided into three sets A, B, and C. bSet A
included Knowledge of Environmental Ecology and Earth Systems and Knowledge of Environmental Problems
and Issues. cSet B consisted of one variable (i.e., How Skilled You Think You Are). dSet C consisted of the
affective dispositions’ variables (i.e., Environmental Sensitivity and Willingness to Act).
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found that there were 12 cases flagged. I then ran two simultaneous regression
analyses to examine the effect of these 12 cases; one in the presence and one in the
absence of these outliers. I found that the cases did not affect the results. As
shown in Table 4.6, the adjusted R2 decreased approximately 1 percent if these 12
flagged cases removed. Therefore, I kept all the 12 cases in the final analyses.

Table 4.6
The Influence of Outliers on the Regression Mode Using Mahalanobis Distance
The Model

Total (n)

Adjusted R2

P

With Outliers

482

.557

.000

Without 6 Outliers

470

.547

.000

Multiple regression assumptions. The statistical procedures used to
answer the Research Question 4 was hierarchical regression, followed by stepwise
regression as a supplementary analysis. Prior to conducting these multiple
regression analyses, Cohen et al. (2003) indicated that six underlying assumptions
have to be met to ensure that the results of the multiple regression produce a valid
and accurate model. These assumptions include: (1) correct specification of the
form of the relationship (i.e., linearity); (2) normality of the residuals; (3) constant
variance of residuals (i.e., homoscedasticity); (4) correct specification of the
independent variables in the regression model; (5) reliable measurement of the
independent variables; and (6) independence of residuals. Any violations of these
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assumptions may make the estimate of coefficients and standard error to be biased,
in which case the final results may not be trustworthy.
Correct specification of the form of the relationship (i.e., linearity). This
first assumption presumes that the form of the relationship between the IVs and
DVs (Y) is linear. Any violation of this assumption may cause biased results in the
regression model (i.e., regression coefficients, standard error estimates, significance
of the tests), and may lead to produce inaccurate conclusion of the overall
regression analyses. To check if the data met this assumption, scatterplots were
constructed to visually inspect the relationship between each IVs and DVs. The
scatterplots showed a proper relationship between IVs and DV. Therefore, the data
were compliant with this assumption. Further, the researcher conducted a second
analysis to confirm that this assumption was met. A residual analysis was
performed and then plotted against the predicted values. The results indicated that
there was no discernable pattern (see Appendix G). As a result, the researcher
confirmed that the data were compliant with the assumption of linearity.
Normality of the residuals. This assumption assumes that the residual
around the regression line of any values of IVs must be normally distributed.
Because the normality assumption is affected by the sample size, the researcher
collected a large sample (i.e., n=428). To test the for this assumption, two separate
analyses were conducted (i.e., a histogram of the standardized residuals, a normal
q-q plot of the residuals). The results of these analyses indicated that this
assumption was not violated (see Appendix G).
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Constant variance of residuals. This assumption is also known as the
assumption of homoscedasticity, which concerns the variance of residuals. To meet
this assumption, the variance of residuals around the regression line should be
constant. To confirm that the data were compliant with this assumption, a residual
analysis was conducted. and then the plot of residuals against predicted values was
screened (see Appendix G). The results indicated that there was no there was no
discernable pattern in this plot and the variance of residuals was the same around
the regression line. Therefore, the assumption of homoscedasticity was met.
Correct specification of the independent variables in the regression
model. It is important for the regression model that all targeted variables (IVs)
included in the regression analyses were appropriate and guided by theory. This
assumption is met when each targeted variable included in the final model
contributes to the variance of the dependent variable(s). The violation of this
assumption means that the selection of IVs was biased and may lead to an incorrect
regression model.
To confirm the compliance of this assumption, all the targeted variables
belong to the final model were screened variable by variable. The selected targeted
variables and DV included in the final model were identified in the theory: (a)
based on the definitions and frameworks of EL (i.e., Hollweg et al. 2011;
Hungerford et al., 1980; Simmons,1995; Stapp, 1988; UNESCO, 1978; Wilke,
1995); (b) prior research (e.g., Erdogan, 2009; McBeth et al., 2008, 2011, 2014;
Negev, et al., 2006; Shin et al., 2005; Zhu, 2015); and (c) the results of the
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preliminary studies conducted by the researcher (Appendix A). Therefore, all IVs
and DV selected and included in the regression model were correct, relevant, and
appropriate.
Reliable measurement of the independent variables. This assumption is
about the reliability of the instrument (i.e., SSELM). This assumption presumes
that each IV and DV in the regression model is measured without error. This
assumption can be checked by calculating the reliability coefficients (i.e., Kuder
Richard coefficients, and Cronbach’s α). The instrument is considered reliable and
therefore the assumption would be met if the reliability coefficient was greater the
minimum threshold of .70 (Cohen et. al, 2003). In this current study, the reliability
analyses were conducted twice (i.e., for the pilot study and for the final study). As
shown in Table 3.10 (p. 134), the results indicated that the reliability coefficients of
each scale of SSELM in the final study exceeded the minimum threshold value of
.70: Environmental Knowledge Scale (.794); How Skilled You Think You Are
Scale (.739); Environmental Sensitivity Scale (.705); Willingness to Act Scale
(.805); and ERB (.837). Therefore, the data set was compliant with this
assumption.
Independence of residuals. This last assumption of multiple regression
presumes that the residuals of each IV is independent and that a relationship among
these residuals did not exist. To examine this assumption, a residual analysis was
performed and then plotted against the predicted values. The plot showed that the
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residuals were independent of one other and there was no discernable pattern (see
Appendix G). Therefore, the assumption of independent of residuals was met.
Multicollinearity. Multicollinearity occurs when two or more of the IVs
(i.e., predictors) are highly correlated with each other. The presence of
multicollinearity in the model may inflate the standard errors of the regression
coefficients and lead one to conclude that the estimate of regression results is
unreliable (Cohen et al., 2003). The data in this study were screened to check the
presence of multicollinearity using two ways: (a) the variance inflation factors
(VIFs) values of IVs and (b) Tolerance.
The VIF measure assesses how much the variance in the model of
regression coefficients would increase if two or more predictors are highly
corelated. The statistical threshold value of VIF for the presence of
multicollinearity is 10 (Cohen et al., 2003; O’Brien, 2007). I examined the current
data set and found that VIFs of the targeted variables were less than 10 (see
Appendix H). Therefore, there was no solid evidence of the presence
multicollinearity among these IVs.
Tolerance is another test commonly used to diagnose the presence of
multicollinearity and it is reciprocal of the VIFs. Multicollinearity is problematic if
the values of tolerance are less than .10. I found that the values of tolerance were
greater than .2 (see Appendix H). Therefore, I concluded that multicollinearity was
not present among IVs.
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In general, it was concluded that the data set met the assumption of the
absence of multicollinearity for multiple regression analyses.
Summary of preliminary analyses. The data set was subjected to some
preliminary analyses presented in this section. The results of these analyses
indicated that there were 302 missing cases and they were plugged with the
corresponding values of mean. The analyses of outliers showed that 28 cases were
flagged as outliers. Therefore, these cases were removed from the final data set. As
a result of this action, the sample size was reduced from N=510 to N= 482.
Furthermore, the data set was tested for multiple regression assumption. The
findings of these analyses confirmed that the data set met all the OLS assumptions.
Finally, multicollinearity analyses were conducted to check if the IVs are highly
correlated to each other. The results showed that the data set met the assumption of
the absence of multicollinearity
Primary Analyses
Results for Research Question One. The Research Question 1 is
descriptive in nature. Therefore, the results of RQ1 will discussed below. Research
Question one states “What is the level of environmental literacy of secondaryschool students in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia regarding each of the following
variables:
a) Environmental knowledge (i.e., Knowledge of ecology and Earth
systems and knowledge of environmental problems and issues)
(Set A);
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b) How skilled you think you are (Set B)
c) environmental sensitivity (Set c);
d) willingness to take environmental actions (Set c); and
e) participation in eco-management, economic action, individual
and public persuasion, and civic actions (ERB).
There were two ways to answer this research question: (1) by describing the
general level of EL among secondary school students; and (2) by describing the
level of EL of these students on each of the five selected components of EL.
Descriptive statistics (i.e., values of range, minimum, maximum, median, mean,
and standard deviation) were calculated for the total number of participants (n=482)
and for each variable in the SSELM.
The general level of EL among secondary school students (Composite and
adjusted component scores). A total of 51 items representing five components of
EL (i.e., environmental knowledge; how skilled you think you are; environmental
sensitivity; willingness to act; and ERB) were used assessed to identify the general
level of EL of secondary-school students in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. The
scale for each of these variables consisted of a different number of items (e.g.,
environmental knowledge consisted of 18 items, while willingness to act consisted
of 5 items). Therefore, to understand the general level of EL, the means of each
variable was adjusted or weighted using multipliers. Hence, the sum of each of
these variables equated to 70 as shown in Table 4.7 (p. 162).
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Table 4.7
Measurement and Scoring Features of Each Part of the SSELM
Range of
Item

N

Parts of SSELM

Adjusted
Possible

Number

Multipliers

Items

Scores
Scores

Environmental Knowledge

1-18

18

0-18

3.889

70

19-23

5

5-25

2.8

70

Environmental Sensitivity

24-33

10

10-50

1.4

70

Willingness to Act

34-37

4

4-20

3.5

70

ERB

38-51

14

14-70

1

70

51

33-183

-

350

How Skilled You Think
You Are

Total

Among these five components, (a) environmental knowledge consisted of
18 items represented two main sub-components: knowledge of ecology and Earth
systems, and knowledge of environmental problems and issues. The adjusted mean,
after applying the multiplier, was 37 as shown in Table 4.8 (p. 163). The range of
scores for the component of environmental knowledge was low (0-23), moderate
(24-47), and high (48-70). Therefore, the level of environmental knowledge among
secondary school students was moderate.
In terms of (b) cognitive skills, students’ performance was assessed using
how skilled you think you are scale. This scale consisted of five items and
students’ adjusted mean, after applying the multiplier, was 45.5. The range for the
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Table 4. 8
Environmental Literacy Adjusted/Weighted Means with Ranges and Levels
Components of EL

Range

Environmental Knowledge

0-70

How Skilled You Think
You Are

14-70

Environmental Sensitivity

14-70

Willingness to Act

14-70

ERB

14-70

Total

56-350

Range level
Low= 0-23
Moderate= 24-47
High= 48-70
Low= 14-31
Moderate= 32-52
High= 53-70
Low= 14-33
Moderate= 34-51
High= 52-70
Low= 14-32
Moderate= 33-50
High= 51-70
Low= 14-32
Moderate= 33-51
High= 52-70
Low= 56-116
Moderate= 117-233
High= 234-350

Adjusted
Mean

Level

37

Moderate

45.5

Moderate

40.85

Moderate

46.58

Moderate

40.58

Moderate

210

Moderate

component of environmental knowledge was low (14- 31), moderate (32- 52), and
high (53-70). The value of adjusted mean indicated that the level of cognitive skills
among secondary school students was moderate.
The affective dispositions component was assessed using two separate
scales: (c) environmental sensitivity that consisted of 10 items, and
(d) willingness to act that consisted of 4 items. After applying multiplier on each
scale, students’ adjusted mean was higher on willingness to act (M=46.58) than the
environmental sensitivity (M=40.85). The values of adjusted mean for both
components indicated that the levels of environmental sensitivity and willingness to
act were moderate.
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The last EL component to be assessed as part of the SSELM was (e) ERB.
This component consisted of 14 items. The adjusted mean, after applying
multiplier, was 40.58. The range for the component of ERB was low (14- 32),
moderate (33- 51), and high (52-70). The value of adjusted mean indicated that
students’ level of ERB was moderate.
In summary, the lowest scores observed were in the environmental
knowledge scale (adjusted mean 37 out of 70). The highest adjusted scores
observed in the willingness to act scale, in which students average adjusted score
was 46.58 out of 70. All of the component adjusted scores were combined to
identify the general level of EL among secondary school students.
As shown in Table 4.7 (p. 162), the total adjusted mean or composite score
for EL could range from 56 to 350 three level of EL identified: low (56 - 116),
moderate (117 - 233), and high (234 - 350). The value of adjusted mean for
secondary school students in the City of Taif was 210, which fell within the
moderate range.
Results for each component of EL in the SSELM (scale by scale). In this
section, I provided detailed analyses of each components of EL. This will give
additional insight into each component of EL.
Results for environmental knowledge. A total of 18 items were developed
and used to assess the variables of environmental knowledge (i.e., knowledge of
ecology and Earth systems, and knowledge of environmental problems and issues).
As mentioned earlier, these items were designed on a multiple-choice format, in
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which students’ responses would be either true or false. Table 4.9 below and Table
4.10 (p. 166) presented the descriptive statistics of participants’ scores to these 18
multiple-choice items. As shown in Table 4.9 and Table 4.10, the percent of
participants who got each item correct ranged from a low of .24 (Item 15: a difficult
item) to a high of .76 (Item 11: a moderately easy item).
Their total scores on these knowledge items ranged from 0 to 18, and their
students’ mean score was 9.52 with standard deviation of 4.07. Although this is not
apparent in these tables, none of the 482 participants answered all 18 knowledge
items correctly.

Table 4.9
Summary of Descriptive Statistics of 10 Items of Knowledge of Ecology and Earth
Systems
Items
No.

Frequency

(%)

M

SD

Formation and structure of Earth

Item 1

271

56.2

.56

.497

Population and species

Item 2

219

45.4

.45

.498

Biotic components

Item 3

337

69.9

.70

.459

Energy flow

Item 4

341

70.7

.71

.455

Abiotic components

Item 5

276

57.3

.57

.495

Matter cycles

Item 6

151

31.3

.31

.464

Ecosystems

Item 7

249

51.7

.52

.500

Biomes

Item 8

307

63.7

.64

.481

Natural resources

Item 9

234

48.5

.49

.500

Natural resources

Item 10

284

58.9

.59

.492

Sub-component

n= 482
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Table 4.10
Summary of Descriptive Statistics of 8 Items of Knowledge of Environmental Problems and Issues
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Sub-component

Items

Frequency

(%)

M

SD

Problems/issues related to loss of biodiversity
Problems/ issues related to environmental quality and human health
Problems/ issues related to environmental quality and human health
Problems/ issues related to natural hazards and extreme weather
Causes of environmental problems and issues
Causes of environmental problems and issues
Effects of problems and issues
Effects of problems and issues

Item 11
Item 12
Item 13
Item 14
Item 15
Item 16
Item 17
Item 18

367
241
258
290
114
267
234
147

76.1
50
53.5
60.2
23.7
55.4
48.5
30.5

.76
.50
.54
.60
.24
.55
.49
.30

.427
.501
.499
.490
.425
.498
.500
.461

n= 482

Among these 18 items, Item 11 (In Arabian Peninsula, one species that is at
risk of becoming extinct is the Arabian oryx. Which of the following serves as the
greatest risk to these oryxes? a. overexploitation, b. loss of habitat, c. introduced
species, or d. pollution.) was the item that the largest percent of students answered
correctly (M=.76, SD=.427), which suggests that students are knowledgeable about
the problems/issues related to loss of biodiversity. Item 4 (Of the organisms in the
figure above, which is an herbivore? a. grasshopper, b. mouse, c. plant, or d.
snake.) was the item that the next largest percent of participants answered correctly
(M=.71, SD=.455). That item assessed students’ knowledge about the flow of
energy through communities/environments. This was followed by Item 3 (The
above figure explains the energy flows in the ecosystem. This figure is called: a.
food chain, b. food web, c. pyramid of biomass, or d. pyramid of energy.), which a
sizable percent of participants answered correctly (M=.699, SD=.459).
The results for these18 environmental knowledge items also revealed that
Items 6, 15, and 18 were the items that the smallest percent of students answered
correctly. The most difficult item was Item 15, which assessed the knowledge of
knowledge of causes of environmental problems and issues. Only 114 students
(23.7%) answered this item correctly. On Item 18, the percent of student who
answered this item correctly was 30.5%, which suggested that students were less
knowledgeable about effects of environmental problems and issues. Finally, Item 6
assessed students’ knowledge of matter/biogeochemical cycles, and only 151
(31.3%) of participants answered this item correctly.
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Results of how skilled you think you are (cognitive skills). Students’
cognitive skills were measured using a perceived skill scale. This scale consisted
of 5 statements, each about a different skill area, on which participants were asked
to rate themselves on 5 Likert-type scale (1 = not at all; 2; 3 = somewhat; 4; 5 =
greatly). Table 4.11 presents a summary of student responses to these five
statements. The scores of each participant on each item of how skilled you think
you are scale could range from 1 to 5. For these five statements, the mean selfrating ranged from 2.95 to 3.18. This mean value implied that students’ perceived
cognitive skills were about moderate.

Table 4.11
Summary of Descriptive Statistics of Five Perceived Skill Items
Item
19
20

21
22
23

Statement
To what extent are you able to identify environmental problems
and issues?
To what extent are you able to draft research questions regarding
environmental problems
and issues?
To what extent are you able to collect data regarding
environmental problems and issues?
To what extent are you able to analyze the collected data?
To what extent are you able to draw conclusions from data, plan
and carry out actions to solve environmental problems and issues?

M
3.45

SD
1.04

3.27

1.10

3.40

1.08

2.95
3.18

1.14
1.13

n=482

Of these five statements, the statement with the highest mean rating on Item
19, To what extent are you able to identify environmental problems and issues?
(M=3.45, SD=1.041). The majority of participants’ responses to this statement
indicated that 233 (48.3%) they thought they were somewhat capable of identifying
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environmental problems and issues. In contrast, the statement with the lowest
mean rating was Item 22, “To what extent are you able to analyze the collected
data?” (M=2.95, SD=1.148). The majority of the responses of this statement
indicated that 174 participants (36.1%) thought they were somewhat able to
analyze the collected data.
Results for environmental sensitivity. As part of the SSELM, environmental
sensitivity was measured using 10 items with a 5-point Likert-type scale. The score
of each participant on each item of environmental sensitivity scale could range
from 1 to 5. As presented in Table 4.12 (p. 170), of these10 statements, the mean
score for these items ranged from 2.45 to 3.38. The mean values indicated that
students’ level of environmental sensitivity was moderate.
Of the 10 statements, the statement with highest mean rating was Item 1,
“On a scale from 1 to 5, with 5 being high, how environmental sensitive are you
toward the natural environment?” (M=3.38, SD=1.32). The majority of the
responses of this statement indicated that 154 (32%) claimed that they were
somewhat sensitive toward environment. On other hand, the item with the lowest
mean rating was Item 32, “To what extent have you participated in rock climbing,
mountaineering?” (M=2.45, SD=1.381). The responses to this statement indicated
that many participants (n =180; 37.3%) never participated in rock climbing,
mountaineering.
Results for willingness to act. Table 4. 13 (p. 171) presented the results of
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Table 4.12
Summary of Descriptive Statistics of 10 Items of Environmental Sensitivity
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Item
Statement
24 On a scale from 1 to 5, with 5 being high, how environmental sensitive are you toward
the natural environment?
25 On a scale from 1 to 5, with 5 being high, how sensitive are members of your family
toward the natural environment?
26 To what extent has your level of environmental sensitivity been influenced by your
parent(s)?
27 To what extent have you participated in gardening and planting trees?
28 To what extent have you participated in nature photography/art work in the outdoors?

M
3.38

SD
1.327

3.23

1.104

2.95

1.2701

2.82
2.91

1.343
1.411

29

To what extent have you participated in hiking, trail running, and/or nature walks?

3.00

1.390

To what extent have you participated in swimming in sea and/or in other natural bodies
of water?
31 To what extent have you participated in cycling?
32 To what extent have you participated in rock climbing, mountaineering?
33 To what extent have you participated in motor boating / jet skiing?
n=482

3.18

1.354

2.63
2.45
2.63

1.360
1.381
1.398

30

.

Table 4.13
Summary of Descriptive Statistics of 4 Items of Willingness to Act
Item
34
35
36
37
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n=482

Statement

I am willing to engage in pro-environmental activities (e.g., recycling, planting, picking up
litter, to use green transportation, to conserve water or energy).
I am willing to encourage my family and other people to avoid activities harmful to the
environment (e.g., cutting or setting fire to trees; misusing pesticides, fertilizers and water).
I am willing to buy environmentally friendly materials and devices (e.g., those that
recyclable, reduce energy consumption and pollution).
I am willing to report citizens’ illegal environmental activities and practices to authorities
(e.g., cutting or setting fire to trees, misusing pesticides, fertilizers and water).

M

SD

3.43

1.184

3.48

1.232

3.06

1.222

3.35

1.381

students’ willingness to take positive actions for the environment and its resources.
There were four items developed on 5-point Likert-type scale to measure students’
willingness to engage in environmental actions.
Out of these 4 items, the mean score for each participant of each item Table
4.13 (p. 171) could range from 1 to 5. The respondents’ mean response to these
items ranged from 3.06 to 3.48, with standard deviation values that ranged from
1.22 to 1.23. These descriptive statistics values implied that students tended to take
environmental actions in moderate level, falling just above a rating of 3.
Of these items, the item with the highest mean rating was Item 35, “I am
willing to encourage my family and other people to avoid activities harmful to the
environment (e.g., cutting or setting fire to trees; misusing pesticides, fertilizers
and water)” (M=3.48, SD=1.232). A majority of responses to this statement
indicated that 129 participants (26.8%) encouraged their family and other people to
avoid activities harmful to the environment every day. The item with the lowest
mean rating was Item 36, “I am willing to buy environmentally friendly materials
and devices (e.g., those that recyclable, reduce energy consumption and pollution)”
(M=3.06, SD=1.222). A majority of these responses indicated that students were
willing to buy environmentally friendly materials and devices 1-2 time a month
Results for ERB. As mentioned earlier in Chapter 3, ERB consisted of four
categories (i.e., eco-management; consumer and economic actions; persuasion; and
civic actions). These 14 items were measured using a 5-point Likert-type scale.
The score of each participant on each item could range from 1 to 5. As presented in
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Table 4.14 (p. 174) and Table 4.15 (p. 175), students’ average rating for these items
ranged from 2.40 to 3.89. These mean values implied that students’ participation in
these 14 selected actions was moderate, falling between 3 (1-2 Times a month) and
4 (1-2 Times a week). Of the 14 statements, the items with the highest mean score
was Item 39, “I have picked up litter” (M=3.89, SD=1.23). A large number of
participants (217, 45%) indicated that picked up litter daily, while only 5%
indicated that they never picked up any litter. The item with the lowest mean score
was Item 41, “I have recycled materials such as paper, glass, and plastics.”
(M=2.40, SD=1.37). Regarding this statement, 169 (35.1 %) of the respondents
expressed that they never recycled materials, while 57 (11.8%) indicated that they
did it once a week, and 57 (11.8%) indicated that they did it daily. Within this ERB
scale, these 14 items reflected the categories of ERB as follows: eco-management
(Items 38, 39, 40, and 41), consumer and economic actions (Items 42, 43, 44, and
45), persuasion (Items 46, 47, 48, and 49), and civic actions (Items 50 and 51). As
presented in Table 4.14, the mean scores: (a) on eco-management items ranged
from 2.40 to 3.89 (SD range = 1.23 to 1.27); (b) on consumer and economic items
ranged from 2.56 to 3.07 (SD range = 1.31 to 1.44); (c) on persuasion items ranged
from 2.82 to 3.09 (SD range = 1.34 to 1.40); and (d) civic action items
ranged from 2.46 to 2.56 (SD range = 1.42 and 1.43. These results indicated that,
in descending order, students actively participated in eco-management actions
(M=3.15, SD= .77), followed by persuasion (M=2.9, SD= 1), then consumer and
economic actions (M=2.79, SD= .92) and, lastly, civic actions (M=2.5, SD= 1.2).
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Table 4.14
Summary of Descriptive Statistics of 14 Items of ERB
Item
38a

M

SD

I have planted and/or watered flowers and trees (e.g., in public areas,
around my house).

3.04

1.36

39a
40a

I have picked up litter.

3.89

1.23

I have participated in community clean-up efforts (e.g., in mosques,
schools, parks, the sea).

3.29

1.25

41a

I have recycled materials such as paper, glass, and plastics.

2.40

1.37

I bought products that are recyclable, or products made from recycled
materials.

3.07

1.44

I bought environmentally friendly electronic devices (e.g., those that
reduce energy consumption and pollution).

2.63

1.32

Whenever possible, I used gardening materials (e.g., pesticides,
fertilizers, water) in ways that did not harm the environment.

2.92

1.31

I donated to environmental organizations.

2.56

1.35

I spread pro-environmental messages in public places (e.g., talks,
leaflets, signs).

2.82

1.40

I spread pro-environmental messages through social media (e.g.,
Twitter, Instagram, YouTube).

2.89

1.34

I persuaded my family and other people to engage in pro
environmental actions (e.g., to use green transportation, to conserve
water or energy at home).

2.95

1.40

I persuaded people to avoid activities that were harmful to the
environment (e.g., cutting or setting fire to trees).

3.09

1.36

I participated in environmental gatherings, clubs, programs,
initiatives, or campaigns in my school or community (e.g., Planting
Campaign for Afforestation, National Campaign for Environmental
Awareness, Rose Planting Campaign).

2.56

1.42

b

42

43b

Statement

44b

45b
46c
47c
48c

49c
50d

51d

I reported illegal citizens’ environmental activities to the authorities
2.46 1.43
(e.g., when people damaged trees or set up fires).
Notes. n=482. a= eco-management, b= consumer and economic actions, c= persuasion, d=
civic actions.
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Table 4.15
Summary of Mean Scores of 14 Items of ERB Based on Gender
Item
38a

Statement
Male
Female
I have planted and/or watered flowers and trees (e.g., in public
3.20
2.91
areas, around my house).
39a I have picked up litter.
3.48
4.20
40a I have participated in community clean-up efforts (e.g., in
3.24
3.33
mosques, schools, parks, the sea).
41a I have recycled materials such as paper, glass, and plastics.
2.72
2.15
42b I bought products that are recyclable, or products made from
3.31
2.89
recycled materials.
43b I bought environmentally friendly electronic devices (e.g., those
3.01
2.34
that reduce energy consumption and pollution).
44b Whenever possible, I used gardening materials (e.g., pesticides,
3.06
2.82
fertilizers, water) in ways that did not harm the environment.
45b I donated to environmental organizations.
2.78
2.39
46c I spread pro-environmental messages in public places (e.g.,
3.10
2.61
talks, leaflets, signs).
47c I spread pro-environmental messages through social media (e.g.,
2.98
2.81
Twitter, Instagram, YouTube).
48c I persuaded my family and other people to engage in pro
3.14
2.81
environmental actions (e.g., to use green transportation, to
conserve water or energy at home).
49c I persuaded people to avoid activities that were harmful to the
3.07
3.10
environment (e.g., cutting or setting fire to trees).
50d I participated in environmental gatherings, clubs, programs,
2.87
2.33
initiatives, or campaigns in my school or community (e.g.,
Planting Campaign for Afforestation, National Campaign for
Environmental Awareness, Rose Planting Campaign).
51d I reported illegal citizens’ environmental activities to the
2.88
2.14
authorities (e.g., when people damaged trees or set up fires).
Notes. n=482. a= eco-management, b= consumer and economic actions, c= persuasion, d=
civic actions.

Results for Research Question Two. Research Question two states “What
is the relative strength of the bivariate relationship among the following
environmental literacy variables: (a) environmental knowledge (i.e., knowledge of
ecology and Earth systems and knowledge of environmental problems and issues)
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(Set A); (b) how skilled you think you are (Set B); (c) environmental sensitivity (Set
c); (d) willingness to take environmental actions (Set c); and (e) participation in
eco-management, economic action, individual and public persuasion, and civic
actions (ERB)?”
To answer this question, I prepared a correlation matrix based on the scores
for each EL variable (component) of SSELM using Pearson’s r. Table 4.16 (p. 177)
presents the correlation matrix for all five EL variables. The results in this
correlation matrix indicated that there were three patterns of relationship:
low/weak, moderate, and high. According to Cohen (1988), correlation with
absolute value of (.1 ≤ |r| < .29) indicates a weak/low correlation. The absolute
value of r falls between .1 and .29 is classified as low; moderate correlation exists
when (.3 ≤ |r| < .49), and high correlation exists when |r| > .50).
The results presented in Table 4.16 indicate that the highest correlation was found
between variables of Environmental Sensitivity and ERB (r = .613). This value
implied that students who were highly sensitive toward environment were more
likely to be engage in environmental actions. Willingness to Act and ERB also
were strongly correlated (r = .538). This result implied that students with a higher
level of willingness to act are more likely to participate in any environmental
actions.
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Table 4.16
Correlation Coefficients among the Five Variables of EL

EK
Skills

Skills

ES

Willingness

ERB

.019

-.226**

.076

-.300**

.257**

.224**

.220**

.320**

.613**

ES

.538**

Willingness

Notes. N=482. EK= Environmental Knowledge (i.e., knowledge of ecology and Earth systems and knowledge
of environmental problems and issues); Skills= How skilled you think you are; ES= environmental sensitivity;
Willingness= Willingness to act; and ERB= environmentally responsible behavior. ** Correlation is
significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Four EL variables were found to be moderately correlated. First, there was
a moderate correlation between and Environmental Knowledge (r = .30). This
implied that students who are environmentally knowledgeable were only somewhat
likely to be engaged in environmental actions. These results also
indicated that there was another moderate relationship between Environmental
sensitivity and Willingness to Act (r = .320).
Finally, the results of this correlation analysis indicate that the correlation
between How Skilled You Think You Are and three other EL variables was
relatively weak. These weak correlations included the relationship of How Skilled
You Think You Are to: (a) Environmental Sensitivity (r = .257); (b) Willingness to
Act (r = .224); and (c) ERB (r = .220).
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Results for Research Question Three. Research Question three states
“What is the relationship of the following demographic factors to environmentally
responsible behavior among secondary-school students in the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia: (a) gender; (b) age; and (c) grade level?”
To answer this research question, bivariate analyses were run in SPSS and
JMP software packages to examine the relationship between ERB and: (1) two
demographic variables, gender (i.e., measured on a nominal scale) and age (i.e.,
measured on ratio scale); and (2) an educational variable, grade level (i.e.,
measured on a nominal scale). These categorical variables were coded for the
purposes of these analyses (Table 4.2, p. 150). Further, because these variables
were measured on different scales, three independent correlation analyses were
conducted.
To examine the relationship between ERB and gender, point biserial
correlation coefficients (rpb), scatterplots, and means were utilized. The results
indicated that there was a statistically significant relationship between these two
variables (rpb=-.193, p=.000). However, it appeared that this was both weak and
negative. Figure 4.1 (p.179) presents a scatter plot of students’ ERB scores versus
gender and depicts this negative trend. The mean score of male students was 42.9,
and of female students was 38.8. This indicated that male students were more
involved than female students in these kinds of environmental actions.
Second, Pearson r, scatterplot, and means were used to examine the
relationship between ERB and age. The results of Pearson r analyses indicated that
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ERB vs. Gender
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ERB

F(1,480)=18.54, PValue=<.0001
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Gender

Figure 4.1. The correlation plot between ERB and gender (0=male and 1= female)

there was not a statistically significant correlation between ERB by age (r = -.044;
p= .33). As presented in Figure 4.2 (p.180), a scatterplot of students’ ERB versus
age was prepared and analyzed. This scatterplot confirmed there was no correlation
between the variables of ERB and age.
Last, point biserial correlation coefficient (rpb), scatterplot, and means were
used to examine the relationship between ERB and grade level. The results showed
that significant differences existed in ERB scores by grade level. The findings
revealed that the correlation between ERB and grade level was both weak and
negative, but still statistically significant (rpb= -.155; p=.001). A scatter plot of
students’ ERB versus grade level was prepared and analyzed. The scatter plot
reflected this negative correlation as shown in Figure 4.3(p.180). The mean score
of 10th grade students 42, and of 12th grade students was 38.7, which indicated that
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ERB vs. Age
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Figure 4.2. The correlation plot between ERB and age

ERB vs. Grade level
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Figure 4.3. The correlation plot between ERB and grade level (0=10th grade and
1= 12th grade).

10th grade students were more to be engaged in environmental behavior than 12th
grade students.
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Results for Research Question Four. Research Question four states
“What is the relative contribution of each of the following sets of factors and
environmentally responsible behavior: (a) affective variables (Set C); (b) cognitive
skill variable (Set B), in the presence of Set C; and (c) knowledge variables (Set A),
in the presence of Sets B and C?”
A hierarchical regression analysis was conducted to investigate the unique
contribution of four EL variables to the prediction of ERB. The dependent variable,
ERB, was regressed on three sets of independent variables. Based on previous
studies (e.g., Bamberg & Moser, 2007; Hines et al., 1986/87; Zhu, 2015), the set
entry order for the hierarchical regression analysis was C-B-A, where Set C =
Affective Dispositions Variables, Set B = Cognitive Skill Variables, and Set A=
Knowledge Variables.
Set C: Affective disposition variables. The first step in this hierarchical
regression analysis involved regressing students’ ERB scores on the two Affective
Disposition Variables in Set C, environmental sensitivity and willingness to act.
These variables were entered into the model in the absence of any other EL
variable(s) (i.e., as Model 1). As shown in Table 4.17 (p.182), Model 1 was
statistically significant F (2, 479) = 244.83; R2= .506; p = .000. Therefore, the
collective contribution of these two affective disposition variables explained 50.6
% of the variance in ERB scores. The regression equation of the first model of
hierarchical regression analysis is: YERB= .748 XES + .997X willingness. Of these
affective dispositions, environmental sensitivity was found to be a statistically
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Table 4.17
Summary of Hierarchical Regression Analysis Results for Research Question 4
variable
Constant
X6= Environmental
sensitivity
X7= Willingness to
act
X5= Cognitive skills
X4= Environmental
knowledge
R2
F
ΔR2
ΔF

Model 1*
B**
β ***
5.490

Models
Model 2*
B** β ***
B**
5.21
12.136
9

Model 3*
β ***
95% CI
[8.13,16.13]

.748

.491

.745

.489

.640

12.319

[.538,.742]

.997

.380

.993

.379

1.090

12.640

[.921,1.26]

.025

.009

.063

.023

[-.109,.236]

-.605

-.237

[-.764, -.44]

.506
244.838
.506
244.838

.506
162.933
.000
.072

.557
150.204
.052
55.888

Notes. N=482. CI= confidence interval (lower and upper bound).
* Model 1 represent the first step/stage of hierarchical regression analyses, which include Set C= the affective
dispositions (i.e., environmental sensitivity, and willingness to act) in the absence of Set A and Set B. Model 2
represent the second stage of hierarchical regression, which include Set B How Skilled You Think You Are in
the presence of Set C. Model 3 represent the third stage of hierarchical regression analyses, which include Set
A= environmental knowledge (i.e., knowledge of ecology and Earth systems, and knowledge of environmental
problems and issues) in the presence of Set C and Set B.
** Unstandardized coefficient.
*** Standardized coefficient.

significant predictor of ERB (B = .748; t (481) = 14.48; p = .001). For every 1-point
increase in environmental sensitivity scores, ERB scores increased on average by
.748. The second affective disposition variable in Model 1 was willingness to act,
which also was found to be a statistically significant predictor of ERB (B = .997; t
(481) =11.21; p = .000). This implied that for every 1-point increase in willingness
to act score, ERB will increase by .997
Set B: Cognitive skills variable. The second step in this hierarchical
regression analysis involved regressing students’ ERB scores on cognitive skills
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scores. Set B, Cognitive Skills, was entered in the model in the presence of Set C,
Affective Dispositions (i.e., Model 2); Set A was not included in this analysis and
model. The results indicated that there was no statistically significant contribution
of the variables in Set B) to results for Model 2 F (3, 478) = .072; R2= .506; p =
.788. In other words, in the presence of Set C, Set B added 0% to the explained
variance on the participants’ ERB scores.
Set A (Environmental knowledge). The last step in the hierarchical
regression analysis involved regressing students’ ERB scores on environmental
knowledge scores. When Set A, Environmental Knowledge, was entered in the
model in the presence of Set B, Cognitive Skills and Set C, Affective Dispositions),
all of the variables in Model 3 provided 55.7 % (R2= .557) of information needed to
predict students’ ERB. In other words, Set A uniquely accounted for 5.2 % of the
variance in participants’ ERB scores. The results indicated that, overall, Model 3
was statistically significant F (4.477) = 55.88; p =.000.
Within Model 3, the results indicated that three of the four EL variables
were found to serve as significant predictors of ERB. In specific, environmental
sensitivity was found to be a statistically significant predictor of ERB (B = .640; t
(481) =12.3; p = .000): for every 1-point increase in environmental knowledge
scores, ERB scores increase on average by .640. Further, willingness to act was
found to be a statistically significant predictor of ERB (B =1.09; t (481) =12.6; p =
.000): for every 1-point increase in environmental knowledge scores, ERB scores
decrease on average by .1.09. Finally, environmental knowledge was found to be a
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statistically significant predictor of ERB (B =- .605; t (481) =-7.47; p = .000): for
every 1-point increase in environmental knowledge scores, ERB scores decrease on
average by .640.
The final prediction equation of the third model of hierarchical regression
analysis is: The predicted variable (YERB)= .640 XES + 1.09 XWillingness + .06Xhow
skilled you think you are

- .605 XEnvironmental knowledge.

Additional Analyses
Stepwise regression analysis for Research Question Three. A
supplementary analysis, a stepwise regression analysis, was conducted to identify
the contribution of each of the demographic and educational variables to
environmentally responsible behavior. This stepwise regression model consisted of
three variables: gender, grade level, and age. As shown in Table 4.18 (p.185), the
overall model was significant, R2= .067, F (1,478) = 6.66; p = .010. These results
showed that all the three variables were found to be statistically significant
predictors of ERB for this sample: gender (B = -4.03; t (481) = -4.30; p = .000,
grade level (B = -2.78; t(481) = -2.95; p = .003, and age (B = 1.81; t (481) = 2.58; p
= .010).
Stepwise regression analysis for Research Question Four. A
supplementary analysis, a stepwise regression analysis, was conducted to identify
the potential differences and similarities in the results yielded by the hierarchical
regression analyses. This stepwise regression model consisted of four variables:
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Table 4.18
Summary of Stepwise Regression Analysis for Research Question Three
variable
Constant
X1= Gender
X3 = Grade Level
X2 = Age
R2
F
ΔR2
ΔF

Model 1
B**
β ***
42.86
-4.03
-.193
.037
18.54
.037
18.54

Models
Model 2
B**
β ***
B**
43.82
14.34
-3.67
-.176
-3.35
-2.78
-.132
-6.09
1.81
.054
13.79
.017
8.74

Model 3
β ***
95% CI
[8.13,36.83]
-.160 [-5.2, -1.50]
-.290 [-9.21,2.97]
.194 [.43, 3.19]
.067
11.52
.013
6.66

Note. N=482. CI= confidence interval (lower and upper bound). Forward stepwise with p=.15 to
enter. ** Unstandardized coefficient. *** Standardized coefficient.

environmental knowledge, cognitive skills, environmental sensitivity, and
willingness to act. As shown in Table 4.19 (p.186), the overall model was
significant, R2= .557, F (3,478) = 200.3; p = .000. These results showed that three
of those four variables were found to be statistically significant predictors of ERB
for this sample: environmental sensitivity (B =.647; t (480) = 12.75; p = .000,
willingness to act (B = 1.09; t (479) = 12.8; p = .000, and environmental knowledge
(B = -.602; t (478) = -7.45; p = . 000). These results from the stepwise regression
analysis were nearly identical with the results yielded by the hierarchical regression
analyses and used to support the identification of these variables as significantly
related to ERB. It is noteworthy that in both regression analyses, environmental
sensitivity and willingness to act were positively related to ERB, while
environmental knowledge was negatively related to ERB.
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Table 4.19
Summary of Stepwise Regression Analysis for Research Question Four
variable

Model 1
B**
β ***
13.35

Models
Model 2
B** β ***
B**
5.490
12.784

Model 3
β ***
95% CI
[9.19,16.36]

Constant
X6= Environmental
.933
.613
.748
.491
.647
.425
[.548, .747]
Sensitivity
X7 = Willingness
.380
.997
.380
1.099
.419
[.932,1.26]
to Act
X4 = Environmental
-.602
-.236
[-.760, -.44]
Knowledge
R2
.376
.506
.557
F
288.731
244.838
200.303
ΔR2
.376
.130
.051
ΔF
288.731
125.846
55.509
Note. N=482. CI= confidence interval (lower and upper bound). Forward stepwise with p=.15 to
enter. ** Unstandardized coefficient. *** Standardized coefficient.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions, Implications, and Recommendations
Introduction
This study was conducted to identify the status of EL of, and to investigate
the predictors of ERB among, secondary school students in Saudi Arabia. To
address the purposes of this study, I presented the research problems, research
questions, methodology, data collection procedures, and data analyses in previous
chapters.
In this chapter, conclusions, implications and recommendations are
presented. Therefore, this chapter consists of five major sections. The first section
provides a summary of the study. The second section of this chapter summarizes
the findings of this dissertation study. The third section provides the conclusions
and inferences in the context of each research question. The chapter discusses the
limitations and delimitations of this study. This chapter also discusses the
implications of this study regarding the conceptual framework and instrumentation,
prior research, and educational practice. The chapter concludes with
recommendations for future work and practice related to the study’s limitations,
delimitations, and implications.
Summary of the Study
The purposes of this study were to: (1) determine the status of EL among
secondary school students in Saudi Arabia; (2) explore the degree of correlation
among the components of EL; and (3) investigate the predictors of ERB. The study
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was grounded in previous literature and prior research: (a) the definitions and
frameworks of EL (i.e., Hollweg et al. 2011; Hungerford et al., 1980;
Simmons,1995; Stapp, 1988; UNESCO, 1978; Wilke, 1995); (b) prior research
findings (e.g., Erdogan, 2009; McBeth et al., 2008, 2011, 2014; Negev, et al., 2006;
Shin et al., 2005; Zhu, 2015); and (c) the results of the preliminary studies
conducted by the researcher (Appendix A). On the basis of this prior work, six EL
variables were selected to address the purposes of this study. These variables
included ERB and three sets of additional EL components that served as
independent variables: Set A, knowledge of ecology and earth systems and
knowledge of environmental problems and issues; Set B, how skilled you think you
are; and Set C, environmental sensitivity and willingness to act.
The target population of this study included all secondary school students
who were enrolled schools in the province of Mecca in the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia over the 2018-2019 school year. The accessible population consisted of all
10th and 12th grade students in the City of Taif. The sampling strategy used for this
study involved the use of stratified random sampling procedures to recruit 10
secondary schools in the City of Taif: five male and five female schools. From
these 10 secondary schools, 600 students were selected to participate in the final
study, and 510 students provided a response. The characteristics of the accessible
population and sample of this study was reported in Table 4.1 (p. 147).
To obtain data related these purposes and from this sample, quantitative
methods were employed. The researcher used a survey research design,
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specifically a researcher-constructed instrument, to gather data, and used
descriptive, correlational, and prediction procedures to analyze those data.
The instrument used in this study was research-constructed survey and
developed through four phases as presented in Figure 3.1 (p. 111). These phases
were as follows: (1) development of a conceptual framework; (2) specification of
the features of the assessment; (3) development of items and scales; and (4)
conduct of a pilot study.
Within these phases, I conducted three preliminary studies to select
appropriate EL components. In the first preliminary study, I reviewed the K-16
research studies in Saudi Arabia in terms of EL components. This study had two
main objectives: (1) to understand trends in EE research conducted with samples
from Saudi Arabia; and (2) to use the results to develop and refine a conceptual
framework of EL for use in this dissertation study. Because some components of
EL were given limited attention in EE research in Saudi Arabia (i.e., the first
preliminary study), I conducted a second preliminary study as part of this
dissertation. In this second preliminary study, I analyzed the content of selected 712 science curricula in Saudi Arabia to identify which EL components, if any, were
given attention in these curricula. Due to the very limited attention given to
environmental sensitivity and ERB in these preliminary studies, a third preliminary
study (see Appendix A.3) was carried out. Its purposes were to explore factors
associated with the development of environmental sensitivity and of ERB among
secondary school students in the City of Taif in Saudi Arabia and to gather data to
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guide the development of scales of these two components. In this third study, the
researcher collected data from 160 male and female students enrolled in the 10th
and 12th grades. The results of all three preliminary studies were used to develop a
conceptual framework for and select EL components to be included in this study,
and then to develop items for the scale(s) of the instrument for those selected
components.
This instrument, called Secondary School Environmental Literacy Measure
(SSELM), consisted of five scales with a total of 51 items: (a) 18 items to assess
environmental knowledge; (b) 5 items to assess how skilled students think are
(perceived skill or self-efficacy); (c) 10 items to assess environmental sensitivity;
(d) 4 items to assess willingness to act; and (e) 14 items to assess self-reported
behaviors in four categories of ERB. The SSELM also included three demographic
and educational items (i.e., gender, age, and grade level). The scales of the SSELM
were constructed in English and then translated to Arabic, the participants’ native
language. The researcher hired two experts to review the translations process and
confirmed that the Arabic version of SSELM was accurate and represents the
English one. The SSELM was given attention to content validity by having four
experts in the science and EE in Saudi Arabia review each scale. In addition, a pilot
study was conducted in February 2019 to test the reliability of the SSELM. The
results of the pilot study showed that the Cronbach’s and Kuder-Richardson
coefficients exceeded .70. Therefore, each scale of SSELM was deemed reliable.
The reliability was rechecked again when the researcher conducted the final study.
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The results as shown in Table 3.10 (p. 134) indicated that the Cronbach’s alpha
values ranged from .705 to .837. These coefficients of each scale were considered
acceptable based on Cohen et. al’s (2003) guidelines. A complete summary of
reliability information for the SSELM and its scales is provided in Chapter 3 and
Appendix D.
At the beginning of April 2019, I prepared and administered 600 surveys to
10th and 12th grade students from five male schools and five female schools. With
assistance of one of my colleagues at Taif University, as well as teachers and
Principals, the data were collected in a one-week period in April 2019. Once the
data collection was complete, the data were prepared. At that time, invalid
responses were identified and removed from the data set.
This dissertation study used descriptive and inferential statistics analyses to
address the purposes of this study. Descriptive statistics (i.e., mean, standard
deviation, frequency, and percentages) were used to describe the status of EL
among secondary school students in the City of Taif. The description included the
following EL variables: (a) environmental knowledge (i.e., knowledge of ecology
and Earth systems, and knowledge of environmental problems and issues); (b) how
skilled you think you are; (c) environmental sensitivity; (d) willingness to act; and
(e) ERB. Inferential statistics (i.e., bivariate correlation and regression analyses)
were used to examine the relationship of students’ demographic factors (i.e.,
gender, age), an educational factor (i.e., grade level), and EL variables. Further,
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regression analyses were used to determine the extent to which EL variables (IVs)
served as predictors of students’ scores on ERB (DV).
Summary of Findings
Prior to any analyses to test the null hypotheses associated with each part of
this study, the data were screened in several preliminary analyses. These
preliminary analyses included: (a) treating the missing data; (b) conducting outlier
analyses; (c) confirming that the data were compliant with each multiple regression
assumption; and (d) checking for multicollinearity. The results of these analyses
indicated that there were 302 missing cases, each of which was filled (imputed)
using with the corresponding mean value. The analyses of outliers identified 28
cases as outliers. Therefore, these cases were removed from the final data set. As a
result of this action, the sample size was reduced from n=510 to n= 482.
Furthermore, the data set was tested for multiple regression assumption. The
findings of these analyses confirmed that the data set met all OLS assumptions
identified by Cohen et al. (2003). Finally, multicollinearity analyses were
conducted to check if the IVs are highly correlated to each other. The results
showed that multicollinearity was absent within this data set. Once the data set had
been cleaned and was ready for further analyses, I conducted four statistical
analyses: descriptive analyses, two bivariate correlation analyses, and two types of
multiple regression analysis.
The first research question involved descriptive statistics that included
mean, standard deviation, frequencies, and percentages to determine the status of
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EL of secondary school students. Research question two and three involved
bivariate correlation to understand the relationship among EL variables, as well as
to understand the relationship between the demographic and educational variables
and ERB. Research question four involved hierarchical multiple regression to
identify the major variables that serve as predictors of ERB. In addition, stepwise
multiple regression analyses were conducted to gain a better insight about the status
of EL among secondary school students and the predictors of ERB and to
determine the unique contributions of each variables of EL on the variance scores
of ERB. A brief summary of the findings related to the four research questions was
presented in Table 5.1 (p. 194).
Research Question One assessed the general level of EL among secondary
school students in terms of environmental knowledge, cognitive skills,
environmental sensitivity, willingness to act, and ERB. Of the five selected
variables of EL, the participants adjusted mean scores were as follows: willingness
to act (M=46.58), how skilled you think you are (M=45.5), environmental
sensitivity (M=40.85), ERB (M=40.58), and environmental knowledge (M=37).
The total scores of knowledge items ranged from 0 to 18. Participants’
average score on each item ranged from .76 to .24. Out of these 18 items, students’
total mean score was 9.52 (SD = 4.07). None of the 482 participants correctly
answered all the knowledge items. This mean that students showed a moderate
level of environmental knowledge. With respect to cognitive skills, the mean value
ranged from 2.95 to 3.18. These values implied that the level of students’ cognitive
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Table 5.1
Summary of Descriptive Statistics for the Five Major Variables of SSELM
EL components Measured in

No. of

Possible range of

SSELM

Items

scores

Environmental Knowledgea

Unweighted

Areb
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Environmental Sensitivityc

Unweighted

Median

M

SD

0-18

16

1-17

10

9.52

4.07

0-70

62.22

3.8-66.1

38.9

37

15.82

5-25

18

7-25

17

16.25

3.77

Weighted

14-70

50.4

19.6- 70

47.6

45.5

10.5

Unweighted

10-50

33

12-45

30

29.18

6.81

14-70

46.2

16.8-63

42

40.85

9.53

4-20

16

4-20

14

13.31

3.96

14-70

56

14-70

49

46.58

13.86

14-70

53

14-67

41

40.58

10.38

14-70

53

14-67

41

40.58

10.38

Moderate

10
Unweighted

Moderate

4
Weighted
Unweighted

ERB

Moderate

14
Weighted

Level

Moderate

5

Weighted
Willingness to Actc

Min-max

18

Weighted
How Skilled You Think You

Range

Moderate

Note. N=482. aSet A included Knowledge of Environmental Ecology and Earth Systems and Knowledge of Environmental Problems and Issues. bSet B consisted of one variable
(i.e., How Skilled You Think You Are). dSet C consisted of the affective dispositions’ variables (i.e., Environmental Sensitivity and Willingness to act

skills was moderate. Among the affective dispositions, environmental sensitivity
students’ mean scores ranged from 2.45 to 3.38. The mean values indicated that
students reflected a moderate level of environmental sensitivity. Within
willingness to act scale, the respondents’ mean to these items ranged from 3.06 to
3.48 and standard deviation values 1.22 to 1.23.
These descriptive statistics values implied that students tended to take
environmental actions in a moderate level. In regard with ERB, students’ average
score ranged from 2.40 to 3.89. The mean value implied that student’s
participation in eco-management, economic action, individual and public
persuasion, and civic actions was moderate. Research Question Two investigated
the relationship among the five selected variables of EL. The results of the
correlation matrix indicated that that the highest correlation was found between
variables of environmental sensitivity and ERB (r = .613), followed by the
correlation between willingness to act and ERB (r = .538). The results also
indicated that the correlation between environmental knowledge and ERB was
moderate at (r = .30), as was the correlation between environmental sensitivity and
willingness to act (r = .320). In addition, the results of this analysis showed that
some variables were weakly correlated to each other. These weaker bivariate
relationships tended to include how skilled you think you are: to environmental
sensitivity (r = .257); to willingness to act (r =.22); and to ERB (r = .22).
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Research Question Three explored the relationship between ERB and
demographic and educational variables (i.e., gender, age, and grade level). The
research used Person (r), scatterplots, and means to explore the correlation between
ERB and gender. The results showed that there was a slightly negative, yet
statistically significant, relationship between these two variables (rpb = -.193,
p=.000). Male students (M= 42.9) had relatively higher scores than female students
(M=38.8). In terms of the relationship between ERB and age, Pearson’s r,
scatterplot, and means were utilized. The results indicated that was a slightly
negative, but no statistically significant, correlation between ERB and age (r = .044; p = .33). The correlation between ERB and grade level also was found to be
slightly negative and statistically significant (rpb = -.155). The results indicated that
students in the 10th grade level performed relatively higher (M =42) than students in
the 12th grade level (M=38.7).
Hierarchical Multiple regression analyses were conducted to investigate the
contribution of the targeted EL variables (IVs) to the predicted variable, ERB (DV).
The order of entry was: Set C (Affective Dispositions); Set B (How Skilled You
Think You Are); and Set A (Environmental Knowledge). The results revealed that
when Set C, Affective Dispositions, was entered in the model first (i.e., without the
influence of other variable Sets), the overall mode was significant F (2, 482) =
244.83; R2 = .506; p = .000 and contributed 50.6% to the explained variance of
ERB scores. Both affective dispositions in Set C (i.e., Environmental sensitivity
and Willingness to Act) significantly contributed to the explained variance in
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students’ ERB scores. When Set B, How Skilled You Think You Are, was entered
in the model in the presence of Set C, the additional contribution of Set C to the
explained variable on ERB scores was not statistically significant F (1, 482) = .072;
R2 = .506; p = .788. In Model 3, Set A was entered in the presence of Set B and Set
C. The results revealed that the overall model was statistically significant F (4,
481) = 55.88, R2 = .557; p =.000. As a whole, the variables in Model 3 provided
55.7 % of information needed to predict students’ scores on ERB scale.
Stepwise regression was conducted as a supplementary analysis. The
results indicated that the resulting regression model was statistically significant,
and that same variables were found to be statistically significant predictors in this
model as in the hierarchical regression analyses. The results corroborated the
results yielded from the hierarchical regression. Both hierarchical and stepwise
regression analyses indicated that three of the four variables (i.e., environmental
sensitivity; willingness to act, and environmental knowledge) collectively
accounted for 55.7 % of the predictive gain on students’ scores on ERB. Of these
three variables, environmental sensitivity was the most predictor of ERB and
accounted for 37.6%, followed by willingness to act 13%, and then environmental
knowledge 5.1%.
Conclusions and Inferences
This section discusses the four research questions and the three hypotheses
that guided this dissertation research. The discussion includes the findings of the
research questions, interpretations, and plausible explanations for those results.
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Conclusions and inferences for Research Question One. Research
Question 1 states “What is the level of environmental literacy of secondary-school
students in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia regarding each of the following variables:
a) Environmental knowledge (i.e., Knowledge of ecology and Earth
systems and knowledge of environmental problems and issues)
(Set A);
b) How skilled you think you are (Set B)
c) environmental sensitivity (Set c);
d) willingness to take environmental actions (Set c); and
e) participation in eco-management, economic action, individual
and public persuasion, and civic actions (ERB).
This research question assessed the level of EL among secondary school
students in the City of Taif in Saudi Arabia. There were five EL components
selected to assess students’ level of EL (i.e., environmental knowledge, how skilled
you think you are, environmental sensitivity, willingness to act, and ERB). The
results of this question are presented by two ways: (1) the general level of EL, and
(2) the level of each component of EL (i.e., scale by scale).
Due to the fact that the numbers of items in each scale was unequal, I
transformed the raw mean scores into adjusted mean scores by applying multipliers
to having a possible value of 70 as shown in Table 4.7 (p. 162). The results
revealed that the level of participants’ scores for all five EL components was
moderate. In descending order, those weighted mean scores (70-point scale) were:
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willingness to act (M=46.58), how skilled you think you are (M=45.5),
environmental sensitivity (M=40.85), ERB (M=40.58), and environmental
knowledge (M=37).
Environmental knowledge was measured by the Environmental Knowledge
Scale (Part II), with a possible score of 0-18. The mean score for environmental
knowledge items was 9.52 (SD= 4.07). These results reflected a moderate level of
environmental knowledge among secondary school students. Within environmental
knowledge results, responses reflected a higher level of knowledge of concepts
associated with biodiversity problems and issue, energy flow (in natural systems),
biotic components (of natural systems), and biomes (i.e., the percentage correct was
above 60%). Responses also reflected a lower level of knowledge of concepts
associated with matter/biogeochemical cycles, the cause of environmental problems
and issues (i.e., the cause of climate change), and the effect of environmental
problems and issues (i.e., the effect of eutrophication in water). A plausible
explanation for these results was that some environmental concepts were addressed
well in the contexts of curriculum and instructions (e.g., ecosystems), while others
were given very limited attention in either curriculum and instruction or research
(e.g., the causes and effects of environmental problems and issues).
The cognitive skills component was measured by How Skilled You Think
You Are (Part III), with a possible score of 0-25. Students’ cognitive skills were
examined regarding the following sub-components: (1) problem and issue
identification skills; (2) skills in identifying variables and drafting research
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questions; (3) data collection skills; (4) data analysis skills; and (5) skills in
planning and carrying out actions. The mean score on those 5 items was 16.25
(SD= 3.77). The results revealed that secondary school students had a moderate
level of cognitive skills. Of the five sub-components mentioned above, students
scored higher on the sub-component of problem and issue identifying skills
(M=3.45, SD=1.041) and lower on data collection skills (M=2.95, SD=1.148).
In the preliminary studies (Appendix A), I had found that the subcomponent of problem and issue identifying skills, on which students scored
higher, was given attention in research conducted in Saudi but neglected in science
textbooks. In addition, the sub-component on which that students scored lowest
focused on data collection skills, and the preliminary studies indicated that this subcomponent was given no attention in either the science curricula or prior research
in EE in Saudi. Therefore, a plausible explanation for these results was that the
cognitive skill sub-components were given very limited attention in the national
curriculum, and, by extension, in instructional practice. Another plausible
explanation for these results was that teachers may not emphasize teaching and
learning practices that foster the development of cognitive skills in their instruction
because those classroom activities take a lot of time and may exceeds the duration
time of the class. In addition, it is possible that activities designed to foster the
development of these skills need sufficient equipment and materials that may not
be available to and/or provided by schools.
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The affective dispositions component was measured by Environmental
Sensitivity Scale and Willingness to Act Scale (Part IV). Students’ environmental
sensitivity was measured by 10 items with a possible score of 0-50. The mean
score on these 10 items was 29.18 (SD= 6.81), indicating that secondary school
students had a moderate level of environmental sensitivity. Students’ willingness to
act was measured by four items with a possible score of 0-20. The mean score on
these 10 items was 13.31 (SD= 3.96). A plausible explanation for these results is
that these components were not emphasized in science textbooks or, less directly,
in science teaching and learning practices (e.g., field study). However, in the third
preliminary study, students showed that they were more environmentally sensitive
due to several factors. Those factors that appeared to increase the level of students’
environmental sensitivity included: (1) the influence of personality; (2) the
influence of relationship (e.g., role models); (3) participating in life experience and
outdoor activities; (4) environmental influence; (5) socio-cultural influence; and (5)
educational influence (Appendix A.3).
Environmentally responsible behavior was measured by ERB Scale. The
scale consisted of 14 items with a possible mean score of 0-70. The mean score of
participants on ERB was 40.58 (SD=10.38). The results revealed that secondary
school students had a moderate level of ERB. A plausible explanation for these
results was that ERB was not emphasized in science teaching and learning practices
(e.g., community service and service-learning). Further, it is not entirely clear if
the level of students’ scores on ERB in this study reflect some factors and practices
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to which students were exposed before the secondary school (e.g., in their
childhood) or during secondary school (see Appendix A). Further, results in Table
4.15 (p. 175) may indicate that gender-related factors may have contributed to
male-female differences in ERB scores (e.g., means for males were noticeably
higher on items 42, 43, 45, 46, 50, and 51; while means for females were
noticeably higher on item 39).
Conclusions and inferences for Research Question Two. Research
Question 2 states “What is the relative strength of the bivariate relationship among
the following environmental literacy variables: (a) environmental knowledge (i.e.,
knowledge of ecology and Earth systems and knowledge of environmental problems
and issues) (Set A); (b) how skilled you think you are (Set B); (c) environmental
sensitivity (Set c); (d) willingness to take environmental actions (Set c); and (e)
participation in eco-management, economic action, individual and public
persuasion, and civic actions (ERB)?”
This question investigated the correlation among the selected variables of
EL. The results of the correlation matrix indicated that that the highest
correlation was found between variables of environmental sensitivity and ERB
(r=.613), followed by the correlation between willingness to act and ERB (r =.538).
However, the correlation between environmental sensitivity and willingness to act
was moderate at (r = .320). These results also indicated that the correlation
between environmental knowledge and ERB was moderate at (r = .30).
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In addition, the results indicated that how skilled you think you are was
weakly correlated to all other EL variables: environmental sensitivity (r = .257),
willingness to act (r = .22), ERB (r = .22). Beyond surface-level similarities (e.g.,
all four were self-reported measures) and differences (e.g., the skill scale consisted
of fewer items; skills reflect the cognitive domain, while these other components
reflect the affective and behavioral domains), it is unclear why these results were
obtained. The results of preliminary studies in Table 3.4 (p. 113) indicated that
cognitive skills received almost no attention in prior research (perceived or actual)
and limited attention in the science textbooks reviewed, so those results provide
little insight into curricular, instructional, and assessment aspects of such skills.
This is an area in need of further development, analysis, and research.
Conclusions and inferences for Research Question Three. Research
Question 3 states “What is the relationship of the following demographic and
educational factors to environmentally responsible behavior among secondaryschool students in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia: (a) gender; (b) age; and (c) grade
level?”
This question investigated the relationship between ERB and three
demographic and educational factors (i.e., gender, age, and grade level). The
bivariate analyses indicated that there was a relatively low and negative, but still
statistically significant, relationship between ERB and gender (r = -.044; p = .33).
The results indicated that higher ERB scores were found among male students than
among female students. Therefore, male students were more likely to engage in
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pro environmental behavior. The results of preliminary studies in Table 3.4 (p.
106) indicated that ERB received very limited attention in prior research (selfreported or observed) and in the science textbooks reviewed, so these offer little
insight into why these results were obtained. Further, male students may have had
more opportunities than female students to engage in certain kinds of activities. A
review of results for the ERB scale (Table 4.15, p. 175) suggest that this was
apparent in nearly half of the items in the ERB scale: male students scored higher
on items 42, 43, 45, 46, 59, and 51, while female students scored higher only on
item 39. It is difficult to determine if these items reflect true gender differences due
to the self-reporting nature of this scale. As a whole, these conclusions and
inferences suggest this also is an area in need of further development, analysis, and
research.
The results also showed that there was a relatively low and negative, but
still statistically significant, relationship between ERB and grade level. The
findings revealed that the correlation was very weak (rpb = -.155; p=.001). The
results indicated that higher ERB scores were found among 10th grade students than
among 12th grade students. At the same time, the relationship between ERB and age
also was low, but was not statistically significant. This appears to be consistent
with results obtained in large-scale assessments in other countries, where younger
students score higher on behavioral measures than older students (e.g., McBeth et
al., 2008, 2011; Negev et al., 2008; Shin et al., 2005). However, little research has
been done to further explore this apparent pattern, so there is little basis on which
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to offer possible explanations for this finding. This remains an area in need of
further analysis and research.
Conclusions and inferences for Research Question Four. Research
Question four states “What is the relative contribution of each of the following sets
of factors and environmentally responsible behavior: (a) affective variables (Set
C); (b) cognitive skill variable (Set B), in the presence of Set C; and (c) knowledge
variables (Set A), in the presence of Sets B and C?”
This question investigated the contributions of four selected variables (i.e.,
environmental knowledge, how skilled you think you are, environmental
sensitivity, and willingness to act) as possible predictors of ERB among secondary
school students. I conducted a hierarchical regression analysis to answer this
question. The affective dispositions, environmental sensitivity and willingness to
act, were entered in the model in the absence of other variables. The overall Model
1 (i.e., set C: affective dispositions) was statistically significant F (2, 481) =
244.83; R2= .506; p = .000. Therefore, the collective contribution of these two
variables explained 50.6 % of the variance in ERB scores.
The second phase of the hierarchical regression analysis involved
regressing students’ ERB scores on cognitive skills scores. Set B, cognitive skills,
was entered in the model in the presence of Set C, affective dispositions, but not
Set A. The results indicated that there was not a statistically significant
contribution of Set B variables on Model 2: F (3, 481) = .072; R2= .506; p = .788.
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The third and last phase of the hierarchical regression analysis involved
regressing students’ ERB scores on environmental knowledge scores. When Set A,
environmental knowledge, was entered in the model in the presence of Set B,
cognitive skills, and Set C, affective dispositions, all of the variables in Model 3
provided 55.7 % (R2= .557) of information needed to predict students’ ERB. Of
this level of explained variance, Set A uniquely accounted for 5.2 % of the variance
in participants’’ ERB scores. The results indicated that overall Model 3 was
statistically significant F (4, 481) = 55.88; p =.000.
In the final model, environmental sensitivity served as the strongest
predictor of ERB, followed by willingness to act, and then environmental
knowledge. Its noteworthy that the influence of cognitive skills on ERB was not
statistically significant.
Summary of conclusions relative to the study’s null hypotheses. A brief
summary of the findings related to the corresponding hypotheses was presented in
Table 5.2 (p. 207).
Implications
This section is composed of three parts. The first part discusses the
implications of this study relative to the conceptual framework and instrumentation.
The second part compares and discuss the findings of this study with prior research
studies. The third part of this section discusses the implications of this study as they
pertain to educational practice.
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Table 5.2
Summary of Hypothesis Test Results
Hypothesis

Null Hypothesis

Decision

When examined from a bivariate relationship perspective,
H1

the environmental literacy variables will not have a

Rejected

statistically significant relationship to each other.
When examined from a bivariate relationship perspective,
H2

gender, age, and grade level will not have a statistically

Rejected

significant relationship to ERB.
When examined from a hierarchical perspective, Set C, in
H3.1

the absence of Set A and Set B, will not be statistically

Rejected

significant predictors of ERB.

When examined from a hierarchal perspective, Set B in
H3.2

the presence of Set C but the absence of Set A, will not be
statistically significant predictors of ERB.

Failed to
reject

When examined from a hierarchal perspective, Set A in
H3.3

the presence of Set C and Set B, will not be statistically

Rejected

significant predictors of ERB.

Implications related to conceptual framework and instrumentation.
Prior to this study, there was no valid and reliable instrument that had been
developed and used to assess all the four domains (i.e., knowledge, skills, affect,
and behavior) and all the components of EL in Saudi Arabia.
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There were several studies that had measured three of these domains and
components (e.g., knowledge: Al Fayfi, 2014, and Altantawi & Refaa, 1992;
affective dispositions: Al Fayfi, 2014, and Alhusain,1997; skills: Alatwiy, 2010,
and Alshaman, 2001; and behaviors: Alzaharni, 2008, and Babuteen, 2002).
Further, although preliminary work had been conducted to develop a framework
and instrument to assess EL among adults in Saudi Arabia (Meyers, Tubaishat,
Shaloub, & Shamy, 2008), those plans were never carried out. I carefully analyzed
this framework and found that it was neither appropriate nor sufficient for this EL
assessment of secondary school students. Therefore, I conducted three preliminary
studies to develop a framework that can guide the development of an EL
assessment instrument that would be valid and reliable for use with secondary
school students in Saudi Arabia (Appendix A). I began with the frameworks
developed by Simmons (1995) and Hollweg et al. (2013) as guides to develop an
initial EL framework for use in this study. Simmons’ framework included the
following EL components: ecological knowledge, socio-political knowledge,
knowledge of environmental issues, skills, additional determinants of
environmentally responsible behavior, and ERB. This framework has been widely
used in the literature (e.g., Marcinkowski et al., 2013; McBride et al., 2013; Volk &
McBeth, 1997). Hollweg et al. (2011) proposed another framework that
encompassed the four domains of interest in this study: knowledge, affect, skills,
and behavior. The sub-components of this framework included:
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(1) knowledge of (a) physical and ecological systems; (b) social, cultural,
and political
systems; (c) environmental issues; (d) multiple solutions to
environmental issues; and (e) citizen participation and action strategies;
(2) affective dispositions, including (f) environmental sensitivity; (g)
attitude, concern, and worldview; (h) personal responsibility; (i) locus of
control or self-efficacy; and (j) motivation and intention to act;
(3) skills, including the ability to (k) identify environmental issues; (k) ask
relevant questions; (l) analyze environmental issues; (m) investigate
environmental issues; (n) evaluate and make personal judgments about
environmental issues; (o) use evidence and knowledge to defend
positions and resolve issues; and (p) create and evaluate plans to resolve
environmental issues, and
(4) ERB (Hollweg et al., 2011, p. 3-2).
Drawing upon the components of Simmons’ (1995) and Hollweg et al.’s
(2011) frameworks, the researcher developed an initial framework (Table 3.3, p.
103). Based on the results of the preliminary studies, I finally develop The
Framework of Selected Environmental Literacy Components as presented (Table
3.5, p. 114). The components of this framework are in lines with the components of
other frameworks (e.g., Hines et al., 1986/87; Hollweg et al., 2011; Hungerford &
Volk, 1990; Roth, 1992; Simmons, 1995; Wilke, 1995). I then developed
Secondary School Environmental Literacy Measure (i.e., SSELM) on the basis of
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The Framework of Selected Environmental Literacy Components presented in
Table 3.5 (p. 114) and the findings of preliminary studies (Appendix A).
The SSELM was developed in four phases. These phases included (1) the
development of conceptual framework; (2) specifying features of the assessment;
(3) development of items and scales; and (4) pilot study. These phases and the
procedures followed in each were consistent with those used in similar studies (e.g.,
Erdogan, 2009; Zhu, 2015). When the final version of the SSELM was compared
to other instruments developed and used in the context of Saudi, the SSELM was
found to cover a wider range of EL components (i.e., areas of knowledge, sets of
cognitive skills, affective dispositions, and categories of ERB). Further, the
preliminary studies helped to ensure that the broader conception of EL and the
SSELM were grounded in relevant secondary school courses within the Ministry of
Education curriculum and in the actual experiences of secondary school students in
Saudi Arabia.
Implications related to prior research.
Implications related to environmental knowledge. Environmental
knowledge was measured by Environmental Knowledge Scale (Part II), with a
possible score of 0-18. The mean score on these environmental knowledge items
was 9.52 (SD= 4.07). These results reflected a moderate level of environmental
knowledge among secondary school students. These results of this study are
consistent with those reported by Alzahrani (2009), who found in his research study
that secondary school students had a moderate level of environmental knowledge.
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On other hand, the results of this study seemed to be less consistent with studies
carried out in Saudi Arabia by Jaan (1999) and Alsurihi (1999), both of which
indicated that secondary school students had a lower level of environmental
knowledge.
Further, correlation analyses were conducted to determine the relationship
between environmental knowledge and ERB. As noted previously, the results
indicated that the correlation between environmental knowledge and ERB was
moderate at (r = .30). These results are consistent with the results of many other
studies, which indicated that environmental knowledge was found to be statistically
correlated with ERB in a low-to-moderate level (e.g., Hsu & Roth, 1998; Makki et
al., 2003; Sia et al., 1985/86). However, the results are inconsistent with these
same studies mentioned in that the correlation between environmental knowledge
and ERB in this study was negative (r = -.3). The results of this study also are
inconsistent with results of studies that found that environmental knowledge,
whether actual or perceived knowledge, has a very low or no correlation with ERB
(i.e., McBeth et al., 2014; Negev et al., 2006; Shin et al., 2005).
However, it should be noted that there were at least four differences
between this study and many of these prior studies, any of which could have
contributed to these differences in results: (a) this study was conducted in Saudi
Arabia, while the others were conducted in countries outside of the region; (b) this
study involved secondary school students are its accessible population, while the
others involved college students or adults; (c) the measure of knowledge in the
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SSELM measured actual knowledge, while the others did not (i.e., perceived
knowledge); and (d) as indicated in the previous section, this SSELM scale was
designed to measure several dimensions of (actual) knowledge, while the others
only measured (perceived) knowledge of action strategies. However, the results in
this study and in prior studies are not as different as these sampling and
methodological differences might suggest.
Finally, for the hierarchical regression analyses, the findings of this study
indicated that environmental knowledge was a significant predictor of ERB and
accounted for 5.2 % of the variance in participants’’ ERB scores. The results are
consistent with the findings of prior studies of predictors of ERB involving adult
samples from other countries (Hsu, 1997; Marcinkowski, 1989; Sia et al., 1985/86;
Sivek & Hungerford, 1990; Zhu, 2015).
Implications related to cognitive skills. The cognitive skills component
was measured by How Skilled You Think You Are (Part III), with a possible score
of 0-25. The mean score for these five items was 16.25 (SD= 3.77). The results
indicated that secondary school students had a moderate level of cognitive skills.
To the best of the researcher’s knowledge, there have been no previous studies in
which Saudi secondary school students’ cognitive skills were assessed. Due to this
absence or lack of such studies, the results of this study were compared with other
studies conducted on different population (5th, 6th, and 8th grades) outside the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (e.g., Turkey and United States of America). The results
of this dissertation study are consistent with what McBeth, et al. (2008, 2011)
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found in their studies conducted in the U.S., and with what Erdogan (2009) found
in his dissertation study conducted in Turkey (i.e., that students had a moderate
level of cognitive skills).
Further, a correlation analyses were conducted to determine the relationship
between cognitive skills and the other variables of EL. As noted previously, the
results indicated that the correlation between environmental sensitivity and how
skilled you think you are scores was relatively weak (r = .257). The results are in
line with the findings reported in Hsu and Roth (1998; 1999). In this study, the
correlation between how skilled you think you are and ERB also was relatively
weak (r = .22). These results are consistent with what Shin et al. (2005) found (i.e.,
the correlation between environmental skills and behavior was low), but
inconsistent with what Hsu and Roth (1998; 1999) found (i.e., that the correlation
between cognitive skills and ERB was high). Similarly, the correlation between
how skilled you think you are and willingness to act was relatively weak (r = .22).
The results of this study are consistent with what Hsu and Roth (1998; 1999) found
in their research study.
Finally, for the hierarchical regression analyses, the findings of this study
indicated that there was no a statistically significant contribution of the cognitive
skills when they entered in the regression model in the presence of affective
dispositions, but not the environmental knowledge F (3, 481) = .072; R2= .506;
p=.788. The results are consistent with the findings of prior studies of predictors of
ERB that involved samples from other countries, including middle school samples
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(e.g., McBeth et al., 2014), college samples (e.g., Zhu, 2015), and adult samples
(Hsu, 1997; Marcinkowski, 2001). Further, these findings appeared to inconsistent
with results for samples from other countries, including high school samples
(Lierman, 1995, in Marcinkowski, 2001) and adult samples (e.g., Sia et al.,
1985/86; Sivek & Hungerford, 1990). In part, these inconsistencies may be
attributable to similar sampling and measurement differences discussed in the
previous section (e.g., the type or range of skills assessed).
Implications related to affective dispositions (i.e., environmental
sensitivity and willingness to act). As part of affective dispositions, environmental
sensitivity was measured by 10 items with a possible score of 0-50. The mean total
score on those 10 items was 29.18 (SD= 6.81). The results revealed that secondary
school students had a moderate level of environmental sensitivity. In addition,
willingness to act was measured by 4 items with a possible score of 0-20. The
mean total score on those four items was 13.31 (SD= 3.96). To the best of the
researcher’s knowledge, there have been no previous studies in which these
affective dispositions were assessed among Saudi secondary school students. Due
to this absence or lack of such studies, the results of this study were compared with
other studies conducted on different population (6th, and 8th grades) outside the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (e.g., United States of America). These results are
consistent with what McBeth, et al. (2008, 2011) found in two national studies
conducted in the U.S. (i.e., that students had a moderate level of environmental
affect, specifically environmental sensitivity and willingness to act).
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In addition, correlation analyses were conducted to determine the
relationship between affective dispositions variables and other variables of EL.
The results showed that the correlation between environmental sensitivity and
willingness to act was moderate at (r = .320). However, there was a strong
correlation between environmental sensitivity and ERB at (r = .613) and between
willingness to act and ERB at (r = .538). These results are consistent with prior
reviews of research (e.g., Bamberg and Moser, 2007; Hines et al., 1986/1987). The
results also are consistent with what Lierman (1995, in Marcinkowski, 2005) and
Makki et al. (2003) found in their research studies (i.e., that the ERB is statistically
and positively correlated with environmental affect but in a moderate level).
Further, for the hierarchical regression analyses, the findings of this study
indicated that both of these affective disposition variables were the most significant
predictors of ERB when they were entered in the regression model with the absence
of other variables. Together, they accounted explained 50.6 % of the variance in
ERB scores. F (2, 481) = 244.83; R2= .506; p = .000. The results are consistent
with the findings of many prior studies of predictors of ERB that involved samples
from other countries, including middle school samples (e.g., McBeth et al., 2014),
high school samples (Lierman, 1995, in Marcinkowski, 2005), college samples
(e.g., Zhu, 2015), and adult samples (Hsu, 1997; Marcinkowski, 1988; Sia, 1988;
Sivek 1989).
Finally, these findings are in line with the model of citizenship
environmental behavior (Figure 2.3, p. 69) proposed by Hungerford and Volk
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(1990), in which environmental sensitivity was considered as one of the major
entry level variables and willingness to act was classified as one of the major
empowerment level variables involved in making informed civic engagement
decisions. Similarly, these findings are consistent with the model of responsible
behavior developed by Hines et al. (1986/1987), in which their review of research
found that willingness to act was the strongest correlate of ERB.
Implications related to ERB. Environmentally responsible behavior was
measured by the ERB Scale. This scale consisted of 14 items, with a possible mean
score of 0-70. The mean total score of participants on ERB was 40.58 (SD=10.38).
The results revealed that secondary school students had a moderate level of ERB.
To the best of the researcher’s knowledge, there have been very few previous
studies in which participation in any type of ERB was assessed among Saudi
secondary school students. Due to this absence or lack of such studies, the results
of this study were compared with other studies that involved a different population
outside the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (e.g., 6th, 7th and 8th grades). The results of
this dissertation study are consistent with what McBeth, et al. (2008, 2011) found
in their research studies conducted in the U.S. that students had a moderate level of
environmental behavior. When compared to the results with another population that
included the same grade level (i.e., 10th grade), the results of this study were
inconsistent with Shin et al.’s (2005) results (i.e., that secondary school students
were not involved in active participation toward the environment).
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Implications related to demographic and educational variables (i.e.,
gender, age, and grade level). The findings of this research indicated that there
was relatively low and negative, but statistically significant relationship between
ERB and gender (r = -.044; p = .33). The negative correlation reflects how gender
was dummy coded (Male = 0, and Female =1). Thus, these results indicated that
male students were found to have slightly higher ERB scores than female students.
These results are inconsistent with other studies who observed that female students
scored higher on ERB more than male students, although none of these comparison
studies were conducted in Saudi Arabia (i.e., Barr, 2007; Erdogan, 2009; Hines et
al., 1986/87; Shin et al., 2005). In addition, the findings showed that there was not
a statistically significant relationship between ERB and age (r = -.044; p = .33).
The result is inconsistent with what Hines et al., 1986/87 found in their review of
research. Finally, the results indicated that there also was a relatively low and
negative, but statistically significant, relationship between ERB and grade level (rpb
= -.155; p = .001). These results indicated that students in the 10th grade students
were found to have slightly higher ERB scores than 12th grade students. Due to the
lack of studies that examined the correlation between ERB and grade level, this
result is not directly comparable to other studies. However, these results are
consistent with results of large-scale assessments of EL in Korea, Israel, and the
U.S., where ERB data were collected from students in two or more grades, and
where younger students scored higher on that measure of ERB (Marcinkowski et
al., 2013; McBeth et al., 2008, 2011).
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Implications related to educational practice. The findings of this
research indicated that students showed a moderate level of environmental
knowledge. In fact, among the components of EL assessed, environmental
knowledge reflected the lowest mean component score. Item analysis results
indicated there were three areas of environmental knowledge that students appeared
to contribute to this low performance on (i.e., matter cycles, knowledge of cause of
environmental problems and issues, and knowledge of effect of environmental
problems and issues). As long as the Ministry of Education includes these areas of
environmental knowledge in the national curriculum framework and course
outlines (see Appendix A), there appears to be a discrepancy between their
inclusion and this level of student performance. Although it would require
additional research to identify the factors that appeared to continue to an apparent
discrepancy such as this, one of the contributing factors may well be the amount of
instructional time and attention devoted to these areas. If further evidence supports
this conjecture, these three areas should be given attention in curricular and
instructional practices at the regional and local levels.
With regard to the ultimate goal of EE, environmental behavior, the results
of the hierarchical and stepwise regression analyses found that ERB is associated
with and predicted by 37.6% environmental sensitivity, 13% willingness to act, and
5.2% environmental knowledge. Therefore, these results suggest that when
governmental and non-governmental organizations develop awareness programs
and workshops, greater attention should be given to these variables. However,
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greater attention to affective dispositions such as environmental sensitivity and
willingness to act may require a different kind of attention; one that focuses more
on how to plan for and provide meaningful learning experiences than on what to
teach (e.g., for environmental sensitivity: assignments and field experiences that
lead students into natural environments, either through outdoor experience or
through extended media-based exposure; for willingness to act: assignments and
experiences in which students participate in service projects within and beyond
their local communities).
As noted in the preliminary study, A Content Analysis of Environmental
Literacy Components in Selected Middle and Secondary Science Education
Curricula in Saudi (Appendix A) it was found that the secondary science
curriculum focuses on the dimensions of knowledge (e.g., knowledge of ecology
and earth systems, and knowledge of environmental problems and issues) and that
other dimensions of EL (e.g., cognitive skills, and affective dispositions) were
largely neglected. In contrast to this, the results of this study found that
environmental knowledge stand alone for 5.2 % of the variance to predict ERB,
whereas, affective dispositions accounted for 50.6% of the variance to predict ERB.
These results, like the results of prior reviews of EE research, suggest that it is
highly unlikely that a focus on environmental knowledge alone in curriculum and
instruction will lead students to pro-environmental behavior (e.g., Hines et al.
1986/87; Hungerford & Volk, 1990; Rickinson, 2001; Volk & McBeth, 1997;
Zelezny, 1999). Therefore, it is very important that curriculum developers and
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teacher educators, among others, re-examine how to include and address the wider
range of EL variables in the K-12 science curriculum. For example, the results of
this study indicate that administrators and practitioners should seek out and provide
greater opportunities that contribute to the development of these and other affective
dispositions as part of the secondary school guidelines and programs.
The results of the third preliminary studies (Appendix A) indicated that the
outdoor activities and experiences are associated with the development of
environmental sensitivity. Those results are consistent with the findings of prior
studies (e.g., Palmer, 1993; Peterson, 1982; Tanner, 1980) and reviews of research
(e.g., Chawla, 1998; Sward & Marcinkowski, 2005). Therefore, it would be
beneficial for educational programs to provide outdoor activities before children
enter school, as part of their secondary school experiences, and outside of school
programs with the support of families and community/youth organizations. These
activities would include hiking, trail running, nature walks, cycling, gardening,
planting trees, and swimming in sea or in other natural bodies of water.
Generalizability, Limitations, and Delimitations
Generalizability. Generalizability (i.e., external validity) refers to the
degree to which the results of this study can be applied to other accessible
populations (population validity) and settings (ecological validity). Population
validity refers to the degree in which the sample is representative of the target and
accessible population. The target population of this study included all secondary
school students in the province of Mecca, and the accessible population included a
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subset of that, all secondary school students in the City of Taif. The sample of this
study included 510 participants from ten secondary schools that were selected using
a stratified random sampling strategy. The descriptive statistics of the sample were
provided in Table 4.1 (p. 147). The characteristics of the target and accessible
population were not accessible; therefore, these characteristics were not reported.
Nevertheless, due to the nature of the sampling procedures used in this study, the
sample of this study was similar to the accessible population on relevant
demographic characteristics, such as gender, language, culture, and religion.
Therefore, it seems reasonable to suggest that the findings of this dissertation study
could be generalized to the accessible population, although further study and
should be undertaken to further clarify this.
Ecological validity refers to the degree in which the findings of this results
are applicable to other settings. The sample used in this study was approximately
1% of the accessible population (N=57,771). The science curriculum taught to all
accessible population was the same (i.e., national curriculum and textbooks).
Therefore, the study sample carries a moderate degree of generalizability to other
schools within the geographic area associated with the accessible population, as
well as to other schools in geographic areas with similar schools and schooling
practices.
Study delimitations and limitations. The findings of this dissertation
study were subject to some delimitations and limitations. These delimitations and
limitations were presented in Chapter 1. They are repeated here for two reasons.
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First, they are presented as a reminder to readers to whom these findings directly
apply (i.e., delimitations) and how unique features of this study may have affected
those findings (i.e., limitations). Second, they serve as a transition to the next
sections that discusses the recommendations for future work and practice related to
these delimitations and limitations.
Delimitations. The delimitations are all the events, circumstances and
conditions that were imposed by the researcher to make this study feasible. The
results of this study were delimited in the following ways.
1. Population and sample: This study was delimited to secondary-school students
in the City of Taif in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. The sample was drawn
from the target population of students in the grade levels of 10th and 12th in that
City. The researcher collected the data from those who were enrolled in both
boys and girls’ schools since Saudi’ schools are segregated on the basis of
gender.
2. The sampling and sample size: The respondents were recruited by using
stratified random sampling methods. To address the internal validity of
sampling and avoid the bias, the researcher selected ten secondary schools (five
male and five female) that had a sizable number of students. An a priori Power
Analysis indicated that the minimum sample needed to maintain Power of 0.8 is
85. However, the sample size of this study was 482, which is five times of that
minimum sample size.
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3. Invalid, incomplete, and outliers’ cases. The initial data set was 528 cases, 18
(3.4%) of these cases were invalid and 28 (5.5%) were outliers. The researcher
chose to delete all invalid cases as well as outliers’ cases. The procedures used
to identify and treat a small number of missing responses was imputation.
Other studies that use different procedures to treat the invalid, incomplete, and
outliers’ cases might not get the same results.
4. The secondary school major of participants. The findings of this research study
were delimited to students majoring in science and art tracks. Students
majoring in any other tracks were excluded from this study.
5. The time of conducting the study. The study was conducted in the Spring
semester of 2019. The data collection took approximately 1-2 weeks.
6. Environmental literacy variables. The findings of this study were delimited to
the EL variables: knowledge of ecology and earth systems, knowledge of
environmental problems and issues, cognitive skills (i.e., how skilled you think
you are), environmental sensitivity, willingness to act, and ERB (i.e., ecomanagement, consumer and economic action, individual and public persuasion,
and civic actions).
7. The instrumentation. This study used a researcher-constructed instrument that
included scales developed by the researcher. This instrument was constructed
first in English and then translated to Arabic, which is the students’ native
language. To address the internal validity of instrumentation, the researcher
submitted it to a validity panel. Those experts were chosen based on their
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scientific background and their language proficiency of both English and
Arabic. The instrument was piloted and refined on the basis of pilot results.
Limitations. Study limitations include all the events, conditions, and
circumstances that are outside the researcher control that could compromise the
results of the study and limit the generalizability of those results. There were three
primary limitations associated with the current study.
1. Participant honesty. With the exception of one part, the SSELM is based on
student self-reporting rather than on a direct measurement of variables or one
that is corroborated by ‘blind’ observers (i.e., only the Environmental
Knowledge section/scale was a direct measure). Therefore, there is a possible
threat to the accuracy of data due to the awareness, recollection, and/or honesty
of participants, and the results of this study may be affected by this threat. The
researcher attempted to address this threat by asking for their honesty,
conveying information about this study, and assuring human subjects
protections in the study’s Parental Consent and Participant Assent forms. The
truthfulness of findings of the current study relied on the awareness,
recollection, and honesty of participants.
2. The length of the instrument. The data collection was obtained using a pencilpaper instrument. The instrument was designed to have a total of five
sections/scales to be administered in a 45 minute-time period. Therefore, the
number of items that would be included in each scale in this survey was limited
to allow students complete the entire surveys.
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3. The potential for loss of data. It was assumed that some returned responses
would not be complete. To address the threat of potential loss of data, even
though G*power recommended a sample size of 85, the researcher administered
600 surveys (i.e., more than five times that suggested sample size). Following
the removal of invalid responses, responses that were largely incomplete, and of
outliers, the final sample size served for this current study was 482. A form of
imputation that involved the use of sample means was used to fill missing data
in an attempt to minimize any further loss of data.
4. The sample designs. The researcher used a stratified random sampling to select
ten secondary schools in the City of Taif: five secondary schools for female
students, and five for male students. Within each of these secondary schools,
the researcher invited all 10th and all 12th grade students to participate in this
study. Therefore, the 482 participants were drawn from the 10 selected
secondary schools.
Recommendations
In this section, the researcher presents recommendations that arose from the
procedures and findings of this study. The recommendations include: (a)
recommendations for future research relative to study limitations, (b)
recommendations for future research relative to delimitations, and (c)
recommendations for future research relative to implications.
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Recommendations for future work relative to study limitations.
1. It would be beneficial replicate this study with a larger number of participants
(i.e., assessments of EL involving other cities in the province of Mecca, other
provinces, or all provinces). The findings of such studies should be compared to
the findings of this study (i.e., to further explore the comparability and
generalizability of these findings) as well as to the findings of other national
assessments conducted in Turkey, Israel, U.S., Korea, and Taiwan.
2. The current study investigated only the relationship of IVs to the primary DV,
ERB. It did not investigate the direct and indirect impacts of IVs (i.e.,
knowledge of ecology and Earth systems, knowledge of environmental
problems and issues, cognitive skills, environmental sensitivity, and willingness
to act) on this dependent variable (i.e., ERB). Thus, a recommendation for
future research is to design and carry out research to investigate these impacts
using other research methodologies (e.g., causal-comparative, quasiexperimental, and mixed-methods designs).
3. Prior to the development of the SSELM, there was no valid and reliable
instrument to assess knowledge, skill, affective, and behavioral components of
EL for any population in Saudi Arabia, much less for secondary-school
students. The closest to this was the framework for and design of an
assessment of EL among adults in Saudi Arabia (Meyers, Tubaishat, Shalhoub,
& Shamy, 2008). The instrument developed and used in this study, the
SSELM, was research-constructed survey and developed through four phases
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(Figure 3.1, p. 111). The researcher took several steps to make sure that the
SSELM was valid and reliable (e.g., content, face, and construct validity, and
reliability analyses). Those results indicated that SSELM was valid and
reliable, at least for this study’s accessible population, if not its target
population. Thus, a recommendation is for researchers to use the SSELM in
future studies, to develop additional estimates of its validity and reliability in
those studies, and to compare the findings from different populations in Saudi
Arabia and other middle eastern countries.
4. As mentioned in Chapter 5, this study measured perceived cognitive skills (i.e.,
similar to self-efficacy) rather than actual cognitive skills. Thus, researchers
are encouraged to develop items to measure the actual cognitive skills in
addition to the perceived cognitive skills.
5. Because of the limited time allowed to administer the survey (i.e., 45 minutes),
the researcher designed a survey that has a limited number of items in each
scale that would allow students complete the entire surveys. Researchers are
encouraged to ask the officials in their Provincial Departments of Education
and area schools to provide researchers and data collector sufficient time to
collect the kinds of data that will offer more useful information and greater
insight into the development, nature, and status of EL among K-12 students.
Recommendations for future work relative to study delimitations.
1. The findings of this study were delimited to secondary-school students in the
City of Taif in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Thus, a recommendation for
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future research to carry out similar studies at different level of education
including among elementary school, middle school, and college students.
2. The initial data set was 528 cases. Of those, 482 surveys were deemed valid,
complete, and usable (i.e., not outliers), and then were used for analyses in this
research study. Thus, the researchers are encouraged to replicate and further
investigate the use of these procedures to treat invalid, incomplete, and outlier
cases, and to compare those findings with the findings of this study.
3. Because it is difficult to carry out and assess all EL variables in a single
research (Hollweg et al., 2013), the findings of this study were delimited to six
selected EL variables (i.e., knowledge of ecology and Earth systems,
knowledge of environmental problems and issues, cognitive skills,
environmental sensitivity, willingness to act, and ERB). Therefore, researchers
are encouraged to replicate and extend this study by including additional EL
variables thought to be relevant to EE, EL, and ERB (e.g., sociopolitical and
cultural knowledge, environmental attitudes, self-efficacy and locus of control,
personal and social norms, additional sets of skills).
4. The component of cognitive skills was assessed using a measure of perceived
cognitive skills rather than actual cognitive skills. Thus, researchers are
encouraged to develop strategies and scales to measure students’ actual
cognitive skills, particularly those that are relevant to environment and its
resources. Whenever possible, efforts to develop and validate measures of
actual skills should give due consideration to: (a) current and future attention to
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science and environmental skills in the National Curriculum and textbooks in
Saudi Arabia; (b) attention to these skills in national and international
assessments carried out in Saudi Arabia (e.g., parts of the PISA Science
Framework that emphasis cognitive skills, such as competencies and procedural
knowledge); and (c) prior research on the development, validation, and
administration of measures of cognitive skills (e.g., Bluhm, 1979; Cheak, 1999;
McBeth 1997; McBeth et al., 2008; Noh & Marcinkowski, 2003).
Recommendations for future work relative to study implications.
1. The component of knowledge of ecology and Earth systems was measured
using several sub-components: formation and structure of Earth; population and
species; biotic components; abiotic components; energy flow; matter cycles;
ecosystems and biomes; and natural resources. It was noticed that students
have limited knowledge in some of these sub-components or aspects (e.g.,
matter cycles). Thus, curriculum developers and teachers are encouraged to
provide more and better attention to the teaching and learning of concepts in the
National Curriculum on which students exhibited limited knowledge.
2. Because there had been no prior study in Saudi Arabia that had assessed
components of EL across these four domain (i.e., knowledge, skills, attitude,
and behavior) and that had assessed students on this number of EL variables,
this study can serve as a basis and guide for future studies. Given this, the
authorities of governmental and non-governmental organizations are
encouraged to expand EE programs based on the results of this study.
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The variables of EL measured in this study were grounded on prior theory to
the extent possible and appropriate. The researcher adopted two recognized
frameworks (i.e., Simmons, 1995; Hollweg et al., 2013) and used the results of
the preliminary studies (Appendix A) to develop a framework as shown in
Figure 3.5 (p. 114) reflecting EE and EL in the Saudi context. Thus, it is
recommended that researchers apply this framework in studies and programs
involving EE and EL. Further, I recommend that further efforts be made to
continue to refine an EL framework for K-16 education that reflects and,
therefore, is uniquely designed for Saudi Arabia.
3. The results showed that younger students score higher on behavioral measures
than older students. This results also appeared in prior studies (e.g., McBeth et
al., 2008, 2011; Negev et al., 2008; Shin et al., 2005). However, little research
has been done to further explore this apparent pattern. Thus, a recommendation
for researchers to explore this pattern.
4. The results showed that male students were more likely to engage in pro
environmental behavior than female students. Thus, a recommendation for
researchers to conduct further analysis and research to explore why male
students are more likely to engage in pro-environmentally behavior.
5. The results of the preliminary studies revealed that the development of
environmental sensitivity was associated with some variables (e.g.,
participating in life experiences and outdoor activities). Thus, a
recommendation for researchers is to conduct additional studies to discover the
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outdoor activities that can be included in childhood and adult EE formal and
informal programs in an appropriate and effective manner.
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Appendix A
The Preliminary Studies

A.1. A Content Analysis of Environmental Literacy Components in Environmental
Education Research in Saudi Arabia.
A.2. A Content Analysis of Environmental Literacy Components in Selected
Middle and Secondary Science Education Curricula in Saudi Arabia.
A.3. Exploring Factors Influencing the Development of Environmental Sensitivity
and the Aspects of Environmentally Responsible Behavior Among Saudi
Students.
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A.1. A Content Analysis of Environmental Literacy Components in
Environmental Education Research in Saudi Arabia
Research Problem and Purpose
To date, there have not been any systematic reviews of published studies
that assessed the components of environmental literacy (EL) within and across the
four domains (knowledge, skill, affective dispositions and behavior). Thus, the
researcher designed and conducted a comprehensive study to assess attention to
these components of EL in research studies in Saudi Arabia involving secondary
school students. This study had two main aims. The first was to understand the
environmental education trends in research conducted and sampled participants in
Saudi. The second has been to use the results of this study to develop and refine a
conceptual framework of EL for use in his dissertation study. In and of itself, this
current research is significant because it appears to be the first study that
systematically reviewed and analyzed K-16 environmental education research in
Saudi Arabia.
Research Method
A quantitative approach was employed in this study. The researcher used a
descriptive content analysis method to analyze and describe the features of selected
studies. Content analysis approach is defined as “a research technique for the
objective, systematic, and quantitative description of the manifest content of
communication (Berelson, 1952, p. 18).
Population and Sample
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The target population included all studies conducted on environmental
education and sampled K-16 students in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. However,
due to the nature and purpose of this dissertation study, the researcher set the
following criteria to guide the search for and selection of studies: (a) studies that
published in journals, conference proceedings, and accessible Ph.D. dissertations
and master theses; (b) studies that was carried out between the dates of 1992-2014.;
(c) studies that sampled K-16 students, in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia; and (d)
studies that assessed one or more of the EL components that were defined by
Simmons (1995) and Hollweg et al. (2011).
Data Collection Procedures
To apply the previous criteria and collect data, several steps were taken by
the researcher: (1) searching for and locating all related and appropriate studies, (2)
developing, piloting, and revising coding forms, (3) extracting pertain information
from studies using the developed coding forms, and (4) constructing tables based
on the coded information.
Searching and locating all related and appropriate studies. The location
of studies involved an extensive literature search using the Saudi Digital Library
(SDL), King Abdullah Library at the Umm Al-Qura University, and the library of
King Saud University. This involved the search for and selection of different types
of research studies: published research articles, Ph.D. Dissertations, and Masters’
Theses. A list of 47 studies located for possible inclusion in this data set. Eight of
these studies could not located and/or accessed, so they were eliminated from the
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data set and review process. The remaining 39 studies were read. Of these, 20 did
not meet the research criteria identified in the previous section. Thus, the remaining
19 studies were retained for use in this study and therefore were analyzed.
Developing, piloting, and revising coding forms. The researcher designed
two coding sheets. The first coding sheet was established to extract information
pertain the demographic variables: (a) gender and (b) the grade level. The second
form was created to extract information about the environmental literacy
components that were assessed. These components, according to Simmons (1995)
and Hollweg et al. (2011) are: (1) ecological knowledge, (2) knowledge of
environmental problems and issues, (3) socio-political-economic knowledge, (4)
cognitive skills, (5) affective dispositions, (6) environmental responsible behavior
(ERB). Each one of these components was broken-down into several subcomponents, as shown in Table A.1.1 (p. 263). For the content validity of these
coding sheets, an expert in the field of environmental education reviewed and
provided major comments on it. The researcher revised the coding sheets based on
the comments provided. As indicated in Table A.1.1, the sub-component of 2.1
(i.e., Knowledge of a wide range of environmental problems and issues) was
reorganized and divided into areas in the second coding sheet. Originally, the
component of cognitive skills had three sub-components and each of these subcomponents included several areas, for a total of 12 sub-components. These subcomponents were reorganized into six sub-components.
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Table A.1.1
The Framework of Environmental Literacy
Domains

Sub-components

Components

1.1 Formation and Structure of the Earth:
lithosphere, hydrosphere, biosphere
1.2 Species and populations and their characteristics

Knowledge

1. Knowledge of
Ecology and Earth
System

2. Knowledge of
Environ. Problems
and Issues

1.3 Habitats and environments
1.4 Biotic components and factors
1.5 Abiotic components and factors
1.6 Energy flow to and through communities/environments
1.7 Material/biogeochemical cycles
1.8 Ecosystems and biomes
1.9 Biodiversity
1.10. Natural resources
2.1 Knowledge of a wide range of environmental problems and issues
2.1.1 Problems/ issues related to loss of biodiversity
2.1.2 Problems/ issues related to environmental quality and human health
2.1.3 Problems/ issues related to the use of land, coastal, water, and natural
resources
2.1.4 Problems/issues related to natural hazards and extreme weather
2.2 Knowledge of causes of environmental problems and issues
2.3 Knowledge of effects of problems and issues
3.1 History

3. Knowledge of
Socio-political and
Economic Aspects

3.2 Economic and production foundations
3.3 The Society and identity foundations
3.4 Cultural and religious foundations
3.5 The foundation of Power, authority, and governance

Skills

4. Cognitive Skills

Affect

5. Affective
dispositions

Behavior

6. ERB

3.6 Technology
4.1. Problem & Issue Identification Skills
4.2. Problem & Issue Analysis Skills
4.3. Skills in Identifying Variables & Drafting Research Questions
4.4. Data Collection Skills
4.5. Data Analysis Skills
4.6. Skills in Planning & Carrying Out Actions
5.1 Environmental Appreciation and Sensitivity
5.2 Environmental Attitudes
5.3 Environmental values
5.4 Ethical & moral reasoning
5.5 Self –Efficacy/ locus of control
5.6 Personal responsibility form
5.7 Willingness/ Motivation/ intention to act
5.8 Social norms/ values for environmental sensitivity and concern
5.9 Environmental concern
6.1 Eco-management
6.2 Economic Action
6.3 Persuasion
6.5 Legal actions
6.5 Political actions
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Extraction of pertain information from the studies. Each study of the 19
studies was read carefully, and all information were extracted and then coded. To
organize and summarize the coded information, two charts were constructed. The
first chart included information about the demographic variables: (a) gender and (b)
the grade level. The second chart reported Information about the environmental
literacy components measured (assessed) in each study.
Results
Demographic characteristics of studies. All 19 studies reported
information on these two demographic variables (Table A.1.2). Results
indicated that both genders were equally sampled and assessed (i.e., 10 studies for
each). However, only one study sampled and assessed both genders (i.e., Zafar,
2010). Results pertaining to grade level indicated that kindergarten was assessed in
only one study and that elementary students (Grades 1-6) were not assessed in any
of these 19 studies. Middle school students were assessed in four studies. On the
other hand, undergraduate students were sampled and assessed most often (n= 8,
42%). Of particular relevance to this dissertation study, a nearly equal number of
studies assessed high school students (n=6, 32%).
Table A.1.2
The Summary of Demographic Variable (Gender) of Saudi Environmental
Education Studies
Gender
No. K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Male
10 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1
Female
10 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 Note: Some studies sampled more than one grade.
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9
0
1

10
4
2

11
1
0

12
1
1

Undergrad
4
4

Knowledge of ecology and Earth systems. As shown in Table A.1.1 (p.
263), Knowledge of ecology and Earth systems consisted of 10 sub-components.
As shown in Table A.1.3 (p. 266), Table A.1.4 (p.267) and Table A.1.5 (p. 268)
attention to those sub-components in these 19 studies was a follow: Ecosystems
and biomes received more attention than any other sub-component (n= 8, 42 %),
followed closely by both Natural resources and Formation and structure of the
earth (n=5, 26%). The sub-components that received moderate attention was
Energy flow to and through communities/environments (n=4, 21%). Other subcomponents included: Habitats and environments, Biotic components and factors
and Abiotic components and factors, received attention in three studies (16%). The
sub-component of Biogeochemical cycles was given less attention than the other
sub-components (n=2, 11%). In contrast, the sub-components Species and
populations and their characteristics and Biodiversity at the genetic, population
and species, were given the least attention in these studies (n=1 each).
Knowledge of environmental problems and issues. As indicated in Table
A.1.1, this component was divided into four sub-components. A content analysis of
the published works revealed that sub-component of Knowledge of a wide range of
environmental problems and issues was investigated most often in these 19 Saudi
studies. Attention to Knowledge of a wide range of environmental problems and
issues was as follows: (2.1.2) problems/issues related to environmental quality and
human health was the sub-component most examined (n=14, 74%), followed by
(2.1.1) problems/issues related to loss of biodiversity (n=5) (2.1.4) problems/issues
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Table A.1.3
Results of the Content Analysis of Research Studies Pertaining to K-16 Environmental Education Conducted in Saudi 19902016
A.
Study by Level

1.
1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

Domain of Knowledge: Components and Sub-Components
Ecological Knowledge
1.5
1.6
1.7

2.

1.8

1.9

1.10
2.1.1

K-6 studies
Zafar, S (2010)
Middle school studies
Tantawi, R & Refa'a, S
(1992)
Refae, S (2003)
Al Atwiy, A (2010)
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Alsaid, J (no date)
High school studies
Alsurihi, A. (1999)
Jaan, K. (1999)
Alzaharni, S (2008)
AL-Fayfi, N (2014)
4-year college studies
Alsaeed, S (1993)
Alhusain, A. (1994)

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x
x

x

Alshahrani & Algnaam,
(1995)
Albana, H. (1997)
Alrafai, M. (1997)
Faraj, M (2000)
Alshaman, A (2001)
Babuteen, H. (2002)
Alotebi, N. (2004)
Mustafa, M & Hamdan, M
(2005)

x

Knowledge of Environmental Problems and Issues
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.1.2
2.1.3
2.1.4

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Table A.1.4
Results of the Content Analysis of Research Studies Pertaining to K-16 Environmental Education Conducted in
Saudi 1990-2016: Socio-Political-Economic Knowledge
A.
Study by Level
3.1

Domain of Knowledge: Components and Sub-Components
Socio-Political-Economic Knowledge
3.2
3.3
3.4

3.5

K-6 studies
Zafar, S (2010)
Middle school studies
Tantawi, R & Refa'a, S (1992)
Refae, S (2003)
Al Atwiy, A (2010)
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Alsaid, J (no date)
High school studies
Alsurihi, A. (1999)
Jaan, K. (1999)
Alzaharni, S (2008)
AL-Fayfi, N (2014)
4-year college studies
Alsaeed, S (1993)

x

x
x

Alhusain, A. (1994)
Alshahrani & Algnaam, (1995)
Albana, H. (1997)
Alrafai, M. (1997)
Faraj, M (2000)
Alshaman, A (2001)
Babuteen, H. (2002)
Alotebi, N. (2004)
Mustafa, M & Hamdan, M (2005)

x

x

3.6

Table A.1.5
The Summary of Attention to Sub-Components in the Domain of Knowledge in
Saudi Studies
Domain of Knowledge
Components
Sub-components
1. Ecological
Knowledge

2. Knowledge
of
environmental
problems and
issues

3. Sociopolitical
economical
knowledge

K-6

1.1 Formation and Structure of the
Earth: lithosphere, hydrosphere,
biosphere
1.2 Species and populations and
their characteristics
1.3 Habitats and environments
1.4 Biotic components and factors
1.5 Abiotic components and factors
1.6 Energy flow to and through
communities/ environments
1.7 Material/biogeochemical cycles
1.8 Ecosystems and biomes
1.9 Biodiversity at the genetic,
population and species, ecosystem,
and landscape/biome levels
1.10. Natural resources NR
2.1 Knowledge of a wide range of
environmental problems and issues
2.1.1 Problems/issues related to loss
of biodiversity
2.1.2 Problems/issues related to
environmental quality and human
health
2.1.3 Problems/issues related to the
use of land, coastal waters, and
natural resources
2.1.4 Problems/issues related to
natural hazards and extreme
weather
2.2 Knowledge of causes of
environmental problems and issues
2.3 Knowledge of effects of
problems and issues
2.4 Knowledge of alternative
solutions and action strategies
3.1 History
3.2 Economic and production
foundations
3.3 The Society and identity
foundations
3.4 Cultural and religious
foundations
3.5 The foundation of Power,
authority, and governance
3.6 Technology
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Number of Studies
M.S. H.S.
4-yr.
College

Total

1

2

1

1

5

0

0

1

0

1

0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
2

1
1
1
1

3
3
3
4

0
0
0

1
1

1
2
1

0
5
0

2
8
1

0
0

2

1

2

5

1

1

1

2

5

1

1

3

9

14

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

2

1

0

2

5

8

0

1

2

4

7

1

0

1

0

2

0
0

0
0

0
1

0
1

0
2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

2

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

related to natural hazards and extreme weather (n= 2), and (2.1.3) problems/issues
related to the use of land, coastal waters, and natural resources (n=1).The subcomponent of Knowledge of causes of environmental problems and issues was
given the next most attention among these researchers (n=8, 42%). The subcomponent of Knowledge of effects of problems and issues was addressed in seven
studies (37%). Only two studies assessed the sub-component of Knowledge
of alternative solutions and action strategies.
Socio-political-economic knowledge. Socio-political-economic knowledge
included six sub-components. Attention to those sub-components in these 19
studies was as follows: (3.2) Economic and production foundations and the
foundation of power, authority, and governance were given attention in two of
studies (12%); (3.4) cultural and religious foundations was investigated in only one
study (5%). It is noteworthy that none of 19 studies investigated the subcomponents of the (3.1) History, (3.3) Society and identity foundation, and (3.6)
Technology in any grade level, as indicated in Table A.1.5.
Cognitive skills. The level of attention given to the seven sub-components
included in this component is shown in Table A.1.6 (p. 270). Attention to those
sub-components in these 19 studies was a follow: (a) the sub-component of (4.1)
Problem and issue identification skills was assessed most often, although this was
given limited attention (n=3, 17%); (b) the sub-component of (4.6) Skills in
identifying or planning and carrying out actions was given slightly less attention
by these researchers (n=2). It is noteworthy that the remaining sub-components,
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Table A.1.6
Results of the Content Analysis of Research Studies Pertaining to K-16 Environmental Education Conducted in the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia, 1990-2016: Assessment of Cognitive Skills, affective dispositions, and ERB components

Study by Level
4.1

B.

Domain of Skills

C.

Domain of Affect

1.

Cognitive skills

2.

Affective dispositions

4.2

4.3

4.4

4.5

4.6

5.1

5.2

5.3

5.4

5.5

5.6

5.7

5.8

5.9

5.10

6.1

A. K-6 studies
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Zafar, S (2010)
B. Middle school
studies
Al Atwiy, A (2010)
Alsaid, J (no date)
A. High school studies
Alzaharni, S (2008)
Alfayfi, N. (2014)
B. 4-year college studies
Alhusain, A. (1994)
Alshahrani & Algnaam,
(1995)
Alrefai, M. (1997)
Faraj, M (2000)
Alshaman, A (2001)

Babuteen, H. (2002)

x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x

x

x
x

x

x

x

D.

Domain of
Behavior

3.

ERB

6.2

6.3

6.4

6.5

(4.2) Problem & issue analysis skills, (4.3) Skill in identifying variables and
drafting research questions, (4.4) Data collection skills, and (4.5) Data analysis
skills, were not assessed in any of these 19 studies.
Affective dispositions. A content analysis of 19 studies showed that four
studies dealt with the ten affective dispositions sub-components, as indicated in
Table A.1.6 and Table A.1.7 (p. 272). This component included attention in
Environmental attitudes, which was assessed in six studies (32%), four of which
were at the college level, one at the high school level, and one at the middle school
level. The sub-component that received the next most attention was Environmental
values, although this level of attention was limited (n=2, 11%). The subcomponent of Environmental appreciation and sensitivity was assessed in only one
study. The remaining sub-components, Environmental concern, Ethical & moral
reasoning, Personal responsibility/personal norms, social responsibility /social
norms, Self-efficacy, Intention to act, and Environmental affect/love/ hate were not
given any attention in any of these19 studies.
Environmentally responsible behavior. As shown in Table A.1.7, this
component consisted of five sub-components. The content analysis indicated that
this component received very little attention in the 19 studies in Saudi. The subcomponent of Eco-management received attention in only two research studies.
None of the 19 studies investigated the remaining sub-components: Economic
action, Persuasion, Political action, and Legal action.
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Table A.1.7
The Summary of Attention to Sub-Components in the Domains of Skills, Affect, and
Behavior in Saudi Studies
Domains of Skills, affect, and Behavior
components

4. Cognitive
skills

5. Affective
dispositions

6.
Environmental
Responsible
Behavior

Sub-components
4.1. Problem & Issue
Identification Skills
4.2. Problem & Issue Analysis
Skills
4.3. Skills in Identifying
Variables & Drafting Research
Questions
4.4. Data Collection Skills
4.5. Data Analysis Skills
4.6. Skills in Identifying or
Planning & Carrying Out
Actions
5.1 Environmental Appreciation
and Sensitivity
5.2 Environmental Attitudes
5.3 Environmental Values
5.4 Ethical & Moral Reasoning
5.5 Self -Efficacy / Locus of
Control
5.6 Personal Responsibility/
Norms
5.7 Willingness/ Motivation /
Intention to act
5.8 Environmental affect –
love/ hate
5.9 Social norms/ values for
environmental sensitivity and
concern
5.10 Environmental Concern
6.1 Eco-management
6.2 Economic Action
6.3 Persuasion
6.4 Political Action
6.5 Legal Action
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Number of studies

Total

k-6

M.S.

H.S.

4-yr.
College

1

0

0

2

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0

1

1

0

2

0

0

0

1

1

0
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

4
2
0

6
2
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
1
0
0
0
0

0
1
0
0
0
0

0
2
0
0
0
0
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A.2. A Content Analysis of Environmental Literacy Components in Selected
Middle and Secondary Science Education Curricula in Saudi Arabia
Research Problem and Purpose
To date, there has been no systematic and comprehensive study analyzing
science textbooks in Saudi Arabia in the four domains of environmental literacy
(EL) of relevant to this study (knowledge, skill, affective dispositions and
behavior). The purpose of this study was to analyze the extent to which science
education objectives in selected textbooks in middle and secondary school include
attention to the components of environmental literacy (EL). The researcher used an
EL framework based on the work of Simmons (1995) and Hollweg et al. (2011),
and using methods similar to Erdogan (Erdogan, 2009; Kostova, Erdogan, &
Marcinkowski, 2009). The results of this analysis will formulate an EL framework
that can be used to construct an instrument for assessing secondary students.
Further, since the Ministry of Education (MOE) has recently launched a project to
develop and enhance the science curriculum at all school levels, the results of this
analysis can be taken into consideration when enhancing the quality of science
textbooks.
Research Method and Procedures
The method of this study was content analysis. Content analysis approach is
defined as “a research technique for the objective, systematic, and quantitative
description of the manifest content of communications” (Berelson, 1952, p. 18).
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The Science Education Standards are being developed by the Education Evaluation
Commission (EEC) in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, so they are not available for
use in this analysis. For this reason, selected student and activities textbooks were
subjected to content analysis. Some of the current curriculum were developed by
the Ministry of Education (MOE) and others were developed by McGraw-Hill
Publisher and translated to Arabic and adopted to Saudi by Obeikan Publisher
under an agreement with McGraw-Hill. These textbooks are taught across the
country, serving as the basis for unified courses. All sub-components shown in
Table A.2.1 (p. 280) were reflected in objectives and accompanying sections of the
text, but also in other sections of the text, or (b) were not reflected in text objectives
but were addressed in one or more sections of the text were retrieved. These
objectives and sections were analyzed against the EL components appeared in the
frameworks of Simmons (1995) and Hollweg et al. (2011).
Sample
The sample included all middle school science education textbooks used in
both semesters (Fall and Spring). In addition, high school Ecology of Science and
Earth Science textbooks included in this study. The sampling approach method
was purposive, because these textbooks are used in those courses most likely to
address any of the EL components in the framework used in this analysis. The
characteristics and topics of these textbooks were explained in the Table A.2.2 (pp.
281, Table A.2.3 (p.283) and Table A.2.4 (p. 283).
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Table A.2.1
The Components and Sub-Components of Environmental Literacy
Domains

Sub-components

Components

1.1 Formation and Structure of the Earth:
lithosphere, hydrosphere, biosphere
1.2 Species and populations and their characteristics
1. Knowledge of
Ecology and Earth
System

Knowledge

2. Knowledge of
Environ. Problems
and Issues

1.3 Habitats and environments
1.4 Biotic components and factors
1.5 Abiotic components and factors
1.6 Energy flow to and through communities/environments
1.7 Material/biogeochemical cycles
1.8 Ecosystems and biomes
1.9 Biodiversity
1.10. Natural resources
2.1 Knowledge of a wide range of environmental problems and issues
2.1.1 Problems/ issues related to loss of biodiversity
2.1.2 Problems/ issues related to environmental quality and human health
2.1.3 Problems/ issues related to the use of land, coastal, water, and natural
resources
2.1.4 Problems/issues related to natural hazards and extreme weather
2.2 Knowledge of causes of environmental problems and issues
2.3 Knowledge of effects of problems and issues
3.1 History

3. Knowledge of
Socio-political and
Economic Aspects

Skills

4. Cognitive Skills

3.2 Economic and production foundations
3.3 The Society and identity foundations
3.4 Cultural and religious foundations
3.5 The foundation of Power, authority, and governance
3.6 Technology
4.1. Problem & Issue Identification Skills
4.2. Problem & Issue Analysis Skills
4.3. Skills in Identifying Variables & Drafting Research Questions
4.4. Data Collection Skills
4.5. Data Analysis Skills
4.6. Skills in Planning & Carrying Out Actions

Affect

5. Affective
dispositions

Behavior

6. ERB

5.1 Environmental Appreciation and Sensitivity
5.2 Environmental Attitudes
5.3 Environmental values
5.4 Ethical & moral reasoning
5.5 Self –Efficacy/ locus of control
5.6 Personal responsibility form
5.7 Willingness/ Motivation/ intention to act
5.8 Social norms/ values for environmental sensitivity and concern
5.9 Environmental concern
6.1 Eco-management
6.2 Economic Action
6.3 Persuasion
6.5 Legal actions
6.5 Political actions
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Table A.2.2
Characteristics of the Secondary School Selected Science Textbooks in Saudi
Arabia
Name of
Textbook
Ecology and
Environmental
Education

Earth Science
(Geology)

Grade(s)

User
Characteristics

Publisher(s)

Secondary School Science Textbooks
Secondary This textbook is McGraw-Hill
school,
only for
(Original Copy
Science
secondary
in English)
path
school students
enrolled in the
Arabic Edition is
new secondary
published by
school system
Obeikan under
(Credit
agreement with
System). It is
McGraw-Hill.
used in a core
course for all
students
enrolled in both
the Science and
Humanity &
Art paths.
This textbook is McGraw-Hill
Secondary only for
(Original Copy
school,
secondary
in English)
Science
school students
path
enrolled in the
Arabic Edition is
new secondary
published by
school system
Obeikan under
(Credit
agreement with
System). It is
McGraw-Hill.
used in an
elective course
for students
enrolled in the
Science path.
This textbook is
part of the
Project for
Science and
Mathematics
Curricula
Development.
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Date of
Publication

No. of
Pages

2016

171

2016

240

Table A.2.3
Characteristics of the Middle School Selected Science Textbooks in Saudi Arabia

Name of Textbook

Science Textbook

Science textbook

Science Textbook

Grade(s)

9th grade

User Characteristics

This textbook is divided
into two parts, each with
three units. One is taught
in the First Term (Fall
semester), and the other in
the Second Term (Spring
semester). It came as a
part of the Project for
Science and Mathematics
Curricula Development. It
is distributed free to
students with the
Experiments’ Lab
Textbook.

8 grade

This textbook is divided
into two parts, each with
three units. One is taught
in the First Term (Fall
semester), and the other in
the Second Term (Spring
semester). It came as a
part of the Project for
Science and Mathematics
Curricula Development. It
is distributed free to
students with the
Experiments’ Lab
Textbook.

7th grade

This textbook is divided
into two parts, each with
three units. One is taught
in the First Term (Fall
semester), and the other in
the Second Term (Spring
semester). It came as a
part of the Project for
Science and Mathematics
Curricula Development.
This Textbook is
distributed free to students
with the Experiments’ Lab
Textbook.

th
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Publisher(s)

Date of
Publication

No. of
pages

2015

216

2016-2017

216

2016-2017

220

McGraw-Hill
The Arabic Edition
is published by
Obeikan under
agreement with
McGraw-Hill.

The Ministry of
Education in Saudi
Arabia

The Ministry of
Education in Saudi
Arabia

Table A.2.4

Grade

Ecology and
Environmental
Education
Secondary School

Topics for the First Term (Fall Semester)

Topics in Selected Science Courses in Saudi Arabia, Grades 7-10

Organisms and Their
Relationships; Flow of
Energy in Ecosystem;
Cycling of Matter;
Community Ecology;
Terrestrial Biomes;
Aquatic Ecosystems;
Population Dynamics;
Human Population;
Biodiversity, Threats
to Biodiversity;
Conserving
Biodiversity; Basic
Behaviors; Ecological
Behaviors.
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Topics for the
Second Term
(Spring
Semester)

Textbooks

-

Earth Science (Geology)

Science Textbook

Science Textbook

Science Textbook

Secondary School
Minerals, Types of
Minerals, Igneous Rocks,
Classifications of Igneous
rocks, Formation of
Sedimentary Rocks,
Types of Sedimentary
Rocks, Metamorphic
Rocks, Movement and
Storage of Groundwater,
Groundwater Supply,
Drifting Continents,
Seafloor Spreading, Plate
Boundaries and Causes
For motion, Volcanoes,
Volcanic Eruptions,
Earthquakes, Seismic
Waves and Earth’s
Interior, Measuring and
Locating Earthquakes,
Earthquakes and Society,
The Rock Record,
Geological Dating.

9th Grade

8th Grade

7th Grade

-

Nature of Science; Earthquakes,
Volcanoes; Crust and Its
Relationship with Earthquakes
and Volcanos; Atom; Periodic
Table; Chemical Bonds;
Chemical Reactions.

Nature of Science;
Mixtures and Solutions;
State of Matter; Energy;
Immune System;
Digestion, Breath and
Output.

Cell Reactions; Heredity;
Movement, Force and Newton
Laws; Electric Current;
Electrical Circuits;
Characteristics of Magnet;
Electromagnetic

Stability, Movement and
Response Systems;
Reproduction; Plants;
Environmental Resources
and its Protection.

Nature of Science; Movements and
Forces; Physical and Chemical
Characteristics of Articles; Atoms
and Periodic Table; Rocks and
Minerals; Earth crust

Atmosphere Layers; Earth and
Solar system; Space, Stars, and
Galaxies; Science of Cell;
Invertebrate Animals, Vertebrate
Animals; Ecosystem, Species,
Environment and Energy; Earth
Resources.

Data Collection Procedures
Developing, piloting, and revising the coding form. The researcher
created a coding form to extract information about the EL components that
appeared in each textbook. Based on Simmons (1995) and Hollweg et al. (2011),
the components in that framework are: (1) ecological knowledge, (2) knowledge of
environmental problems and issues, (3) socio-political-economic knowledge, (4)
cognitive skills, (5) affective dispositions, (6) environmental responsible behavior
(ERB). Each one of these components was broken-down into several subcomponents, as shown in Table A.2.1 (p. 280). The researcher piloted the coding
form using two textbooks (i.e., Science textbook for seventh grade, and the high
school Ecology Science textbook). The face and content validity of coding sheet
was established based on a review of and comment on it by an expert in the field of
environmental education.
Extraction of pertain information from the studies. Each textbook was
read very carefully and all information (the characteristics, publisher ‘s name, date
of publication, number of pages, and topics) were extracted and then coded, see
Table A.2.2 (p.281).
Results
Environmental Literacy Components. In this preliminary study, middle
school science textbooks and secondary school textbook in Science of Ecology and
Earth Science were analyzed by the researcher to determine which
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EL components and sub-components were addressed in each (Table A.2.1). The
results of this analysis for each of these components and sub-components is
summarized below.
Knowledge of ecology and Earth system. As indicated in Table A.2.1, the
Knowledge of ecology and Earth system component included 10 sub-components
(i.e., 1.1 to 1.10). This component was emphasized in both of the secondary school
textbooks. Most of the sub-components were addressed in the secondary school
Ecology textbook, as shown in Table A.2.5 (p.286), and in the seventh-grade
Science textbook. The sub-components of 1.9 and 1.10 were addressed minimally
in the high school Earth Science textbook and the eighth-grade Science textbook.
However, these sub-components were not given any attention in the ninth-grade
Science textbook, as shown in Table A.2.6, (p. 287).
Knowledge of environmental problems and issues. As indicated in Table
A.2.1, Knowledge of environmental problems and issues included four subcomponents (i.e., 2.1 to 2.4). The sub-component of 2.1 was divided into four
clusters of environmental problems and issues related to: (a) loss of biodiversity,
(b) environmental quality and human health, (c) the use of land, coastal waters,
and natural resources, and (d) natural hazards and extreme weather, as shown in
Table A.2.5, and Table A.2.6. Most of these sub-components were emphasized in
middle school science curriculum of the seventh and eighth grades. The subcomponents of 2.1.2, 2.2 and 2.3 received very little attention in the Science
textbook for the ninth grade. The sub-components of 2.1 to 2.3 were adequately
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Table A.2.5
Results of the Analysis of Ecological Knowledge, Knowledge of Environmental
Problems and Issues, and Sociopolitical-Economic Knowledge in Selected Science
Textbooks of the Secondary School in Saudi Arabia
Sub-Component

Science of Ecology
Chapter. Lesson (Unit
Sections*
Objectives)

Earth Science
Chapter. Lesson
Sections*
(Unit Objectives)

1.Knowledge of Ecology and Erath System
1.1 Formation and Structure of the Earth:
lithosphere, hydrosphere, biosphere
1.2 Species and populations and their
characteristics
1.3 Habitats and environments
1.4 Biotic components and factors
1.5 Abiotic components and factors
1.6 Energy flow and through
communities/environments
1.7 Materials/ biogeochemical cycles
1.8 Ecosystems and biomes
1.9 biodiversity at the genetic, population
and species, ecosystem, and
landscape/biome level
1.10 Natural resources

1.1 (1)
3.1 (3)
3.2 (3)
1.1 (1)
1.1 (2)
2.1 (1)
1.1 (2)

1.1

2.1 (3)

Introduction

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1.2 (3)

1.1

1.3 (3)
1.1 (1)
2.2 (3)
2.3 (4)

-

-

-

-

-

-

4.1 (3)
4.3 (3)

-

-

-

4.3 (3)

-

4.1 (3)
4.1 (1)

-

-

-

-

-

4.1 (1)

-

6.1 (5)
7.1 (3)
7.2 (3)
7.3 (3)

3.1
4.2
5.2

2. Knowledge of Environmental Problems and Issues
2.1 knowledge of a wide range of environmental problems and issues
2.1.1 Problems/ issues related to loss of
4.2 (2)
3.(introduction)
biodiversity
4.3 (3)
2.1.2 problems/issues related to
4.3 (1)
4.2
environmental quality and human health
2.1.3 problems/issues related to the use of
land, coastal water, and natural resources
2.2 knowledge of causes of environmental
problems and issues
3.(introduction)
4.2
2.3 knowledge of effects of problems and
issues
2.4 knowledge of alternative solutions and
action strategies

4.2 (1)

-

4.1 (1)

-

4.2 (1)

-

-

-

-

3.2

5.1 (3);
8.1 (3);
8.2 (7)

3.1 (introduction)

-

1.2; 3 (information
about geological
tourism at the end
of unit)

3. Socio-Political-Economic Knowledge
3.1 History
3.2 economic and production foundations

4.1

3.3 the society and identity foundations
3.4 cultural and religious foundations
3.5 the foundation of power, authority, and
governance
3.6 technology

-

3.2

-

-

1.3

-

-

1.1; 4.3

-

-

-

-

2.1 (introduction);
4.1
-

Notes. In several places in these texts, sub-components (a) were reflected in objectives and accompanying sections of the text, but also in other sections
of the text, or (b) were not reflected in text objectives but were addressed in one or more sections of the text. In these situations, these section(s) will be
identified.
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Table A.2.6
Results of the Analysis of Knowledge of Ecology and the Earth System, and
Knowledge of Environmental Problems in Selected Science Textbooks of the
Middle School in Saudi Arabia

Sub-Component

1.1 Formation and Structure of
the Earth: lithosphere,
hydrosphere, biosphere

1.2 Species and populations and
their characteristics
1.3 Habitats and environments
1.4 Biotic components and
factors
1.5 Abiotic components and
factors
1.6 Energy flow and through
communities/environments
1.7 Materials/ biogeochemical
cycles
1.8 Ecosystems and biomes
1.9 biodiversity at the genetic,
population and species,
ecosystem, and
landscape/biome level
1.10 Natural resources

Science Textbook of 7th
Science Textbook of 8th
Chapter.
Chapter.
Lesson
Lesson
Sections
Sections
(lesson
(lesson
Objectives)
Objectives)
1. Knowledge of Ecology and Erath System
2.1
5.2
5.1 (2)
6.
6.1 (6)
introducti
7.1 (1)
on

Science Textbook of 9th
Chapter.
Lesson
Sections
(lesson
Objectives)

10.1 (6)
10.2 (7)
11.1 (7)
12.1 (1)
12.1 (2)
12.1 (2)
7.1 (1)
12.1 (2)
7.1 (1)
12.1 (1)

12.1

13.1 (3)
5.1; 6.2
10.1 (3)
4.1; 4.2
2. Knowledge of Environmental Problems and Issues
2.1 knowledge of a wide range of environmental problems and issues
2.1.1 Problems/ issues related to
10.2 (1)
loss of biodiversity
2.1.2 problems/issues related to
3. at the
environmental quality and
end of the
13.2 (1)
10.2 (1)
human health
chapter
7.1
2.1.3 problems/issues related to
the use of land, coastal water,
and natural resources
2.2 knowledge of causes of
3. at the
environmental problems and
13.2 (1)
end of the
10.2 (1)
issues
chapter
2.3 knowledge of effects of
3. at the
problems and issues
end of the
10.2 (1)
chapter
13.2
2.4 knowledge of alternative
13.2 (1)
10.2 (3)
solutions and action strategies
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2.1 (3)
2.2 (3)

2.3 (1)

2.1
2.2
2.1
2.2

Socio-political-economic knowledge. This component, as indicated in
integrated in the high school curricula of Science of Ecology and Earth Science.
Table A.2.1, consisted of six sub-components (i.e., 3.1 to 3.6). These elements were
observable and realized primarily in social science courses. For Science of Ecology
and Earth Science courses, several sub-components were either not addressed or
minimally addressed in course objectives and weakly addressed in one or more
sections of the text. Most of the sub- components were ignored in all objectives in
the Science textbook of ninth grade. The subcomponent of 3.4 (i.e., cultural and
religious foundation) was adequately considered in the Science text of seventh grade,
as indicated in Table A.2.7 (p.289). In light of these results, and for this component
only, the researcher also reviewed the social studies textbooks of the fifth, eighth,
and ninth grades. The researcher found that this component was integrated in social
studies textbooks more than in science textbooks, although the results of social
sciences textbooks are not reported in this study.
Cognitive skills. As indicated in Table A.2.1, cognitive skills included six
sub-components (i.e., 4.1 to 4.6). As indicated in Table A.2.8 (p. 290), most of
these sub-components were integrated in the Earth Science text of secondary
school. It is noteworthy that these sub-components were realized mainly in
students’ activity textbooks. With the exception of sub-component of 4.4 and 4.5,
these sub-components were ignored in the Science of Ecology text. For the subcomponent of 4.4 (i.e., skills in identifying variables and drafting research
questions), the research questions were directly given to students.
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Table A.2.7
Results of the Analysis of Socio-Political-Economic Knowledge in Selected Science
Textbooks of the Middle School in Saudi Arabia

Sub-Component

3.1 History
3.2 economic
and production
foundations

Science Textbooks
Science Textbook of 7th
Science Textbook of 8th
Chapter.
Chapter.
Lesson
Sections
Lesson (lesson
Sections
(lesson
Objectives)
Objectives)
3. Socio-Political-Economic Knowledge
4.1
1.1
5.1
12. at the
end of
chapter

3.3 the society
and identity
foundations
3.4 cultural and
religious
foundations

3.5 the
foundation of
power, authority,
and governance
3.6 technology

1.1; 2.3;
4.1; 5.1;
6.1; 7.1;
7.2; 8.2;
11.1; 12.1;
13.1

Science Textbook of 9th
Chapter.
Lesson (lesson
Objectives)

3.3
5.1
10.1

Sections

2.1
3.1

7.2
7.2 (1)

8.2

1.1

1.3 (2)

1.1

Affective dispositions. This component, as shown in Table A.2.1, included
9 sub-components (5.1 to 5.10). In comparison to other components of EL, this
component was given no attention in all middle school and secondary school
textbooks, as shown in Table A.2.8 and Table A.2.9 (p.291). One possible reason
of this is that, unlike knowledge and skills, these sub-components are difficult to
include in most school curricula. However, the researcher also is aware that despite
this lack of attention in curricula, affective dispositions such as these may be
developed through the use of selected instructional (teaching and learning)
practices.
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Table A.2.8
Results of the Analysis of Cognitive Skills and Affective dispositions in Selected
Science Textbooks of the Secondary School in Saudi Arabia
Science Textbooks
Science of Ecology
Sub-Component

Chapter.
Lesson (lesson
Objectives)

Sections

Earth Science
Chapter.
Lesson
Sections
(lesson
Objectives)

4. Cognitive Skills
4.1 problem and issue
identification skills
4.2 problem and issue
analysis skills
4.3 skills in identifying
variables and drafting
research questions
4.4 Data collection skills

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1.3
(experiment)
at the end of
unit. 1
(experiment)

-

1.3
(experiment)
at the end of
unit. 1
(experiment

-

-

-

-

4.5 Data analysis skills

4.6 Skills in planning and
carrying out actions

-

End of unit exam
Q:13
4. End of unit
exam Q:11
End of unit exam
Q:14
2.2 lab
experiment)
1.2
2.1 (preliminary
activity)
2.2 (lab
experiment)
3. (lab
experiment))
1.2
2.1 (preliminary
activity)
3. (lab
experiment)
2.2 (lab
experiment

5. Affect Dispositions
5.1 Environmental sensitivity

-

-

-

-

5.2 Environmental attitudes
5.3 Environmental values
5.4 Ethical and moral
reasoning
5.5 Self efficacy/ locus of
control
5.6 Personal
responsibility/norms
5.7 Willingness/ intention to
act
5.8 environmental affect–
love/hate
5.9 social norms/ values
5.10 environmental concern

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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Table A.2.9
Results of the Analysis of Cognitive Skills, and Affective dispositions in Selected Science
Textbooks of the Middle School in Saudi Arabia

Science Textbooks

Sub-Component

Science Textbook of 7th
Chapter.
Lesson
(lesson
Sections
Objectiv
es)

Science Textbook of 8th
Chapter.
Lesson
(lesson
Objectives)

Sections

Science Textbook of 9th
Chapter.
Lesson
(lesson
Objectives)

Sections

4. Cognitive Skills
4.1 problem and
issue
identification
skills
4.2 problem and
issue analysis
skills
4.3 skills in
identifying
variables and
drafting research
questions
4.4 Data
collection skills

1.1 (1)

1.1 (1)

1.1 (2)

1.1 (1)

1.1 (2)

1.1 (1)

3. investigation
activity

1.1 (1)
1.3 (1)
2.investi
gation
activity
(1)

1.2, 2.2, 2.3
experiments;
1.3
3,4,5,6,10,11
investigation
activities

1.1 (1)

2.2
10. investigation
activity

1.1 (2)

3.1

1.1 (1)
1.3 (1)
2.investi
gation
activity
(1)

1.3
2.2,2.3,
experiments;
3,4,5,6,10,11
investigation
activities

1.1 (1)

1.2
10. investigation
activity

1.1 (2)

3.1

5.1Environmenta
l sensitivity
5.2Environmenta
l attitudes
5.3Environmenta
l values
5.4 Ethical and
moral reasoning

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

5.5 Self efficacy/
L.C.
5.6 Personal
norms
5.7 Willingness/
intention to act
5.8environmenta
l affect–
love/hate
5.9 social values

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

5.10environment
al concern

-

-

-

-

-

-

4.5 Data analysis
skills

2.1

4.6 Skills in
planning and
carrying out
actions
5. Affect dispositions
-
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Environmentally responsible behavior. As presented in the Table A.2.1,
this component consisted of six sub-components (6.1 to 6.5). Compared to other
components, it was apparent that this component was slightly and less emphasized
in all middle school and secondary school textbooks. With respect to the subcomponents of 6.1 and 6.2 (i.e., eco- management and economic actions), none of
these sub-components were integrated in all selected textbooks. The subcomponent of 6.1 and 6.2 were only addressed in in the middle school science text
of the seventh and eighth grades, as shown in Table A.2.10. None of the six subcomponents were considered in the secondary school courses and the middle school
textbook of Science for the ninth grade as shown in Table A.2.11 (p.293).

Table A.2.10
Results of the Analysis of Environmental Responsible Behavior in Selected Science
Textbooks of the Middle School in Saudi Arabia

SubComponent

6.1 Ecomanagement
6.2 Economic
actions
6.3
Persuasion
6.5 Legal
actions
6.4 Political
actions

Science Textbooks
Science Textbook of 7th
Science Textbook of 8th
Chapter.
Chapter.
Lesson
Lesson
Sections
Sections
(lesson
(lesson
Objectives)
Objectives)
6. Environmental Responsible Behavior
12.1 (1)
10.2
12.2 (1)
-

12.1

Science Textbook of 9th
Chapter.
Lesson
Sections
(lesson
Objectives)
-

-

10.2

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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Table A.2.11
Results of the Analysis of Environmental Responsible Behavior in Selected Science
Textbooks of the Secondary School in Saudi Arabia

Science Textbooks
Sub-Component

6.1 Eco-management
6.2 Economic actions
6.3 Persuasion
6.5 Legal actions
6.4 Political actions

Science of Ecology
Chapter. Lesson
(lesson
Sections
Objectives)
-
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Earth Science
Chapter.
Lesson (lesson
Sections
Objectives)
-
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A.3. Exploring Factors Influencing the Development of Environmental
Sensitivity and the Aspects of Environmental Responsible Behavior Among
Saudi Students
Research Problem and Purpose
A review of the K-16 EE research literature in Saudi Arabia (Appendix A.1)
indicated that only one prior study had explored environmental sensitivity (ES) and
environmentally responsible behavior (ERB) constructs. Further, the content
analysis of EL components in some selected middle and secondary science
education curricula in Saudi Arabia (Appendix A.2) showed that ES and ERB have
been given a very limited attention. Therefore, this preliminary study was carried
out for two major purposes were: (1) to explore the factors influencing ES, and (2)
to explore self-reported features of ERB. This current study, thus, seeks to answer
the four following research questions:
1) What are the major factors that influence the development of
environmental sensitivity among secondary-school students in the city
of Taif in Saudi Arabia?
2) What are the major resources of environmental information among
secondary-school students in the city of Taif in Saudi Arabia?
3) What are the major features/aspects associated with the development of
environmental responsible behavior among secondary-school students
in the City of Taif in Saudi Arabia?
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The results of this preliminary study will be used to construct scales to
assess ES and ERB in this doctoral dissertation.
The Literature Review
Environmental sensitivity is defined as a set of affective attributes which
result in an individual viewing the environment from an empathetic perspective”
(Peterson, 1982, p. 5). Environmental sensitivity was included in the statements and
objectives of EE in the report of the 1975 Belgrade Workshop and 1977 Tbilisi
Conference under the “Awareness objective” (Roth, 1992; Simmons, 1995).
Environmental sensitivity is considered as a part of affective domain and EL
frameworks (Peterson 1982; Marcinkowski, 1991; Simmons, 1995; Wilke, 1995;
Hollweg et al., 2011). Environmental responsible behavior is a major goal and
outcome of environmental education (Hungerford, Peyton, & Wilke, 1980;
Rickinson, 2001; Volk & McBeth, 1997), appearing in the 1975’s Belgrade Charter
and 1977’s Tbilisi Declaration objectives under the term ‘Participation.’
Methodology
Research Method. A quantitative approach was employed in this study.
The researcher used a descriptive analysis method to retrieve the major factors that
influence the development of environmental sensitivity. In addition, to explore the
major environmental actions associated with the development of environmental
responsible behavior, the researcher used descriptive content analysis method.
Content analysis approach is defined as “a research technique for the objective,
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systematic, and quantitative description of the manifest content of communication
(Berelson, 1952, p. 18).
Instrument. Environmental Sensitivity and Environmental Responsible
Behavior Survey (ESERBS) used in this study was designed to explore the factors
associated with ES and identify the aspects of ERB. This survey consisted of three
main sections, a total of 19 items:
(I) Three items to elicit the information related to demographic variables
(i.e., gender, age, grade level). The results of this section were used to examine if
the respondents’ characteristics were somehow associated with the development of
ES and ERB;
(II) Twelve open-ended items pertaining to ES and associated life
experiences. The aim of this section was to explore the major factors that influence
the development of ES and identify the main sources of environmental information.
This study adapted Peterson’s (1982) and other past interviews and surveys used to
gather data on ES. This section, which was designed to address the first and second
research questions, was composed of two parts. The first part a was about the
general view on the environment. This part consisted of two items measured on a 5point Likert scale 1 (none) to 5 (great). One point assigned for 1 (none), two points
for 2, three points for 3, four points for 4, and 5 points for 5 (great). The maximum
score is 5 points which represent a high/great level of interest or concern depending
on the question. The minimum score is 1 point which represent no level of interest
or concern about the natural environment. In order to be interested in the
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environment for item a.1 or concerned about the environment item a.2, participants
must obtain an average of 3 for each item. In part b of this section, students were
asked eight questions to determine the factors that led to develop their
environmental sensitivity. Six of these questions were designed on 9-Likert scale.
Items b.1.a, b.2a, b.2a, b.2b were measured on a 9-point Likert scale 1 (Not at all)
to 9 (greatly). Items b.4, b.5, b.6 were also measured on 9-point Likert scale
1(none) to 9 (a great amount of time). One point assigned for 1 (none), two points
for 2, three points for 3, four points for 4, 5 points for 5 (some), six points for 6,
seven points for 7, eight points for 8, and 9 points for 9 (greatly or a great amount
of time). The maximum score is 9 points whereas the minimum score is 1 point
which. For each item answer to be significant, participants must obtain an average
of 5 for each item. Item b.3 was a multiple question about role models that have an
influence on students. Item b.7 was also a multiple question about the main
resources to obtain environmental information. Item b.8 was a multiple question
that discovers outdoor activities that students usually participate in; and
(III) Self-reported open-ended items pertaining to ERB (4 items). The
results of this section were used to explore the major features associated with the
development of the categories of ERB. The researcher adapted the work of
Marcinkowski and Rehrig (1995), Erdogan (2009), and Zhu (2015). The
participants were asked to provide at least 5 actions for each category of: (1) ecomanagement, (2) persuasion, (3) consumer and economic actions, and (4) civic
actions.
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The instrument was constructed in English and then translated to Arabic,
which is the participant’s language. The researcher hired two people who hold
Ph.D. degrees in the field of education to review the accuracy of the language of
the survey. Both speak English as well as Arabic, which is their native language.
Data Collection Procedures and sampling. When researchers got the
approvals from Florida Institute of Technology and the General Directorate of
Education in Taif, the data collection procedures were carried out in the Spring
2018 using a convenience sampling approach. The surveys, a total of 160, were
administered by a trained administer, who is a colleague of the researcher at Taif
University, to participants from the grade of 10th and 12th. The participants
recruited from two secondary schools (one male and one female) in the City of Taif
in Saudi Arabia from April to May 2018. Fortunately, the returned response rate
was 100 %.
Data Analysis Procedures. The returned surveys were analyzed in
Summer 2018 using SPSS 25. Frequency, percentage, mean, and standard deviation
were used to analyze the items pertain to the scale of ES. For ERB scale, a content
analysis was performed to explore self-reported features of ERB.
Results
Characteristics of the sample. As mentioned earlier, the response rate was
100%. Table A.3.1 (p.300) shows the characteristics of the sample. In summary,
there were 80 male (50%) and 80 female students (50%) represent 10th and 12th
grades. The age of respondents ranged from 15 to 20 years old.
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Table A.3.1
Characteristics of the Sample
Variables

Number of Responses (% of Responses)
Overall Sample
School 1
School 2
n=160
n =80
n = 80

Gender
Male
Female
Grade Level
10th Grade
Level
12th Grade
Level
Age
15-16
17-18
19-20

80 (50%)
80 (50%)

80 (100%)
0 (0)

0 (0%)
80 (100%)

80 (50%)
80 (50%)

40 (50%)
40 (50 %)

17 (21.25%)
63 (78.75%)

58
89
13

43
33
4

15
56
9

Environmental sensitivity. To answer the first research questions, the
second section of the instrument was divided into two parts. The first part was
about the general view on the environment. This part consisted of two items (a.1
and a.2) measured on a 5-point Likert scale 1 (none) to 5 (great).
As shown in Table A.3.2 students were asked in the first item a.1 to rate
their level of interest in the environment. Out of 160, 119 participants rated their
Table A.3.2
Summary of Responses for 2 5-point Likert scale Items on the General View on
Environment
5-point Likert scale Items in the General View on Environment
A.1 On the scale 1 to 5, with 5 being high, what is your level of
interest in the environment?
A.2 On the scale 1 to 5 with 5 being high, what is your level of
concern about the environment?
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M
3.95
3.97

level of interest in the environment on scale 4 (almost high) or 5 (high). Their mean
value of their responses was 3.95. In the second item a.2, students were asked to
rate their level of concern about the environment. The findings showed that (102)
63.8% of students were almost highly concerned or highly concerned.
In part b of the second section of the survey, students were asked eight
questions to determine the factors that led to develop their environmental
sensitivity. These factors can be classified into four major categories: (1)
personality (items b.1a and b.1.b), (2) relationship (items b.2a, b.2b, b.3, b.4, b.5,
b.6, and b.7), (3) participation in life experiences and outdoor activities (item b.8),
and (4) other influences (b.1.b). In terms of personality, participants were asked to
rate their level of sensitivity toward the natural environment. If their responses
were on scale 6 and above, they were followed up with an open-ended question
(item b.1.b) asking them about the factors that led them to be environmentally
sensitive. The results showed that 52 (32.5%) of students were somehow sensitive
toward the natural environment, 80 (50%) of students were almost sensitive or
highly sensitive toward the natural environment. Students who ranked themselves
on scale 6 and above indicated in the follow up item b.1. that they were sensitive
because of their attachment, compassion and enjoyment to the environment
(personality) or other factors (Table A.3.3, p.302) that can also influence the
development of ES. These other factors can be broken into four subcategories: (1)
socio-cultural influence, (2) governmental and non-governmental organizations
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Table A.3.3
The Frequencies of Other Factors Associated the Development of Students’
Environmental Sensitivity
Factors

Sub-category
Place Attachment (24)

Sample Answers
•
•

Environmental
Influence

The Quality of
Environment (12)

•
•
•

The Quality of Life (7)

•

Social Responsibility
(10)

•
•

Socio-cultural
Influence

•
•
Society (5)
•
•

Because of the beauty of the nature/
natural sceneries and views.
The place I live in has a very nice
atmosphere.
The beauty of environment.
To prevent pollution.
To have a clean environmental and
green natural view.
To offer a free life of diseases.
Because I see others don’t care
about it, so I should take the
responsibility toward environment.
Because we see other countries take
care of their environment
Religion
We care about the environment
because it reflects the status of the
society.
It reflects the development of the
society, so we care about it.
It makes me to think about the God
creations.

Frequency

43

19

Religion (4)

Educational
Influence
Governmental
and nongovernmental
organizations
Influence
A function of a
combination of
two factors.

School (in general) (2)
Education (2)

•
•

Scientists (1)
Non-Governmental
Organizations (2)

•
•

Governmental Bodies
(in general) (1)

•

A function of a
combination of
personality and
relationship (2)

•

School
To spread awareness about
environment
Scientists
Because I have participated in a
cleaning Campaign thru NG
Organization
Because the governmental agencies
encourage us to take care of
environment thru the media.
I go with my friends to Al-Hada
Mountain* for hiking.

5

3

2

* Note: Al-Hada is a high mountain/theme park in the City of Taif used for tourism with an elevation of 1.975m (6,479ft)
above the sea level.
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influence, (3) environmental influence, (4) educational influence, and (5) a function
of a combination of two factors.
In terms of the factor of relationship, students were asked seven questions
(items b.2a, b.2b, b.3, b.4, b.5, b.6, and b.7). Items b.2.a and b.2.b were about
students' family sensitivity. Students were asked to rate their family members’
sensitivity and if they have been influenced by any member of their family to be
sensitive toward the natural environment. The results showed that
41 of students expressed that their family members were somehow sensitive
(25.6%) with a mean value of 6.23. Most students 95 (59.4%) indicated that they
have been influenced by family members to be environmentally sensitive.
In respond to items b.4, 5, and 6, students have indicated that they spent
some time alone in the outdoor and natural setting (i.e., park, desert or sea).
Students also expressed that they spent some time in the natural setting with their
family 49 (30.6 %) with a mean value of 6.69.
Of 160, 36 students spent a great amount of time outdoor with their family
as a family vacation or outing. In terms of school trips, 74 (46.2%) of students do
not participated in any school trips takes place outdoor or in the natural
environment.
As mention earlier, item b.8 was asked to determine the students’
participation in life experiences and outdoor activities as a major factor associated
with the development of ES. It was found that students have been engaged more in
outdoor activities before they enrolled to the high school. The activities that
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students engaged in before high school were “Gardening/planting trees”,
“swimming in sea or in another natural body water”, “hiking, trail running, natural
walk”, “rock climbing”, and “cycling”. The rarely activities that students engage in
were RV camping (20%), Motor boating/jet skiing (25%), and Non-motorized
boating (25.6%).
The results of this study revealed that “hiking, trail running, natural walk”,
and “nature photography” were also the most outdoor activities that students
usually engage in during high school, whereas, RV camping (11.9%), cycling
(13.1%), and fishing (14.4%) were the rare outdoor activities that students
participate in as shown in Table A.3.4 (p. 305).
Sources of environmental information. The item b.7 in section II of
ESERBS was used to answer the second research question, which was about the
primary sources that students use to obtain environmental information. The results
shown in Table A.3.5 (p. 305) revealed that students frequently use Internet as a
major resource (88.75%) followed by TV/Radio (31.25%). The sources with the
lowest percentage to be used to obtain environmental information by participants
were Magazines 5 (3.75%).
Environmental responsible behavior. Students were asked four openended questions to retrieve the actions associated with the development of ERB.
participants were asked to provide at least 5 actions for each category of: (1) ecomanagement, (2) persuasion, (3) consumer and economic actions, and (4) civic
actions. Respondents generated 1259 statements to these four open-ended
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Table A.3.4
The Percentages of the Responses of Students’ Participations in Outdoor Activities
Before and During the High School (n= 160)
% of Responses
Before High
During High
School
School
50.6%
27.5 %

Outdoor Activities
Gardening/planting trees
Swimming in sea, or in another natural body water
Hiking, trail running, nature walks

50 %

34.3 %

50 %

58.8 %

Cycling

48.1 %

13.1 %

Rock climbing, mountaineering

45.6 %

18.8 %

Nature photography/art work in the outdoors

30 %

44.4 %

Fishing

28.8%

14.4 %

Hunting

28.8%

24.4 %

Tent camping/camping

26.3 %

18.8 %

Non-motorized boating

25.6 %

18.8 %

Motor boating/jet skiing

25 %

36.9 %

20 %

11.9 %

11.9 %

15 %

RV camping
Others (i.e., travel, school trips)

Table A.3.5
The Frequencies and Percentages of the Responses of the Primary Resources of
Environmental Information
Number of Responses (% of Responses)
Female 10th
Male 10th
Male 12th
Grade
Grade
Grade
(n=17)
(n = 40)
(n = 40)

Female 12th
Grade
(n=63)

142 (88.75%)

33 (82.5%)

36 (90%)

16 (94.1%)

57 (90.5%)

TV/Radio

50 (31.25%)

10 (25%)

14 (35%)

7 (41.2%)

19 (30.2%)

School

38 (23.75%)

7 (17.5%)

14 (35%)

3 (17.6%)

14 (22.2%)

Friends

37 (23.12%)

6 (15%)

10 (25%)

6 (35.3%)

15 (23.8%)

Books

37 (23.12%)

9 (22.5%)

12 (30.4%)

3 (17.6%)

13 (20.6%)

Relatives
Magazines

30 (18.75%)
5 (3.75%)

10 (25%)
0 (0%)

9 (22.5%)
4 (10%)

3 (17.6%)
0 (0%)

8 (12.7%)
1 (1.6%)

Resources of
Environmental
Information

Overall Sample
(n = 160)

Internet
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questions. Prior to analysis, the researchers have created three tables to present the
data. In the first table, the responses (row data) were translated from Arabic to
English to facilitate the data analysis of the study. In the second table, responses
were examined whether they belong to each category of ERB. Then the researchers
combined and grouped the only valid responses falling in each category based on
school gender and grade level (i.e., one 10th grade male school, one 12th grade male
school, 10th grade female school, and 12th grade female school). Out of 1259, 525
responses were classified by students to categories that they don’t belong to.
Therefore, the researchers, in the third table, regrouped these valid responses with
frequency in each category of ERB in broad themes. As shown in Table A.3.7 (p.
307), 10 themes were found to be associated with eco-management, six themes
were associated with consumer and economic actions, five themes were associated
with persuasion, and seven themes were associated with civic actions.
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Table A.3.7
The Themes and Frequency of the Students’ Responses to ERB Open-Ended
Questions
Themes of Students’ Responses
A.

Frequency

Behaviors and Actions Related to Eco-management

A.1

Picking up litters

124

A.2

Planting trees and flowers

93

A.3

89

A.4

Reducing waste/pollution (e.g., removing the trash and harmful compounds from the
sea, maintain my cars periodically, reducing releasing smoke and any source of
pollution)
Taking care of pants

A.5

Recycling

57

A.6

Participation in clean-ups

56

A.7

Participating in World Hygiene Day

27

A.8

Taking care of soil

12

A.9

Using natural materials (reduce waste/pollution)

10

A.1

Taking care of animals

5

B.
B.1

77

Behaviors Related to Consumerism and Economic Actions
Engage in Pro-Env. Consumer Activity (e.g., buying high sufficient energy products,
using insecticides wisely, rationalizing water consumption, and using green
transportations,)
Economic Donations (e.g., donating to environmental associations/organizations)

119

34

B.4

Avoid Anti-Env. Consumer Activity (e.g., avoid purchasing pesticides, avoid chemical
fertilizers, avoid over irrigations)
Purchasing recyclable products

B.5

Boycotting environmental harmful products and materials

19

Supporting the idea of not throwing waste

3

B.2
B.3

B.6
C.
C.1

48

24

Behaviors and Actions Related to Individual and Public Persuasion
120

C.4

Persuasion by spreading awareness through education, technology, and religious
instructions (e.g., publishing awareness leaflets, instructions and information signs
about environment, giving lectures and seminars)
Persuasion to engage in pro-environmental actions (e.g., using green transportations,
boycotting harmful products, save energy)
Persuasion to avoid anti-environmental actions (e.g., reducing hunting, not to leave
water taps on or not to over irrigate)
Persuading others to stop littering

C.5

Persuading others to stop cutting trees

17

C.2
C.3

D.
D.1

94
85
24

Behaviors Related to Civic Actions
60

D.6

Participating and attending environmental campaigns, clubs, initiatives, gatherings and
programs (e.g., Planting Campaign for Afforestation, National Campaign for
Environmental Awareness, Rose Planting Campaign, Start with Yourself toward the
Environment.)
Reporting to the authorities about illegal citizens’ environmental actions (e.g., cutting,
burning, and damage trees; set up fire)
Establishing and lunching campaigns for environmental preservation (e.g., The
Camping to Protect the Wildlife and Endangered Species)
Sending letters to authorities to enact and apply fines and sanctions against
environmental laws violators
Reporting to the Ministry of Environment and the Ministry of Commerce about
polluting products in marketing
Reporting to officials about the polluting factories and restaurants

D.7

Writing and sending letters and instructions to the polluting factories

1

D.2
D.3
D.4
D.5
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20
19
17
3
2
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Appendix.1.a. IRB Approval of the Preliminary Study #3
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Appendix B.1.b. IRB Approval of the Pilot Study
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Appendix B.2. The Approval from The Department of Education in Taif (in
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Appendix C.1: The List of Validity Review Panelists.

Panelist

Affiliation

Position

Dr. Saleh
Alabdulkareem

C&I Dept., College of
Education, King Saud
University, Saudi
Arabia

Professor of Science
Education

Professor of Science
Education
Dr. Nidhal Alahmad

King Saud University,
Saudi Arabia

Representative of
Excellence Research
Center for Science and
Mathematics Education
(Female Section)

Dr. Jabber M.
Aljabber

King Saud University,
Saudi Arabia

Professor of Science
Education

Dr. Saeed Alshamrani

Professor of Science
Education - King Saud
University

Vice Dean of College of
Education for Academic
Affairs - Director of
ECSME
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Appendix C.2: Email Sent to Validity Review Panelists Requesting their
Participation.
Dear Dr.
I am Adel Althubyani, a Ph.D. candidate in the Science Education program at
Florida Institute of Technology and a Lecturer of Science Education at Taif
University in Saudi Arabia. As we discussed in our previous communication, you
agreed to participate as a review panelist of the Secondary School Environmental
Literacy Measures (SSELM) that I have developed for my doctoral dissertation.
Thank you; I am grateful for your participation.
To this e-mail, I have attached the materials and procedures needed to complete
the review and evaluation of SSELM. You can complete your review and
evaluation electronically by using the link below or you can fill in the attach
file The Validity Panel and send it back to the author.
Instructions if you want to use the Link:
1. Please read the first seven pages in the document The Validity Panel. These
pages include: Cover Letter, A Brief Description of Entire Study, Expert Review
Panel Consent Statement, Overview of the SSELM, and Panel Review Procedures.
2. Please refer to the operational definitions of each component and subcomponents presented in the document The Validity Panel while you are reviewing
each item (pp. 8-36) and send your ratings for all items back to me.
3. I also have attached The Current Version of the SSELM If you are seeking
additional information about these sections of this measure.
4. Please use the link below to complete the review:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/XYF92TP
Instructions if you want to use a hard copy:
1. Please use the file The Validity Panel to complete the review and
evaluation of SSELM.
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2. Read the first seven pages in the document The Validity Panel. These
pages include: Cover Letter, A Brief Description of Entire Study, Expert
Review Panel Consent Statement, Overview of the SSELM, and Panel
Review Procedures.
3. The sections that should be reviewed and evaluated start on page 8 and
continue through page 36.
4. You need to print the pdf file out and complete that print copy. Once you
have finished your review, please give it to your colleague Dr. Ahmad
Alrashidi (he will scan your response into a pdf file and send it back to me).
Note: You can complete the review and evaluation in Arabic or English.
I look forward to and will be grateful for your participation, and hope that you will
be able to provide me with your ratings and comments by February 2, 2019.

Sincerely;
Adel Althubyani
Doctoral Candidate and Author of the SSELM
Science Education Program
Florida Institute of Technology
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Appendix C.3: The Feedback of the Experts.

The Panel of Experts Review of Face and Content Validity Secondary
School Environmental Literacy Measure (see Appendix X) was sent to four
panelists who are considered as experts in the field of science and environmental
education in Saudi Arabia (see Appendix XX). They were asked to provide their
feedback on three parts of the measure. These includes their review and evaluation
of:
Part 1: Representativeness and relevance of the items for measuring each
component; the degree to which it represents to component on scale
of 1-4, with 4 = very representative and relevant and 1 = not
representative and not relevant,
Part 2: Clarity and simplicity of the items in terms of format, structure, and
ease of comprehension; The degree of clarity on a scale of 1-4, with
4 = very clear and simple and 1= not clear and not simple and,
Part 3: Open-ended questions. The following is the panelists’ overall rate of
the representativeness, relevance, clarity and simplicity of items as
well as their responses to the open-ended questions.
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1. Dr. Al-Abdulkareem:
Scale
Knowledge Scale
Cognitive Knowledge Scale

Parts #1 and #2
Representativeness
Clarity and
and relevance
simplicity
3.5
3.5
3.88
3.64

Environmental Sensitivity Scale
Verbal Commitment Scale
Environmentally Responsible
Behavior Scale
Overall Rate

•

3
3
3

2.81
3
3

3.75

3.28

Dr. Al-Abdulkareem responses to Part#3 (Open-ended questions):
a. In regard to the components of the Knowledge of Ecology and Earth
Systems, Dr. Abdulkareem suggested that some minor revisions
needed to give challenge, where some answers of the questions are
very easy. To address this issue, the researcher will compute the
level of difficulty of each item and based on the results, items will
be modified.
b. In terms of the components of How Skilled You Think You Are,
Environmental Sensitivity, and Verbal Commitment, Dr.
Abdulkareem made this comment “in all these items "the whole
section", there must be guidelines for the answers. Based on what
the student measures the (extent)? That could be easily solved by
giving some levels for each statement, for example 5 levels to
choose from instead of choosing a number”.
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To address this issue, and because the items were about student’s participation in
certain activities, the researcher changed the 5-likert scale of items #38 to item #45
in the component of Environmental Sensitivity.
For example:
Old 5-likert scale of item:

1
2
3
Not at all
Somewhat
New 5-likert scale of item:

4

5
Greatly

1
Not at all

4

5
Very often

2

3
Sometimes

For the component of Verbal Commitment, the researcher changed the items from
question-format to statement format.
For example:
Item before modification:
To what extend are you willing to engage in pro-environmental activities
(e.g., recycling, planting, picking up litter, to use green transportation, to
conserve water or energy)?
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Item after modification:
I am willing to engage in pro-environmental activities (e.g., recycling,
planting, picking up litter, to use green transportation, to conserve water or
energy).
The researcher also changed the 5-Likert scale of the items 47-50.
For example:

Item before modification:

1
Never

2
Rarely

3
Sometimes

4
Often

5
Always

3
1 or 2 Times
a month

4
1 or 2 Times
a week

5
Daily

Item after modification:

1
Never

2
1 or 2 Times
a year

c. Dr. Abdulkareem has suggested that 5-likert scale of
Environmentally Responsible Behavior items need to be modified to
include “a range of practices for each number (could be daily,
weekly, etc.)”. The researcher changed 5-likert scale to include a
range of practice as following:
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Item before modification:

1
Never

2
Rarely

3
Sometimes

4
Often

5
Always

3
1 or 2 Times
a month

4
1 or 2 Times
a week

5
Daily

Item after modification:

1
Never

2
1 or 2 Times
a year

2. Dr. Al-Ahamed:
Scale

Parts #1 and #2
1. Representativeness
and relevance

•

2. Clarity
and
simplicity

Knowledge Scale

4

4

Cognitive Knowledge Scale

4

4

Environmental Sensitivity Scale

4

4

Verbal Commitment Scale

4

4

Environmentally Responsible
Behavior Scale
Overall Rate

4

4

4

4

Dr. Al-Ahamed responses to Part#3 (Open-ended questions): The panelist
praised the quality of measure and mentioned that most items are representative
and clear.
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3. Dr. Al-Jabber:
Parts #1 and #2
Scale

1. Representativeness
and relevance

Knowledge Scale
Cognitive Knowledge Scale
Environmental Sensitivity Scale
Verbal Commitment Scale
Environmentally Responsible
Behavior Scale
Overall Rate

•

4
3.29
4
4

2. Clarity
and
simplicity
4
3.29
4
4

4

4

3.8

3.8

In response to Part #3, Dr. Al-Jabber has not provided any comments and
suggestions.

4. Dr. Al-shamarni:
Scale
Knowledge Scale
Cognitive Knowledge
Scale
Environmental
Sensitivity Scale
Verbal Commitment
Scale
Environmentally
Responsible Behavior
Scale
Overall Rate

•

1.

Parts #1 and #2
Representativeness
and relevance
3.83

2.
Clarity
and simplicity
4

4

2.94

3.54

4

4

4

4

4

3.87

3.71

Dr. Al-shamarni responses to Part#3 (Open-ended questions):
a) “[In terms of knowledge of ecology and Earth systems, items,] they are
representative, but you should be aware that some give me four options
and some others give me five options. Also, you should be aware that
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two questions requested reviewing figures not provided”. The researcher
addressed these issues by changing the five options to be four options.
The researcher re-checked the items and did not find any duplicated
items.
b) Dr. Al-shamarni has suggested to change the item #14 to be more about
the cause and effect of the earthquake. The researcher decided not to
change this item for two reasons: (1) the item represents the construct
and its operational definitions, and (2) there are already 2 items (i.e.,
item #15 and item #16) about the Knowledge of causes of environmental
problems and issues and 2 other items (i.e., item #17 and item #18)
about Knowledge of effect of environmental problems and issues.
c) In response to the component of How Skilled You Think You Are, Dr.
Al-shamarni made this comment “I think the are excellent items;
however, I think the answer will be not accurate since there are no
shared knowledge of the students regarding what do you mean by the
three levels of the responses. I suggest collecting the data about this
component through interviews. The researcher decided to keep this item
as is since the items of third part of cognitive skills Your Understanding
of Environmental and Science Inquiry Skills shared some environmental
knowledge and participant’s response will be more accurate.
d) Dr. Al- shamarni provided this following statement in responses the
component of Your Understanding of Cognitive Skills: “nothing, but I
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noticed that two items have been duplicated”. The researcher re-checked
the items and did not find any duplicated items.
e) Dr. Al-shamarni praised the quality of Verbal Commitment items by
saying “Excellent Items”.
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Appendix D
The Secondary School Environmental Literacy Measure (SSELM)
The English Version

Note: The Arabic Version of The Secondary School Environmental Literacy
Measure (SSELM) is available upon request

"" اﻟﻧﺳﺧﺔ اﻟﻌرﺑﯾﺔ ﻣن ﻣﻘﯾﺎس اﻟﺗﻧور اﻟﺑﯾﺋﻲ ﻟﻠﻣرﺣﻠﺔ اﻟﺛﺎﻧوﯾﺔ ﻣﺗﺎﺣﺔ ﻋﻧد اﻟطﻠب ﻣن اﻟﺑﺎﺣث

** This instrument was developed by Adel Althubyani and Dr. Tom Marcinkowski,
no part of this instrument is to be used or distributed in any manner without the
prior written permission of the authors **
Adel Althubyani can be reached by:
ﯾﻣﻛﻧك ﻣراﺳﻠﺔ اﻟﺑﺎﺣث ﻋﻠﻰ ﻋﻧﺎوﯾن اﻟﺑرﯾد اﻟﺗﺎﻟﯾﺔ
Aalthubyani2013@my.fit.edu
a.thobiani@tu.edu.sa
Dr. Tom Marcinkowski can be reached by
marcinko@fit.edu
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Appendix E
The Pilot Study
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The Summary of the Pilot Study
Purpose. The overall purposes of this dissertation study were to: (a) to
determine the nature and status of EL of secondary school students in Saudi Arabia
with regard to environmental knowledge, affective dispositions, cognitive skills,
and environmental responsible behavior (ERB); and (b) to use those assessment
results to explore correlates and predictors of ERB. However, the main purposes of
this pilot study were: (1) to determine if the consent materials, instrument, and data
collection process worked as intended; and (2) to pilot data preparation and
analysis procedures associated with purposes (a) and (b), including a preliminary
analysis of psychometric properties of this instrument (usability, validity, and
reliability).
Sampling procedures and sample. To avoid contaminating of full
accessible population and study sample, schools selected in the pilot study were
excluded from the sample of the full and final study. The sampling strategy used
for this pilot study was convenience sampling, although the pilot sample matched
primary characteristics of the full study sample (Table 4.1, p147). Thus, the sample
consisted of both male and female 10th and 12th grade students. The pilot surveys
were administered to 122 participants.
As shown in Table E.1, Table E.2 (p. 351), and Table E.3 (p. 352), only 77
of 122 were considered as valid surveys and then analyzed for the construct validity
and reliability.
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Table E.1
Overall Numbers of Surveys Administered, Retuned Valid and Invalid Surveys from
both schools
No. of Surveys Administered

122

No. of Returned Surveys

105

Removal of Invalid Records

28

No. of Valid Surveys

77

Table E.2
Numbers of Surveys Administered, Retuned Valid and Invalid Surveys from the
Male School
Grade Level
10th

12th

No. of Surveys Administered

31

33

No. of Returned Surveys

27

25

Removal of Invalid Records

8

7

No Response Recorded

7

5

Other Grade Levels

0

0

1

2

19

18

Missing Responses
(> 25%)
No. of Valid Surveys

In addition to responding to the pilot instrument, students and teachers were
asked to provide comments, suggestions, and or concerns about the clarity of the
questions and the time frame needed to complete the entire instrument.
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Table E.3
Numbers of Surveys Administered, Retuned Valid and Invalid Surveys from the
Female School
Grade Level
10th

12th

No. of Surveys Administered

30

28

No. of Returned Surveys

29

24

Removal of Invalid Records

9

4

No Response Recorded

9

4

Other Grade Levels

0

0

0

0

20

20

Missing Responses
(> 25%)
No. of Valid Surveys

Data analysis procedures. The researcher analyzed the pilot data for the
psychometric properties that included the validity and reliability. In this analysis,
the researcher conducted analyses for construct validity using exploratory factor
analysis (EFA) for non-cognitive scales: environmental sensitivity, willingness, and
ERB. The researcher also conducted item analysis to check the level of difficulty
for the scales of: (a) knowledge of Ecology and Earth system and (b) knowledge of
environmental problems and issues.
Data analyses. After the researcher determined the valid data, it has been
imported to SPSS software for analysis. The analyses included: (a) determining the
timeframe needed to complete the entire instrument; (b) analyzing the data
collectors, teachers, and students’ comments about the scales’ items; and (c)
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calculating the EFA for construct validity of ES, Willingness to act, and ERB
scales, and reliability coefficients for the entire scale and sub-scales.
Timeframe to complete the instrument. The researcher had asked each
data collectors in the pilot study to record the time of completion for each
classroom. Based on the information obtained from the data collectors and
teachers, the researcher calculated the average time needed to finish and submit the
survey. The results indicated that average time needed to complete the pilot survey
that contains 64 items was 55 minutes, which was more than the class period of
time. However, after the instrument had been revised, the number of items was
reduced from 64 to 51 and most of participants completed the surveys around 35-45
minutes, which was within the limits of the calls period
Additional comments from teachers and data collectors. The teachers and
data collectors indicated that the items reflected the environmental concepts infused
in the science curriculum of secondary schools. However, they indicated that there
were some items (i.e., items 34 and 35) needed more directions and clarifications.
They concluded that these items were difficult and unclear for the participants.
They also pointed out that the survey was long and took time more than 45
minutes, which is the class time that was set by the Ministry of Education in Saudi.
Construct validity of the instrument. As mentioned earlier, the researcher
checked the face and content validity by submitting SSELM to a validity panel.
Besides that, the researcher also conducted an EFA to check the construct validity
of non- cognitive measures: (a) Environmental Sensitivity Scale, (b) Willingness to
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Act Scale and, (c) ERB Scale. Construct validity was conducted to determine
whether there were single or multiple factors of the items.
To examine the construct validity of Environmental Sensitivity Scale, all the
11 items were subjected to EFA with Varimax rotation. The results indicated that
there are three factors with eigenvalues greater than 1 as shown in Figure E.1.
These three factors accounted for 53.612% of the total variance in participants
responses. Eigenvalue of factor 1 was 3.004 accounted for 27.311% of variance,
factor 2 was 1.759 accounted for 15.989 % of variance, and factor 3 was 1.134
accounted for 10.312% of variance of participants’ responses.

Figure E.1 Scree plot of EFA of ES
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The findings revealed that 8 of 11 items loaded on factor 1, which measures
The Influence of Outdoor Activities. Item 37 that examines the level of sensitivity
of family members was loaded on factor 1 by .508 and on factor 2 by .487 (Table
E.4, p. 356). Factor 2, which measures The Level of Environmental Sensitivity of
Participants and their Family Members, corresponded to 2 items (items 36 and 38)
as well as to item 37 that was loaded to factor 1 as well. Conceptually, item 37 is
more related to The Level of Environmental Sensitivity of Participants and their
Family Members (Factor 2). Item 46, which reads “To what extent has your level
of environmental sensitivity been influenced by directly observing negative
environmental impacts (e.g., littering, cutting trees, natural disasters)?”, loaded by
.830 on Factor 3. As mentioned before, the researcher conducted a preliminary
study to determine the factors associated with the development of environmental
sensitivity (Appendix A.3). The results of this preliminary study indicated that the
construct “The Influence of Observing Negative Environmental Impact” was not
mainly associated with the development of ES on Saudi students. These results
were inconsistent with the results Peterson (1980). However, the researcher added
this construct as an item in the pilot instrument under Environmental Sensitivity
Scale to double check weather this construct is appropriate and important to be part
or dropped from the final instrument. Because of the results of EFA of
Environmental Sensitivity Scale and Cronbach’s alpha increases if this item deleted,
the researcher decided to exclude this item form the final study of this dissertation.
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Table E.4
Factor Loading of ES Items
Item No.
43
42
40
44
41
45
37
39
38
36
46

Factor Loading
Factor
Factor
1
2
.655
.595
.589
.583
.580
.533
.508
.394
.694
.650

Factor
3

.830

In order to examine the construct validity of Willingness to Act Scale, all
four items were subjected to EFA with Varimax rotation. As shown in Figure E.2
(p. 357), the results indicated that all of these four items loaded on one factor with
eigenvalue greater than 1 The eigenvalue of this factor was 2.365, which accounted
for 59.132 % of variance of participants’ responses as shown in Table E.5 (p. 357).
This factor was named as Willingness to Act.
In order to examine the construct validity of ERB Scale, all 14 items were
subjected to EFA with Varimax rotation. The results indicated that there two
factors with eigenvalues greater than 1 as shown in Figure E.3 (p. 358). Eigenvalue
of factor 1 was 4.822 accounted for 34.44% of variance of participants’ responses
and eigenvalue of factor 2 was 1.367 accounted for 9.761 % of variance of
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Figure E.2 Scree plot of EFA of Willingness to Act

Table E.5
Factor loading of Willingness to Act Items

Factor Loading
Item No.

Factor
1

47

.819

49

.804

48

.769

50

.675
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Figure E.3 Scree plot of EFA of ERB

participants’ responses on this scale. The findings revealed that 12 of 14 items
loaded on factor 1 (Table E.6) Items 52 and 57 were loaded on factor 2,

Table E.6
Factor Loading of ERB Items
Item No.
56

Factor Loading
Factor 1
Factor 2
.702

63

.698

54

.669

59

.667

61

.636

64

.633

51

.630

53

.613

60

.600

62

.599

59

.565
.781

52
57

-.507
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which measures The Pro-Behavior. However, item 52 was a pro-behavior that
students take to address an environmental problem and item 57 was a pro-behavior
that students take to avoid creating an environmental problem.
Reliability. In terms of reliability, the researcher calculated the reliability
coefficient for the entire instrument and the internal consistency coefficients was
.844. Furthermore, the Kuder-Richard coefficients were calculated for the
Environmental Knowledge scale and Your Understating of Environmental Inquiry
Skills scales because these scales were constructed on multiple-choice format
(items scored discommodiously). The results indicated that internal consistency
coefficients were .768 and .66 receptively for Environmental Knowledge scale and
Your Understating of Environmental Inquiry Skills scales.
In addition, the researcher calculated the Cronbach’s coefficients for How
Skilled You Think You Are, ES, Willingness to Act, and ERB scales. The findings
pointed out that the internal consistency coefficients were .755; .721; .758; and
.842 receptively for How Skilled You Think You Are, ES, Willingness to Act, and
ERB scales.
Based on the results of this pilot study, I revised SSELM as follows:
Item 6
The item before modification:
Which of the following is part of the water cycle?
a. decomposition
b. erosion
c. transpiration
d. ocean tides
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The item after modification:
Which of the following is part of the water cycle?
a. decomposition
b. erosion
c. ocean tides
d. surface runoff
Item 7
The item before modification:
Which of these terms includes all living and non-living things that interact
in a specific area?
a. biotic community
b. natural ecosystem
c. physical environment
d. species population
The item after modification:
Which of these terms includes both living and non-living things that interact
in a specific area?
a. biotic community
b. natural ecosystem
c. physical environment
d. species population
Item 15
The item before modification:
Which of the following gasses has the greatest influence on climate
change?
a. carbon dioxide (CO2)
b. oxygen (O2)
c. ozone (O3)
d. water vapor (H20)
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The item after modification:
Which of the following in the atmosphere gasses has the greatest influence
on climate change?
a. carbon dioxide (CO2)
b. oxygen (O2)
c. ozone (O3)
d. water vapor (H20)
Item 18
The item before modification:
Which of the following is responsible for creating eutrophication in water?
a. calcium (Ca)
b. carbon monoxide (CO).
c. phosphorus (P)
d. sulfur (S)
The item after modification:
Which of the following is responsible for creating eutrophication in water?
a. chlorine (Cl)
b. carbon monoxide (CO).
c. phosphorus (P)
d. sulfur (S)
Item 44
The item before modification:
I avoided buying or misusing gardening materials (e.g., pesticides,
fertilizers, water).

1
Never

2
1 or 2 Times
a year

3
1 or 2 Times
a month
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4
1 or 2 Times
a week

5
Daily

The item after modification:
Whenever possible, I did not buy or misuse gardening materials (e.g.,
pesticides, fertilizers, water).

1
Never

2
1 or 2 Times
a year

3
1 or 2 Times
a month
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4
1 or 2 Times
a week

5
Daily

Appendix F
Power Analyses

Appendix F. 1: Priori Power Analysis for Bivariate Correlation (Normal Model)
Appendix F. 2: Priori Power Analysis for Point Biserial Model
Appendix F. 1: Priori Power Analysis for Multiple Regression
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Appendix F. 1: Priori Power Analysis for Bivariate Correlation (Normal Model)
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Appendix F. 2: Priori Power Analysis for Point Biserial Model
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Appendix F. 1: Priori Power Analysis for Multiple Regression
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Appendix G
Checking OLS Regression Assumptions

Appendix G.1: Linearity Assumption
Appendix G.2: Independence of Residuals Assumption
Appendix G.3: Normality of Residuals Assumption
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Appendix G.1: Linearity Assumption
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Appendix G.2: Independence of Residuals Assumption
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Appendix G.3: Normality of Residuals Assumption

Tests of Normality

Standardized
Residual

Kolmogorov-Smirnova
Statistic
df
Sig.
.019
482
.200*
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Shapiro-Wilk
Statistic
df
Sig.
.997
482
.535
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Appendix H
Results Regarding the Assumption of Multicollinearity
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Results Regarding the Assumption of Multicollinearity

Collinearity Statistics
Tolerance

VIF

Willingness to Act

.856

1.168

Environmental Sensitivity

.798

1.253

Cognitive Skills

.909

1.101

Environmental Knowledge

.921

1.086
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Appendix I
Row Data

Data may be available upon request
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